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THE NAVIER-SLIP THIN-FILM EQUATION FOR 3D FLUID FILMS: EXISTENCE
AND UNIQUENESS
MANUEL V. GNANN AND MIRCEA PETRACHE
Abstract. We consider the thin-film equation Bth`∇ ¨
`
h2∇∆h
˘
“ 0 in physical space dimensions (i.e.,
one dimension in time t and two lateral dimensions with h denoting the height of the film in the third
spatial dimension), which corresponds to the lubrication approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations of
a three-dimensional viscous thin fluid film with Navier-slip at the substrate. This equation can have a free
boundary (the contact line), moving with finite speed, at which we assume a zero contact angle condition
(complete-wetting regime). Previous results have focused on the 1 ` 1-dimensional version, where it has
been found that solutions are not smooth as a function of the distance to the free boundary. In particular,
a well-posedness and regularity theory is more intricate than for the second-order counterpart, the porous-
medium equation, or the thin-film equation with linear mobility (corresponding to Darcy dynamics in the
Hele-Shaw cell). Here, we prove existence and uniqueness of classical solutions that are perturbations of an
asymptotically stable traveling-wave profile. This leads to control on the free boundary and in particular
its velocity.
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1. The setting
1.1. Formulation as a free-boundary problem. We study the thin-film equation
Bth`∇ ¨
`
h2∇∆h
˘ “ 0 for t ą 0 and py, zq P th ą 0u (1.1a)
in 1 ` 2 dimensions. Here, t denotes the time variable and py, zq P R2 the base point of the fluid film with
height h “ hpt, y, zq (cf. Fig. 1).
The differential operators in (1.1a) read
∇ :“
ˆBy
Bz
˙
and ∆ :“ B2y ` B2z .
It is known that (1.1) allows for solutions evolving with finite speed of propagation (cf. [6, 5, 48, 43, 44]),
that is, a free boundary Bth ą 0u (the contact line) will appear. This is a moving line in three-dimensional
physical space, which evolves in time and forms the triple junction between the three phases liquid, gas, and
solid. Here, we assume a zero contact angle at the contact line (the angle between the interfaces liquid-gas
and liquid-solid), that is,
pν,∇hq “ 0 at Bth ą 0u, (1.1b)
where ν “ νpt, y, zq P R2 denotes the (inner) unit normal of the free boundary Bth ą 0u. Reformulating
equation (1.1a) in divergence form as
Bth`∇ ¨ phV q “ 0 for t ą 0 and py, zq P th ą 0u, (1.1c)
we read off the transport velocity V “ h∇∆h of the film height, for which the boundary value on Bth ą 0u
has to equal the velocity V0 “ V|Bthą0u of the free boundary. Thus we impose another condition at the
contact line, which reads
h∇∆h “ V0 at Bth ą 0u. (1.1d)
We note that the problem is invariant under changing the function h by a lateral translation. Hence, our
subsequent results are valid up to translating h appropriately.
1.2. The thin-film equation with general mobility. In fact, equation (1.1a) is a special case of the
general thin-film equation
Bth`∇ ¨ phn∇∆hq “ 0 in th ą 0u, (1.2)
where n P p0, 3q determines the mobility hn entering (1.2). Note that the upper and lower bounds on n are
due to the following observations:
(i) For n ď 0, equation (1.2) is not degenerate anymore and therefore has infinite speed of propagation.
Secondly, non-negativity of solutions (cf. [7]) is not ensured anymore. Therefore, in these cases solutions
to (1.2) bear no physical interpretation as fluid films.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a liquid thin film in the plane y, z, and in the plane z, h at fixed
coordinate y.
(ii) For n “ 3, equation (1.2) is the lubrication approximation of the Navier–Stokes equations with no slip
at the substrate. Then the variables h and z in the spatial part of (1.2) have a critical scaling leading
to a singularity of h at the contact line. Furthermore, the triple junction is fixed for all times as a
moving contact line would lead to infinite dissipation (cf. [26, 47, 66]). As the degeneracy increases
with n, the free boundary cannot move for all n ě 3, that is, a physical interpretation ceases to be
valid.
In fact, the integer cases n “ 1 and n “ 2 carry most physics. The case of linear mobility n “ 1 can be
interpreted as the lubrication approximation of the Darcy flow in the Hele-Shaw cell (cf. [36, 57, 58]). In this
case the fluid is trapped between two narrow walls, so that the flow field is in good approximation laminar
and parallel to the walls and the dependence on the coordinate perpendicular to the walls is a Poiseuille-type
parabola. Hence, it appears that the 1 ` 1-dimensional case is the physically most relevant one for linear
mobility n “ 1.
In a physical 1`2-dimensional lubrication model, linear mobilities can be reproduced by assuming a nonlinear
slip condition in which the slip length diverges like h´1 as hŒ 0 (see Greenspan [41]). However, in this case
it may be argued that a more natural choice (in line with the original work of Navier [67], where the slip
condition together with the Navier–Stokes equations has been proposed first) is to use a quadratic mobility
n “ 2, corresponding to an h-independent slip length. This is in fact the lubrication approximation of the
Navier–Stokes equations with Navier slip at the substrate. That is the case on which we chose to concentrate
in the present work.
Note that the dissipation functional in the Navier-slip case is given by the (scaled) sum of the dissipation
functionals for inner friction only (no-slip case) and purely outer friction (Darcy), so that Navier slip merely
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is a balance of these two contributions. We refer to the reviews by Bonn, Eggers, Indekeu, Meunier, and
Rolley [12], de Gennes [24], and Oron, Davis, and Bankoff [68] for (non-rigorous) derivations of (1.1a) starting
from the Navier–Stokes equations with Navier slip at the liquid-solid interface and to Jäger and Mikelić [49]
for a rigorous derivation of the Navier-slip condition due to a rough liquid-solid interface.
1.3. Weak solutions to the thin-film equation. We emphasize that a well-established global existence
theory of weak solutions to (1.2) has been developed, starting with Bernis and Friedman [7] and later on
upgraded to the stronger entropy-weak solutions by Beretta, Bertsch, and Dal Passo [4], and independently
by Bertozzi and Pugh [9], which also exist in higher dimensions (cf. [21, 45]). An alternative gradient-flow
approach leading to generalized minimizing-movement solutions (that are weak solutions as well) is due to
Loibl, Matthes, and Zinsl [61], Matthes, McCann, and Savaré [63], and Otto [69]. Qualitative properties of
weak solutions have been the subject of for instance the works of Bernis [5, 6], Grün [43, 44], and Hulshof
and Shishkov [48], where finite speed of propagation has been proved, Bertsch, Dal Passo, Garcke, and Grün
[10], Dal Passo, Giacomelli, and Grün [22], Fischer [28, 29, 30], Giacomelli and Grün [33], and Grün [46],
where waiting-time phenomena have been considered, or Carlen and Ulusoy [19], Carrillo and Toscani [20],
and Matthes, McCann, and Savaré [63], where the intermediate asymptotics of (1.2) have been investigated.
Partial-wetting boundary conditions have been considered by Bertsch, Giacomelli, and Karali [11], Esselborn
[27], Mellet [64], and Otto [69]. We refer to Ansini and Giacomelli [2], Bertozzi [8], and Giacomelli and
Shishkov [37] for detailed reviews.
Nevertheless, unlike in the porous-medium case (1.3), this theory does neither give uniqueness of solutions
nor enough control at the free boundary to give an expression like (1.1d) a classical meaning. Furthermore,
the regularity of the free boundary as a sub-manifold of p0,8q ˆ R2 appears to be inaccessible within this
theory. This explains the interest in a well-posedness and regularity theory of classical solutions to (1.1).
1.4. Well-posedness and classical solutions. Well-posedness and regularity for zero contact angles in
the Hele-Shaw case (equation (1.2) with n “ 1) have been treated by Bringmann, Giacomelli, Knüpfer, and
Otto [13, 35], Giacomelli and Knüpfer [34], the first author [38], and the first author, Ibrahim, and Masmoudi
[40] in 1 ` 1 dimensions and by John [50] and Seis [73] in any number of spatial dimensions while nonzero
contact angles have been the subject of the works of Knüpfer and Masmoudi [57, 58] for 1 ` 1 dimensions
only. The remarkable result is that solutions are smooth functions in the distance to the free boundary only
for the linear-mobility case, i.e., for the case n “ 1. The reason for this feature is the strong analogy to the
porous-medium equation
Bth´∆hm “ 0 in th ą 0u, (1.3)
where m ą 1, which is also degenerate-parabolic, but additionally satisfies a comparison principle. In fact,
the spatial part of the linearizations in the works of Giacomelli, Knüpfer, and Otto [35], the first author [38],
John [50], and Seis [73] is nothing else but the square (or a second-order polynomial) of the spatial part of
the corresponding linearization of (1.3). For (1.3) a well-established well-posedness and regularity theory
(giving smooth solutions) is available (cf. [1, 23, 59, 52, 72]), which in fact transfers to (1.2) with n “ 1 and
zero contact angle on Bth ą 0u. In what follows, we give evidence for the insight that the strong analogy
to the porous-medium equation (1.3) is lost when passing to general mobilities n P p0, 3qzt1u, in particular
Navier slip with n “ 2:
Well-posedness and regularity for the 1` 1-dimensional counterpart of (1.1), i.e.,
Bth` Bz
`
h2B3zh
˘ “ 0 for t ą 0 and z P th ą 0u, (1.4)
subject to complete-wetting boundary conditions, have already been obtained by Giacomelli, the first author,
Knüpfer, and Otto [31] and subsequently improved by the first author [39]. There, perturbations of traveling
waves
h “
#
x
3
2 for x ą 0,
0 for x ď 0 with x :“ z ´
3
8
t, (1.5)
have been investigated (the wave velocity is without loss of generality normalized to 3
8
and the contact point
is without loss of generality at z “ 0 at initial time t “ 0). The result [31] establishes well-posedness of
solutions for sufficiently regular initial data and a partial regularity result, which has been upgraded in [39]
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to obtain full regularity in form of
h “ x 32
˜
1`
ÿ
βďj`βkăN
ajkptqxj`βk `O
`
xN
˘¸
as xŒ 0, where x :“ z ´ Z0ptq, (1.6)
the variable Z0ptq denotes the contact point, and where the number
β :“
?
13´ 1
4
P
ˆ
1
2
, 1
˙
(1.7)
has been introduced. Here, the ajkptq are (at least) continuous functions of time t and the order N P N
of expansion (1.6) can be chosen arbitrarily large. Note that expansion (1.6) is in line with the findings of
Giacomelli, the first author, and Otto [32], where it has been found that source-type self-similar solutions
hpt, zq “ t´ 16Hpxq with x :“ t´ 16 z, have the form
Hpxq “ C|x˘ 1| 32
´
1` v
´
|x˘ 1|, |x˘ 1|β
¯¯
as p´1, 1q Q xÑ ¯1,
where v “ vpx1, x2q is analytic around px1, x2q “ p0, 0q with vp0, 0q “ 0 (cf. [3, Appendix, for the generaliza-
tion to higher dimensions]). The analysis in [39] heavily uses the fact that spatial and temporal regularity
can only be treated jointly, so that expansion (1.6) also implies higher regularity in time, in particular of the
contact point Z0 “ Z0ptq. This was also used in the work of Knüpfer [54], where partial-wetting boundary
conditions (i.e., a fixed nonzero contact angle at the triple junction) has been treated. For the case of general
mobilities, we refer to the works of Belgacem, the first author, and Kuehn [3], as well as Giacomelli, the
first author, and Otto [32] for source-type self-similar solutions with complete- and partial-wetting boundary
conditions (partially also in higher dimensions), to Knüpfer [55, 56] for general solutions in the 1 ` 1-
dimensional case and partial-wetting boundary conditions, and to Degtyarev [25] for general solutions in
higher dimensions with partial-wetting boundary conditions, where similar features can be observed.
This work is concerned with developing a well-posedness and stability analysis for the Navier-slip thin-film
equation with complete-wetting boundary conditions in physical dimensions 1`2. We are aware of only three
works (which have been mentioned afore) establishing well-posedness and regularity of the free boundary
in more than 1 ` 1 dimensions. The first two, John [50] and Seis [73], treat the linear mobility case in
arbitrary dimensions, showing that level sets (and therefore also the free boundary) are analytic manifolds
of time and space. The third paper due to Degtyarev [25] treats the quadratic mobility case in arbitrary
dimensions under partial wetting conditions, i.e., condition (1.1b) is replaced by the less degenerate condition
pν,∇hq “ g for a function satisfying point-wise bounds g ě ε ą 0. In this case local-in-time existence of a
unique smooth solution (implying smoothness of the free boundary as well) has been shown.
1.5. Link to fractional Laplacian free boundary problems. We further point out some parallels to
other free boundary problems, such as the obstacle problems for the Laplacian and the extension method of
Caffarelli and Silvestre [16] for the fractional Laplacian.
To start with, compare the operator ∇ ¨`h2∇∆h˘ from (1.1a) to the operators ∇ ¨ p|y|γ∇hq or ∇ ¨ p|y|γ∇∆hq,
appearing in the formulation of the fractional Laplacian p´∆qs, for 0 ă s ă 1, and for 1 ă s ă 2 (described
e.g. in Yang [75]), respectively. We may interpret |y|γ as a simplified version of the more nonlinear behavior
of the height h2 near the free boundary.
In the case of the obstacle problem for the fractional Laplacian with 0 ă s ă 1, which is the most classical
free boundary problem in this case, it was found in Caffarelli, Salsa, and Silvestre [15] and Caffarelli, Ros-
Oton, and Serra [14] that a power-like expansion in terms of the distance to the free boundary analogous
to (1.6) is available at regular points. Similar studies for higher order fractional Laplacians which are more
closely related to our problem, e.g. for s “ 3{2 and with a boundary condition such as (1.1b), seem not to
have been developed yet.
In Caffarelli and Vázquez [18], as well as Serfaty and Serra [74] the obstacle problem with an evolving free
boundary, motivated by statistical physics problems, was studied using a hodograph transform adapted to
that problem for the case of the Laplacian, and we refer to Caffarelli and Vasseur [17], as well as Kiselev,
Nazarov, and Volberg [53] for parabolic versions of the fractional Laplacian evolution, with applications in
fluid dynamics. It would be interesting to push the link between our problem and such higher-order fractional
Laplacian problems further, in the hope of gaining a more geometric understanding of equation (1.1).
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1.6. Perturbations of traveling waves. Due to the choice of complete-wetting boundary conditions
(cf. (1.1b)), the generic situation is the one in which the thin fluid film will ultimately cover the whole
surface. Close to the contact line, assumed here to be almost straight, one may model this situation by a
traveling wave solution to (1.1a), which we assume for convenience to move in the z-direction:
hTWpt, y, zq :“ Hpxq, where x “ z ´ V t (1.8a)
and H “ Hpxq is a fixed profile moving with velocity V . Using (1.8) in (1.1a) gives the fourth-order ordinary
differential equation (ODE)
´V dH
dx
` d
dx
ˆ
H2
d3H
dx3
˙
“ 0 for x ą 0.
With help of (1.1b), we obtain d
dx
Hp0q “ 0, and up to changing the variable x by a translation we have
Bth ą 0u “ tz “ V tu “ tx “ 0u in this case, which gives the condition Hp0q “ 0. Condition (1.1d) gives´
H d
3H
dx3
¯
p0q “ V and by an easy integration we find
H
d3H
dx3
“ V for x ą 0.
A traveling-wave profile H with support r0,8q is given by
Hpxq “
#
x
3
2 for x ą 0,
0 for x ď 0, (1.8b)
where V “ ´ 3
8
is the rescaled velocity of the wave.
Zpt, x, yq
x
hpt, y, Zpt, x, yqq “ x 32
gas
liquid
triple junction
film height h
z (or x)
Figure 2. Schematic of a liquid thin film and the von Mises transform (1.9) at fixed coor-
dinate y.
Our main result will establish well-posedness and stability of perturbations of the traveling-wave profile
(1.8). As a starting point, we transform equation (1.1a) for h to an equation for the perturbation of hTW.
Therefore, we define new coordinates depending on the function h and denoted by pt, x, yq, which are related
to the original coordinates pt, y, zq via the property that (cf. Fig. 2)
h pt, y, Zpt, x, yqq “ x 32 for t, x ą 0 and y P R. (1.9)
The transformation interchanges dependent and independent variables and we refer to it as the hodograph
or von Mises transform. Since the active coordinate is the variable z, under the assumption of a profile that
is strictly monotone in z the transformation (1.9) is indeed well-defined, and we find that condition (1.1b)
is automatically verified. Under this change of coordinates, the boundary Bth ą 0u is transformed into the
coordinate hyperplane tx “ 0u. Furthermore, in case of the traveling-wave solution h “ hTW given in (1.8a)
for V “ ´ 3
8
, we directly find by comparison to (1.8b) that (1.9) is satisfied by
Z “ ZTWpt, x, yq :“ x´ 3
8
t. (1.10)
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In Appendix A.1 we provide details on how the free-boundary problem (1.1) transforms under the change of
coordinates (1.9) into
Zt ` F´1
´
D2y ´DyG
`
Dx ´ 12
˘´GDy `Dx ` 32˘`G `Dx ` 32˘G `Dx ´ 12˘
` F `Dx ` 32˘F `Dx ´ 12˘ ¯´DyG´G `Dx ` 12˘G´ F `Dx ` 12˘F¯ “ 0 (1.11)
for pt, x, yq P p0,8q2 ˆ R, where
F :“ Z´1x and G :“ Z´1x Zy (1.12)
and where we have introduced the operators
Dx :“ xBx “ Bs with s :“ lnx and Dy :“ xBy. (1.13)
Note that Dx and Dy do not commute. For later purpose, we also define
D :“ pDx, Dyq (1.13)“ pxBx, xByq and Dℓ :“ Dℓyy Dℓxx , with ℓ :“ pℓx, ℓyq P N20, (1.14)
where the ordering of operators is crucial.
1.7. The nonlinear Cauchy problem. As a next step, we linearize equation (1.11) around the traveling-
wave solution (1.10) by setting
v :“ Z ´ ZTW with ZTWpt, x, yq “ x´ 3
8
t. (1.15)
Thus Zt “ ´ 38 ` vt and by (1.12) we observe that
F´1 “ 1` vx, F “ 1´ vx ` h.o.t., and G “ vy ` h.o.t.,
where h.o.t. denotes terms of higher order (super-linear in tvx, vyu or containing a term of the form wB,
where w P tvx, vyju and B P tBx, Byu). We use this in (1.11) and obtain
DyG´G
`
Dx ` 12
˘
G´ F `Dx ` 12˘F “ ´12 ` x´1 `D2x `D2y˘ v ` h.o.t.
Furthermore, we also have the operator identity
D2y ´DyG
`
Dx ´ 12
˘´GDy `Dx ` 32˘`G `Dx ` 32˘G `Dx ´ 12˘` F `Dx ` 32˘F `Dx ´ 12˘
“ D2y `
`
Dx ` 32
˘ `
Dx ´ 12
˘` 1
2
x´1
`
D2y `Dx ` 2
˘
v ` h.o.t.
Utilizing this in (1.11), we obtain the nonlinear Cauchy problem
xBtv ` qpDxqv `D2yrpDxqv `D4yv “ N pvq for pt, x, yq P p0,8q2 ˆ R, (1.16a)
v|t“0 “ vp0q for px, yq P p0,8q ˆ R, (1.16b)
for given initial data vp0q “ vp0qpx, yq : p0,8q ˆ RÑ R, where we have introduced the polynomial symbols
qpζq :“ `ζ ` 1
2
˘
ζ
`
ζ2 ´ 3
2
ζ ´ 1
4
˘ “ `ζ ` 1
2
˘ `
ζ ` β ´ 1
2
˘
ζ pζ ´ β ´ 1q , (1.17a)
rpζq :“ 2 pζ ` 1q `ζ ` 1
2
˘
, (1.17b)
with the irrational root
β “
?
13´ 1
4
P ` 1
2
, 1
˘
. (1.18)
The nonlinearity N pvq is given by
N pvq :“ ´ xF´1
´
D2y ´DyG
`
Dx ´ 12
˘´GDy `Dx ` 32˘`G `Dx ` 32˘G `Dx ´ 12˘
` F `Dx ` 32˘F `Dx ´ 12˘ ¯´DyG´G `Dx ` 12˘G´ F `Dx ` 12˘F¯
` 3
8
x` qpDxqv `D2yrpDxqv `D4yv
(1.19)
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and is super-linear in Dℓv, where ℓ P N20 with 1 ď |ℓ| ď 4. We postpone a precise characterization of
its algebraic structure to later sections (cf. §4) and first concentrate on the characterization of the linear
operator
xBt ` L “ xBt ` L px, Bx, Byq :“ xBt ` qpDxq `D2yrpDxq `D4y. (1.20)
1.8. The linearized evolution and loss of regularity at the free boundary. In this section, we
develop a heuristic understanding of the properties of the linear equation pxBt ` Lqu “ f , that is, we study
the inhomogeneous linear problem (cf. (1.20))
xBtv ` qpDxqv `D2yrpDxqv `D4yv “ f for pt, x, yq P p0,8q2 ˆ R, (1.21a)
v|t“0 “ vp0q for px, yq P p0,8q ˆ R (1.21b)
for a given right-hand side f . It appears to be convenient to apply the Fourier transform in the variable y,
that is, we set
vˆpt, x, ηq :“ 1?
2π
ż 8
´8
e´iyηvpt, x, yqdy. (1.22)
Thus, problem (1.21) is transformed into
xBtvˆ ` qpDxqvˆ ´ x2η2rpDxqvˆ ` x4η4vˆ “ fˆ for pt, x, ηq P p0,8q2 ˆ R, (1.23a)
vˆ|t“0 “ vˆp0q for px, ηq P p0,8q ˆ R. (1.23b)
For sufficiently regular functions vˆ and fˆ at the contact line, the terms xBtvˆ, x2η2rpDxqvˆ, and x4η4vˆ are
higher-order corrections and the equation is mainly dominated by the linear operator qpDxq. The kernel of
this operator is given by
ker qpDxq “ spantx´γ : γ is a root of qpDxqu (1.17a)“ span
!
x´
1
2 , x
1
2
´β, x0, x1`β
)
,
so that one may expect respective powers to also appear in the solution. Yet, note that from (1.17a), since
β
(1.18)“
?
13´1
4
P ` 1
2
, 1
˘
, the roots ´ 1
2
and 1
2
´ β of qpζq are negative and therefore the powers x´ 12 , x 12´β
cannot appear in the expansion of the solution near x “ 0 (otherwise, because of Z (1.15)“ ZTW ` v, the
contact line would be undefined). Therefore, a linear combination of x0 and x1`β is necessary and because
of the addend xBtvˆ a fixed-point iteration (and subsequently undoing the Fourier transform in y, cf. (1.22))
will give
Dℓvpt, x, yq “ Dℓ `v0pt, yq ` v1pt, yqx` v1`βpt, yqx1`β ` v2pt, yqx2˘` o `x2`δ˘ (1.24)
as xŒ 0, where we have defined the boundary values (or traces)
v0pt, yq :“ lim
xŒ0
vpt, x, yq, (1.25a)
v1pt, yq :“ lim
xŒ0
x´1 pvpt, x, yq ´ v0pt, yqq , (1.25b)
v1`βpt, yq :“ lim
xŒ0
x´1´β pvpt, x, yq ´ v0pt, yq ´ v1pt, yqxq , (1.25c)
v2pt, yq :“ lim
xŒ0
x´2
`
vpt, x, yq ´ v0pt, yq ´ v1pt, yqx´ v1`βpt, yqx1`β
˘
, (1.25d)
and where δ P p0, 2β ´ 1q will be fixed later, ℓ “ pℓx, ℓyq P N20 with |ℓ| :“ ℓx ` ℓy ď L ` 4 and ℓy ď Ly ` 4
for some fixed L,Ly P N0, and where we use the convention Dℓ :“ Dℓyy Dℓxx . The function v0 “ v0pt, yq
determines the position of the contact line, i.e., Z0pt, yq :“ Zpt, 0, yq “ ´ 38 t` v0pt, yq is the z-coordinate of
the contact line, so that
R Q y ÞÑ
ˆ
y
´ 3
8
t` v0pt, yq
˙
P R2
is the graph of the free boundary. In the analysis for the 1 ` 1-dimensional counterpart (1.4) in [31, 39] a
slightly different transformation has been used, that is, perturbations u :“ F ´ 1, where F “ Z´1x , have
been studied. The equation for the derivative in x removes the position of the contact line and appears
to be convenient to prove appropriate parabolic estimates. However, our problem cannot be transformed
in a closed problem in terms of F as can be seen from the reasoning in §1.6: the derivative Zy and thus
the function G “ Z´1x Zy “ FZy, defined in (1.12) and appearing in the nonlinear equation (1.11), cannot
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be extracted from F only. One possibility to make a stronger connection with the setting of [31, 39] is
to apply the derivative Bx to (1.23a) divided by x, so that we have with help of the operator identity
x´1Dx “ pDx ` 1qx´1
BxpBt ` x´1qpDxqq (1.17a)“ BtBx ` x´1Dxx´1
`
Dx ` 12
˘ `
Dx ` β ´ 12
˘ pDx ´ β ´ 1qDx
(1.17a)“ BtBx ` x´1Dx
`
Dx ` 32
˘ `
Dx ` β ` 12
˘ pDx ´ βq Bx
“ x´1 pxBt ` ppDxqq Bx,
where ppζq “ `ζ ` 3
2
˘ `
ζ ` β ` 1
2
˘
ζ pζ ´ βq is the same polynomial as in the works [31, 39]. However, again
the equation cannot be formulated in vx only, despite that we expect in view of (1.24)
Dℓupt, x, yq :“ DℓBxvpt, x, yq
“ Dℓ `u0pt, yq ` uβpt, yqxβ ` u1pt, yqx˘` o `x1`δ˘ as xŒ 0, (1.26)
with some δ P p0, 2β ´ 1q, |ℓ| ď L ` 3 and ℓy ď Ly ` 4, where u0 “ v1, uβ “ p1 ` βq´1v1`β , and u1 “ 12v2.
Expansion (1.26) is in line with the findings of [31, 39] for the 1` 1-dimensional case.
We further notice that by inserting expansion (1.24) into (1.23a), we obtain the following expansion for the
right-hand side f :
Dℓfpt, x, yq “ Dℓ `f1pt, yqx` f2pt, yqx2˘` o `x2`δ˘ as xŒ 0, (1.27)
where δ P p0, 2β ´ 1q, ℓ P N20 with |ℓ| ď L and ℓy ď Ly. Linear estimates will depend on condition (1.27).
Note that it is nontrivial to see that the nonlinearity N pvq (cf. (1.19)) meets this constraint.
In what follows we will not distinguish anymore in the notation between Fourier transformed quantities
fˆ “ fˆpt, x, ηq and functions f “ fpt, x, yq since this will be apparent from the context and from the choice
of letters y versus η.
2. Main results and outline
2.1. Norms. Our main results concern existence, uniqueness, and stability of solutions v to the nonlinear
Cauchy problem (1.16) and control of the free boundary Bth ą 0u for initial data vp0q with small norm
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
, where we define
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
init
:“
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k,´1´δ
`
∥
∥
∥Dxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,´δ
`
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,δ
`
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ,δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥Dy q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘,´δ`2
(2.1)
on the space of all locally integrable vp0q : p0,8q ˆ RÑ R with ∥∥vp0q∥∥
init
ă 8. Here,
q˜pζq :“
ˆ
ζ ` 1
2
˙ˆ
ζ ` β ´ 1
2
˙
pζ ´ 1q pζ ´ β ´ 1q
is a fourth-order polynomial, the integer parameters k, k˜, kˇ, and k˘ and the positive parameter δ will be
specified later (see Assumptions 2.1), and we have introduced the norm ‖¨‖k,α, where
‖v‖2k,α :“
ÿ
0ďj`j1ďk
ż 8
´8
ż 8
0
x´2α
´
DjyD
j1
x v
¯2
x´2 dxdy
(1.14)“
ÿ
0ď|ℓ|ďk
ż 8
´8
ż 8
0
x´2α
`
Dℓv
˘2
x´2 dxdy (2.2)
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with k P N0 and α P R. We will also use the shorthand ‖v‖α :“ ‖v‖0,α. The norm |||¨|||Sol for the solution v
is more involved and given by
|||v|||2Sol :“
ż
I
´
‖Btv‖2k´2,´δ´ 3
2
` ‖BtDxv‖2k˜´2,´δ´ 1
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖Btq˜pDxqDxv‖2k˜´2,δ´ 1
2
` ‖Btq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ´2,´δ` 1
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖BtpDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ´2,δ` 1
2
` ‖BtDy q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˘´2,´δ` 3
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖v‖2k`2,´δ´ 1
2
` ‖Dxv‖2k˜`2,´δ` 1
2
` ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˜`2,δ` 1
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,´δ` 3
2
` ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
‖Dyq˜pDxqDxv‖2k˘`2,´δ` 5
2
dt, (2.3)
where I Ď r0,8q is the time interval on which problem (1.16) is solved and the integer parameters k ě 2,
k˜ ě 2, kˇ ě 2, k˘ ě 2, and the positive parameter δ will be determined in what follows (see Assumptions 2.1).
Similarly to the case of the norm
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
, the quantity |||¨|||Sol gives a norm on locally integrable functions
v : I ˆ p0,8q ˆ RÑ R with |||v|||Sol ă 8.
The significance of these norms will become clear from the outline in §2.4 and the heuristic discussions in
§3.1 and §3.2 while a rigorous justification of the corresponding estimates is the subject of §3.4. Here, we
just briefly motivate their choice:
First notice that for locally integrable v with ‖v‖α ă 8 for some α P R we necessarily have v “ o
´
xα`
1
2
¯
as
xŒ 0 almost everywhere. By a standard embedding, ‖v‖2,α ă 8 implies v “ o pxαq as xŒ 0 classically. In
this sense, the larger α, the better the decay of v as xŒ 0, that is, α is linked to the regularity of v at the
free boundary tx “ 0u. On the other hand, just increasing k only leads to more regularity in the bulk tx ą 0u
but this regularity is lost as x Œ 0 because each derivative Dx (1.14)“ xBx or Dy (1.14)“ xBy carries the factor
x. Since we expect v and therefore also generic initial data vp0q to have an expansion of the form (1.24), our
initial-data norm ‖¨‖init cannot have contributions
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
k,α
with α ě 0 because vp0q0 “ limxŒ0 vp0q ‰ 0 in
general. Nevertheless, we need to use larger weights α as otherwise scaling-wise a control of the Lipschitz
constant of vp0q would be impossible. This control is necessary because only for vp0q with small Lipschitz
constant the function Z “ Zpt, x, yq (cf. (1.15)) is strictly increasing in x and thus the transformation (1.9)
is well-defined, as reflected by the occurrence of factors p1` vxq´1 in the nonlinearity N pvq (cf. §4.1).
A way to allow for norms ‖¨‖k,α with larger α is to apply operators Dx ´ γ to v, where γ P tk` βℓ : pk, ℓq P
N20ztp0, 1quu, since xγ spans the kernel of Dx ´ γ. Indeed, it is immediate that for instance Dxv “ Opxq
and q˜pDxqDxv “ O
`
x2
˘
as x Œ 0 given expansion (1.24). Then it can be proved that ∥∥vp0q∥∥
init
controls
the Lipschitz constant of vp0q and |||v|||Sol the supremum in time of the Lipschitz constant of v in px, yq
(cf. Lemmata 3.4, 3.6, and 3.8, §3.3).
2.2. Main result. For our main result we need to make the following assumptions on the number of deriva-
tives k, k˜, kˇ, and k˘:
Assumptions 2.1. The numbers k, k˜, kˇ, and k˘ entering the definitions of the norms |||¨|||Sol (cf. (2.3)),
‖¨‖init (cf. (2.1)), and |||¨|||rhs (cf. (2.19)) meet the conditions
max
"
13,
Z
k ` 1
2
^
` 3, k˘ ` 8
*
ď min
!
k˜, kˇ
)
, max
!
k˜, kˇ ` 2
)
` 4 ď k, 4 ď k˘. (2.4)
We remark that we can satisfy conditions (2.4) for the explicit choice k “ 19, k˜ “ kˇ “ 13, and k˘ “ 4.
Our main result reads as follows:
Theorem 2.2 (Well-posedness and stability). Suppose that δ P `0, 1
2
`
β ´ 1
2
˘‰
, the numbers k, k˜, kˇ, k˘ P N
satisfy conditions (2.4) of Assumptions 2.1, and I “ r0,8q. Then there exists ε ą 0 such that if vp0q “
vp0qpx, yq : p0,8qˆRÑ R is locally integrable and satisfies ∥∥vp0q∥∥
init
ď ε, then problem (1.16) has a unique
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locally integrable solution v “ vpt, x, yq : p0,8q2 ˆ R Ñ R such that |||v|||Sol ă 8. This solution satisfies the
a-priori estimate
|||v|||Sol ď C
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
init
, (2.5)
where C only depends on k, k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ. Furthermore, we have
‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init Ñ 0 as tÑ8,
i.e., the traveling-wave vTW “ 0 is asymptotically stable.
We recall that (1.16a) is obtained from (1.1a) via the coordinate changes (1.9) and (1.15). Inverting these
transformations, the above result states that we can ensure global existence and uniqueness under the
condition that in a suitable norm the initial data h|t“0 are close to the traveling wave hTWpt, zq “ H pz ´ V tq
(cf. (1.8)). Moreover, as we will find in §2.3, in the original coordinates the solution h approaches the traveling
wave hTW as time tÑ8 and in this sense, hTW is asymptotically stable.
We note that the principal improvement in the above statement with respect to previous works for Navier
slip and complete-wetting boundary conditions in [31, 39], is that we work in physical space dimensions.
Due to this, we meet the difficulty of designing appropriate norms that account for the additional tangential
coordinate y. This leads to the additional contributions D2yr pDxq v and D4yv in the linearized evolution
(1.21a) which need to be absorbed in the linear estimates (cf. 3.2), leading to a restriction of the range of
weights α for which the spatial part of the linear operator is coercive. As a consequence, we obtain a hierarchy
of estimates that need to be combined appropriately in order to obtain sufficient control on the solution v. As
explained already in §1.8, the transformations in [31, 39] are not directly applicable in our case. In particular,
the boundary value v0 “ v0pt, yq, determining the position of the contact line Z0pt, yq (cf. (1.9)&(1.15)),
cannot be eliminated from our problem. Furthermore, the nonlinearity N pvq cannot be expressed as a sum
of multilinear forms as in [31, 39], but is rather a rational function of
`
Dℓv : ℓ P N20, 1 ď |ℓ| ď 4
˘
. This
complicates the symmetry considerations and the algebraic structure of the nonlinear terms discussed in §4.1
and makes the proof of appropriate estimates for N pvq (cf. §4.2) more involved.
A rather natural question in the context of parabolic problems is how the regularity of the free boundary
propagates. This question has been studied by Kienzler [52], Koch [59], and Seis [72] for the porous-medium
equation (1.3) and by John [50] and Seis [73] in the case of the thin-film equation with linear mobility (i.e.,
for the case of (1.2) with n “ 1), but it has not been addressed in physical dimensions for the more realistic
case n “ 2 with complete-wetting boundary conditions treated here. We do not prove a regularizing effect
in the tangential variables and we only prove partial regularity in the normal variables. Note that through
the a-priori estimate (2.5) and finiteness ofż
I
´
‖v‖2k`2,´δ´ 1
2
` ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
¯
dt
(cf. (2.3)) in conjunction with Lemma 3.7 and the fact that 1, x, x1`β and x2 are in the kernel of pDx ´
3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDx, we infer that the solution obeys the asymptotic expansion
Dℓvpt, x, yq “ Dℓ `v0pt, yq ` v1pt, yqx` v1`βpt, yqx1`β ` v2pt, yqx2˘` o `x2`δ˘ (2.6)
as xŒ 0 almost everywhere, where we have ℓ P N20 satisfying the bounds |ℓ| ď kˇ ` 9 and ℓy ď kˇ ` 2. Here,
the coefficients v0, v1, v1`β , v2 fulfill a-priori estimates in terms of
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
in the following normed spaces
(cf. Lemma 3.8):
v0 P BC0
`r0,8q;BC1pRq XH2pRq˘X L2 `r0,8q;H2pRq˘ , (2.7a)
v1 P BC0
`r0,8q;BC0pRq XH1pRq˘X L2 `r0,8q;H1pRq˘ , (2.7b)
v1`β P L2
`p0,8q;H1pRq˘ , (2.7c)
v2 P L2 pp0,8q ˆ Rq . (2.7d)
An analogous partial regularity result has been found in [31, Equation (3.1)] and upgraded to (1.6) in [39,
Equation (2.4)]. Our expectation is that the full regularity study of [39] can be adapted for proving the power
expansion of the solution near the free boundary to arbitrary order in the higher-dimensional case considered
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here. More precisely, our expectation is that the unique solution v to the nonlinear Cauchy problem (1.16)
fulfills
vpt, x, yq “ v0pt, yq `
ÿ
pk,ℓqPNˆN0
k`βℓăN
vk`βℓpt, yqxk`βℓ `O
`
xN
˘
as xŒ 0 classically, (2.8)
where N P N is arbitrary and the functions vk`βℓ “ vk`βℓpt, yq are (at least) continuous. On the other
hand, the main new difficulties due to the introduction of the extra dimensions appear already for the
setting present here, and the extension to (2.8) following [39] would add a second layer of technical detail.
Therefore, we believe that investigating the regularizing effect in the tangential as well as normal variables
is better suited for a separate future work.
We note that we expect our strategy to be applicable also for (nonphysical) higher space dimensions, at the
cost of some extra technical difficulties. One approach could be by replacing the present framework based
on L2-norms by a framework using Lp-norms with p ą 2. This is required in order to obtain the spatial
regularity in the extra dimensions, for which in the current framework we use the Sobolev embedding of
W k,2-spaces into BCℓ-spaces in our nonlinear estimates. For the case of 1 ` 2 dimensions, we may already
directly extend our bounds to Lp-bounds via the openness of the range of exponents for which Lp-estimates
are valid, as available for instance due to Kalton and Mitrea [51, Theorem 2.5]. However, for more general
dimension d ` 1 where d ą 2, we would require to use more general Sobolev embeddings, and the full
strength of Calderón–Zygmund estimates for qpDxq. Note that while the basic embeddings are available also
in Lp, it is not yet clear how to prove the required Lp maximal-regularity for the linearized operator for
general p P p2,8q (see the study of Prüss and Simonett [71], where this question has been addressed but not
completely solved).
Another possible approach would be to apply more By-derivatives to the linearization (1.21) of (1.1), which
then retains the same form. Hence, the linear estimates that we are going to develop, remain valid upon
taking an arbitrary number of By-derivatives. This implies better control in the tangential directions y and by
Sobolev embedding, we obtain the desired BCℓ-bounds as well. However, in this case, treating the nonlinear
terms would produce further case distinctions in the products that appear when treating the nonlinearity.
In either approach, while being mathematically more challenging, the extension of our results to general
dimensions would add a further layer of technical difficulties to the current work, while not being directly
motivated by a physical model. Therefore, we leave this endeavor to future work.
2.3. Transformation into the original set of variables. We reformulate the statement of Theorem 2.2
in terms of the quantities appearing in the original problem (1.1). First, due to (1.15) we have that
Zpt, x, yq “ ZTWpt, x, yq ` vpt, x, yq “ x´ 3
8
t` vpt, x, yq. (2.9)
Via (1.9) we find
h
`
t, y, x´ 3
8
t` vpt, x, yq˘ “ x 32 for t, x ą 0 and y P R, (2.10)
and we have seen that through (A.1), equation (1.1a) for hpt, y, zq is equivalent to (1.11), which in terms of
v is re-expressed as (1.16a).
The assumed smallness condition
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă ε at the initial time t “ 0 means that Zp0, x, yq “ x`vp0qpx, yq
is a small perturbation of the linear profile x. By (2.10) this in turn means that hp0qpy, zq :“ limtŒ0 hpt, y, zq “
hp0, y, zq is a small perturbation of the traveling-wave profile hTW (cf. (1.8)) at time t “ 0. Indeed, using
estimate (3.61a) of Lemma 3.8 we find
∥
∥
∥Dℓ∇vp0q
∥
∥
∥
BC0pp0,8qˆRq
`
∣
∣
∣v
p0q
0
∣
∣
∣
BC0pRq
ď C
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
init
(2.11)
for 0 ď |ℓ| ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
, where C is a constant depending only on k˜, kˇ, and δ.
The transform (1.9) is well defined due to the point-wise estimate
|∇vpt, x, yq| ă 1 for t, x ą 0 and y P R. (2.12)
Property (2.12) is a consequence of the bound
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă ε, of the a-priori estimate (2.5), and of
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dℓ∇v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq ď C|||v|||sol (2.13)
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for 0 ď |ℓ| ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
coming from estimate (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8, and where C is a constant
depending only on k˜, kˇ, and δ.
Furthermore, because of (2.11), ‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init ď |||v|||sol (cf. (2.1) and (2.3)), and the a-priori estimate (2.5),
we have that vpt, x, yq stays close to a translate of the linear profile x for all t ą 0 and Theorem 2.2 further
implies that
∥
∥Dℓ∇vpt, ¨, ¨q∥∥
BC0pp0,8qˆRq ` |v0pt, ¨q|BC0pRq Ñ 0 as tÑ8
for 0 ď |ℓ| ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
giving stability of the traveling-wave profile because of (2.10).
The explicit computations pertaining to the remainder of this subsection concentrate on finding expansions
of h and the velocity V “ h∇∆h close to the free boundary and are contained in Appendix A.2. Our results
can be re-expressed in terms of the original formulation as follows. If we parametrize
Btpy, zq P R2 : hpt, y, zq ą 0u “ tpy, Z0pt, yqq : y P Ru,
Btpy, zq P R2 : hp0, y, zq ą 0u “
!´
y, Z
p0q
0 pyq
¯
: y P R
)
,
then we have almost everywhere
hpt, y, zq “ z˜ 32
ˆ
1
p1 ` v1q 32
´ 3
2
v1`β
p1` v1q 52`β
z˜β ´ 3
2
v2
p1 ` v1q 72
z˜ ` o `z˜1`δ˘˙ as z˜ Œ 0, (2.14)
where the coordinate z˜ is given in terms of the distance to the free boundary as z˜ :“ z ´ Z0pt, yq.
In order to compute Z0pt, yq, we may express Bth ą 0u as the solution of the following system of ODEs
BtpY, Zqpt, yq “ V0pt, Y pt, yqq for pt, yq P p0,8q ˆ R, (2.15a)
pY, Zqp0, yq “ py, Zp0q0 pyqq for y P R, (2.15b)
where V0pt, yq, appearing also in (1.1d), can be characterized as the first term of the asymptotic expansion
of the advection velocity V from (1.1c)
V pt, y, Zpt, x, yqq “ V0pt, yq ` V1pt, yqx` o
`
x1`δ
˘
as xŒ 0 (2.16)
and can be expressed in terms of the function v from Theorem 2.2 as
V0 “
˜
V
pyq
0
V
pzq
0
¸
“ ´3
8
1` pv0q2y
p1 ` v1q3
ˆ´pv0qy
1
˙
. (2.17)
We remark that singular terms in expansion (2.16) enter in higher-order terms given that v meets an ex-
pansion as in (2.8) (for details in the 1 ` 1-dimensional case see [39, §2.3]). Since – as pointed out in
§1.2 – the free-boundary problem (1.1) is the lubrication approximation of the Navier–Stokes equations in
a moving-cusp domain, there is the possibility that such singular expansions also occur in the underlying
Navier–Stokes problem itself, as the velocity V in (2.16) is nothing but the vertically-averaged horizontal
component of the fluid velocity. This question is in fact not addressed in the literature so far, but it may
have connections to the elliptic regularity theory in non-smooth domains, where such expansions are known
to occur (see [42, 60]).
2.4. Outline. We start our study in §3 by studying the linearization (1.21a) of (1.11), in order to determine
suitable norms which allow for a maximal-regularity estimate of the linear problem (1.21) that reads
|||v|||Sol ď C
´∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
init
` |||f |||rhs
¯
, (2.18)
where C is a constant depending only on k, k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ, and the norm |||¨|||rhs is defined through
|||f |||2rhs :“
ż
I
´
‖f‖2k´2,´δ´ 1
2
` ‖pDx ´ 1qf‖2k˜´2,´δ` 1
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2k˜´2,δ` 1
2
` ‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2kˇ´2,´δ` 3
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
` ‖Dy q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2k˘´2,´δ` 5
2
¯
dt
(2.19)
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We remark that |||¨|||rhs is a norm on the space of all locally integrable f : Iˆp0,8qˆRÑ R with |||f |||rhs ă 8.
Note that for estimate (2.18) to yield maximal regularity, the solution norm |||¨|||Sol has to control 4 spatial
and 1 temporal derivative more than the norm |||¨|||rhs for the right-hand side f . It is known from the theory
of linear (higher-order) parabolic equations that L2 maximal regularity follows from coercivity of the spatial
part of the linear operator (cf. Mielke [65]). For equation (1.21a) we cannot obtain such a coercivity bound
for unweighted Sobolev norms, but only for weighted ones. Essentially, our elliptic estimates are based on the
study of the one-dimensional operator qpDxq in (1.21a) for which a quantitative result is given by Lemma 3.1
in §3.1 giving coercivity with respect to p¨, ¨qα for α P
´
´
?
13´3
4
, 0
¯
, where pv, wqα :“
ş8
0
x´2αvw dx
x
, that is,
pv, qpDxqvqα ě Cpv, vqα for v P C8c pp0,8qq, with C ą 0 depending only on α. Since we furthermore need to
absorb the terms coming from the operators D2yrpDxq and D4y, the coercivity range is further restricted to`´ 1
10
, 0
˘
(cf. §3.2.1) and we arrive at a maximal-regularity estimate of the form
sup
tPI
∥
∥Djyv
∥
∥
2
k,´δ´1`j `
ż
I
´∥
∥BtDjyv
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 3
2
`j `
∥
∥Djyv
∥
∥
2
k`2,´δ´ 1
2
`j
¯
dt
ď C
ˆ
∥
∥Djyv|t“0
∥
∥
2
k,´δ´1`j `
ż
I
∥
∥Djyf
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`jdt
˙
for δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, j ě 0, k ě 2,
and where C depends only on j, k, and δ, as stated in (3.20) of §3.2.2. Although we can take k ě 2 arbitrarily
large, this only leads to better regularity of the solution v in the bulk tx ą 0u but not at the free boundary
tx “ 0u. In particular, due to the negative weight ´δ P `´ 1
10
, 0
˘
, control of both the Lipschitz constant of v
and even the position of the free boundary determined by v|x“0 “ v0 “ v0pt, yq fails due to the scaling in x
of the norms that appear above. For control of v0 we would have to allow for weight exponents α ą 0 while
for control of the Lipschitz constant we would require α ą 1. Yet, these weights are excluded as a nonzero
boundary value v0 would lead to blow-up of terms appearing on the left-hand side of estimate (3.20). As
a first step, we apply the operator Dx to equation (1.21a), canceling v0 in expansion (1.24) and leading to
Dℓv “ Opxq as xŒ 0, in which ℓ “ pℓx, ℓyq P N20, |ℓ| ď L` 4, ℓx ě 1, and ℓy ď Ly ` 4, where L and Ly are
the total number of D- and of Dy-derivatives controlled for f , respectively. The resulting equation is (3.21),
i.e.,
pxBt ` q˜pDxqqDxv `D2y r˜pDxqv `D4ypDx ` 3qv “ pDx ´ 1qf,
where q˜pζq and r˜pζq are fourth- and third-order real polynomials in ζ, respectively, and q˜pDxq has coercivity
range p0, 1q. Unlike in the 1 ` 1-dimensional case, the equation does not have a closed form in Dxv and
pDx ´ 1qf , so that additional remnant terms appear that need to be absorbed with (3.20). We consider
weights δ and 1 ´ δ in this range. For the weight 1 ´ δ the resulting estimate is (3.38) presented at the
end of §3.2.3. In order to allow for control of the norm |||vx|||BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq by Sobolev embedding as in
Lemma 3.8, we require to use weights 2˘ δ. Therefore, firstly in §3.2.4 we apply the operator q˜pDx ´ 1q to
(3.21) leading to equation (3.40), i.e.,
pxBt ` q˜pDx ´ 1qq q˜pDxqDxv ´ η2x2q˜pDx ` 1qr˜pDxqv ` η4x4q˜pDx ` 3qpDx ` 3qv “ q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf.
Now the coercivity range of q˜pDx ´ 1q contains the interval p1, 2q, which allows for the weight 2´ δ, and the
operator q˜pDxqDx “
`
Dx ` 12
˘ `
Dx ` β ´ 12
˘ pDx ´ 1q pDx ´ β ´ 1qDx cancels expansion (1.24) up to order
O
`
x2
˘
. Since equation (3.40) does not have a closed form in q˜pDxqDxv and q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf as in the
1 ` 1-dimensional case, we again need to restrict the range of admissible weights and absorb the remnant
contributions coming from the additional terms in (3.40) by those coming from (3.38). This leads to estimate
(3.45) from §3.2.4.
A third step is needed in order to reach a coercivity range including weights 2 ` δ, which – together with
2´ δ – are required for controlling the norm |||vx|||BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq as in Lemma 3.8. For this reason, we apply
pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3q to (3.40), and obtain equation (3.47), i.e.
pxBt ` q˘pDxqq pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv ´ η2x2r˘1pDxqpDx ´ 1qDxv ` η4x4r˘2pDxqDxv
“ pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf,
where q˘pζq, r˘1pζq, and r˘2pζq are real polynomials of order four, seven, and six, respectively, and q˘pDxq has
coercivity range containing the interval
“
2, 2` 1
10
˘
. In order to reach the final estimate with weight 2 ` δ
via this equation, we also make use of versions of (3.38) and (3.45) with weights δ and 1 ` δ, respectively.
These bounds will appear in (3.39), (3.46), respectively. The resulting bound is (3.52) from §3.2.5. Finally,
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by suitably combining the previous estimates, we obtain a maximal-regularity estimate of the form (2.18)
with slightly more complicated norms. These results are summarized in §3.2.6. Then in §3.3.1 we reabsorb
some of the terms in the norms, in order to simplify their form. This allows to reach (2.18) itself with norms
‖¨‖init as introduced in (2.1), |||¨|||Sol as given by (2.3), and |||¨|||rhs as defined in (2.19).
In §3.3.2 several properties of the norms and in particular embeddings and control of the coefficients v0,
v1, and v1`β are discussed. The reasoning mainly relies on elementary estimates, combined with elliptic-
regularity estimates based on Hardy’s inequality. The embeddings are necessary to rigorously define ap-
propriate function spaces, but also for the treatment of the nonlinear Cauchy problem (1.16). In order to
lighten the presentation, many of the proofs of this section have been outsourced to Appendix B. In §3.4
the treatment of the linear theory is concluded by discussing all arguments to make estimate (2.18) rigorous
and to prove existence and uniqueness for the linear problem (1.21) (cf. Proposition 3.19). This is achieved
through a time-discretization procedure, relying on a thorough understanding of the resolvent equation
xv ` qpDxqv ´ η2x2r pDxq v ` η4x4v “ f for x ą 0 and η P R,
which is (3.63), discussed in §3.4.1. This is done through a matching argument of solution manifolds with
convenient asymptotic properties as xŒ 0 and xÑ8 (cf. Proposition 3.15). In particular the construction
of the solution manifold with convenient asymptotics as x Ñ 8 is quite different from the arguments of
[31, §6], because of the additional terms coming from the tangential direction By. Note that the resolvent
equation (3.63) is in essence nothing but the time-discretized linear equation (1.21a). A solution for the linear
problem (1.21) is obtained by compactness in the limit in which the time step tends to zero. The bounds
for the discrete case are the same as in the equations coming from the computations of, and leading to,
§3.2.6, with the only exception that the continuous time derivative has to be replaced by a discrete difference
quotient. This allows to prove the bounds for (1.21) with the usual time derivative in the limit. Note that our
approach does not essentially rely on the time-discretization argument and a semi-group approach appears
to be applicable, too (see monographs by Lunardi [62] and Pazy [70] and the work of Mielke [65] for this
approach). Yet, firstly the mathematical ingredients of both approaches are essentially the same, namely
a solid understanding of the resolvent equation (3.63) has to be obtained, and secondly also the resulting
estimates will be identical.
In order to apply the maximal-regularity estimate (2.18) valid for the linearized evolution (1.21) to the actual
nonlinear problem (1.16) to prove well-posedness and the a-priori estimate (2.5), we dedicate §4 to studying
the nonlinearity N pvq defined in (1.19). We note that N pvq is in fact a local rational function in x and
D :“ `Dℓv : ℓ P N20, 1 ď |ℓ| ď 4˘ and super-linear in D, too. In §4.1 we detail the algebraic structure of N pvq
and derive suitable decompositions that in particular make the nontrivial expansion (1.27) apparent also
on the level of the nonlinear problem (1.16). In §4.2 we then prove our main estimate for the nonlinearity
(cf. (4.16) of Proposition 4.1), i.e.,
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N
´
vp1q
¯
´N
´
vp2q
¯∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
rhs
ď C
´∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p1q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
`
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
¯ ∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p1q ´ vp2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
,
provided that
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣vpjq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
ď c, for constants C and c ą 0 depending only on k, k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ. The above
estimate allows to establish Lipschitz continuity of N pvq in the norm |||¨|||rhs (appearing on the right-hand
side of the maximal-regularity estimate (2.18)) with a small Lipschitz constant, if v belongs to a small
|||¨|||sol-ball centered at 0. This allows to use (2.18) for the linearized evolution (1.21) in order to solve (1.11)
and to prove the a-priori estimate (2.5) of Theorem 2.2 using the contraction-mapping theorem with the
underlying norm |||¨|||sol (cf. §4.3). The uniqueness will follow by a classical argument based on the continuity
of t ÞÑ ‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init, as shown in Corollary 3.14 from §3.3.3.
2.5. Notation. Throughout the paper, all constants have a finite value.
If f : RÑ R, g : RÑ r0,8q we write
(i) fpxq “ Opgpxqq as xÑ a P RY t˘8u if there exist constants C and a neighborhood U of a such that
|fpxq| ď Cgpxq for all x P U .
(ii) fpxq “ opgpxqq as xÑ a P RY t˘8u if limxÑa |fpxq{gpxq| “ 0.
If A,B P R and P is a set of parameters, then
(i) we will write A ÀP B if there exists a constant C, with C only depending on P , such that A ď CB.
We write S „P B if A ÀP B and B ÀP A.
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(ii) we say that property pXq holds if A "P B in case there exists a constant C only depending on P such
that pXq holds whenever A ě CB.
We write N :“ t1, 2, 3, . . .u and we denote by N0 :“ t0, 1, 2, 3, . . .u the set of natural numbers including 0. If
a P R then we denote by tau the integer part of a, i.e., the largest integer smaller than a.
For a multi-index α P Nk0 of the form α “ pα1, . . . , αkq we write |α| :“ α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αk. We will indicate
by ℓ P N20 the multi-index of derivatives ℓ “ pℓx, ℓyq and in that case we write Dℓ :“ Dℓyy Dℓyx , as already
indicated in (1.14).
For a complex number z P C we write z˚ for its complex conjugate.
If E1, E2, . . . , EN are a finite number of expressions of the form Ei “
śNi
j“1D
ℓj,ifj,i for i “ 1, . . . , N , then
we write E1ˆE2ˆ . . .ˆEN to indicate that operators D within the expression Ei act on everything to their
right within Ei. Otherwise, we write ft, fx, or fy if the derivative shall act on the function f only.
For derivatives we usually use the notation Bt, Bx, By whenever several variables play a role in our computa-
tions, while total derivatives d
dt
, d
dx
are used in order to emphasize that we deal with (in-)equalities depending
of only one variable, i.e., ordinary differential equations (ODE) theory is used.
Our function space norms will be denoted by |¨|, ‖¨‖, |||¨||| if they are norms on functions depending respectively
on 1, 2, or 3 of the variables t, x, y appearing in our original problem.
We will denote by I “ r0, T q Ď r0,8q with T P p0,8s a time interval starting at zero, which will appear in
our norms.
If A,B Ď Rd we write A Ť B in case there exists a compact set K and an open set U such that A Ď K Ď
U Ď B.
3. Linear theory
3.1. Coercivity. Our aim is to derive suitable maximal-regularity estimates for problem (1.21) that are
strong enough to control the nonlinearity. We consider a general fourth-order operator QpDxq, where Qpζq
is a polynomial in ζ of degree 4 with real roots γ1 ď γ2 ď γ3 ď γ4. A key concept is the coercivity of QpDxq
with respect to the inner product
pf, gqα :“
ż 8
0
x´2αfpxqg˚pxq dx
x
.
More precisely, our aim is to find α P R such that
pv,QpDxqvqα Áα |v|22,α for v : p0,8q Ñ R smooth with |v|2,α ă 8, (3.1)
where we have introduced the norm |¨|k,α with
|v|2k,α :“
kÿ
j“0
ż 8
0
x´2α
∣
∣Djxv
∣
∣
2 dx
x
, where k P N0, α P R. (3.2)
In what follows, we will also write |v|α :“ |v|0,α. If (3.1) holds, then we say that QpDxq is coercive with
respect to p¨, ¨qα. A sufficient criterion for this property to hold is given in [31, Proposition 5.3]. We need a
quantitative version of this result, stated as follows:
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that α P R and v : p0,8q Ñ R is smooth with |v|2,α ă 8, then
pQpDxqv, vqα “
∣
∣pDx ´ αq2v
∣
∣
2
α
` ωpαq|pDx ´ αqv|2α `Qpαq|v|2α, (3.3a)
where
ωpαq :“ ´
ÿ
1ďjăkď4
pγj ´ αqpγk ´ αq “ 2
`
σ2 ´ 3pα´mq2˘ (3.3b)
and
m “ 1
4
4ÿ
j“1
γj , σ “
gffe1
4
4ÿ
j“1
pγj ´mq2. (3.3c)
In particular, the operator QpDxq is coercive with respect to p¨, ¨qα if the weight α meets the necessary
condition
α P p´8, γ1q Y pγ2, γ3q Y pγ4,8q (3.4a)
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and additionally
α P
„
m´ σ?
3
,m` σ?
3

. (3.4b)
Since the quantitative version has not been stated in [31, Proposition 5.3], we briefly outline the reasoning
once more:
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Passing to the variable s :“ lnx and employing the Fourier transform in s (which as
in our usual convention is not highlighted in the notation), we obtain
pQpDxqv, vqα “
ż 8
0
x´2αvpxqQpDxqv˚pxq dx
x
“
ż 8
0
x´αvpxqlooomooon
“:wplog xq
QpDx ` αqx´αv˚pxq dx
x
“
ż 8
´8
wpsqQpBs ` αqw˚psqds “
ż 8
´8
Qpiξ ` αq|wpξq|2 dξ
“
ż 8
´8
˜
ξ4 ´
ÿ
1ďjăkď4
pγj ´ αqpγk ´ αqξ2 `
4ź
j“1
pγj ´ αq
¸
|wpξq|2 dξ
“
ż 8
´8
˜
∣
∣B2swpsq
∣
∣
2 ´
ÿ
1ďjăkď4
pγj ´ αqpγk ´ αq|Bswpsq|2 `
4ź
j“1
pγj ´ αq|wpsq|2
¸
ds
“ ∣∣pDx ´ αq2v
∣
∣
2
α
´
ÿ
1ďjăkď4
pγj ´ αqpγk ´ αqloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
“ωpαq
|pDx ´ αqv|2α `
4ź
j“1
pγj ´ αqlooooomooooon
“Qpαq
|v|2α.
Then condition (3.4a) ensures positivity of Qpαq and condition (3.4b) ensures non-negativity of ωpαq, given
that (3.3b) holds true. To prove (3.3b), observe that
ωpαq “ ´
ÿ
1ďjăkď4
γjγk ` 12mα´ 6α2 “ ´
ÿ
1ďjăkď4
γjγk ` 6m2 ´ 6pα´mq2
“ 1
2
4ÿ
j“1
γ2j ´
1
2
4ÿ
j,k“1
γjγk ` 6m2 ´ 6pα´mq2 “ 2
˜
1
4
4ÿ
j“1
γ2j ´m2 ´ 3pα´mq2
¸
“ 2 `σ2 ´ 3pα´mq2˘ .

In the specific situation of the operator qpDxq defined through (1.17a) (the left-hand side of (1.23a) neglecting
the Dy-terms), the roots of qpζq are in strictly increasing order γ1 :“ ´ 12 , γ2 :“ 12 ´ β, γ3 :“ 0, γ4 :“ 1` β,
their mean is m “ 1
4
and their variance is σ2 “ 11
16
. In our case, we have from (3.4)
m´ σ?
3
« ´0.2287 ă γ2 (1.17a)“ 1
2
´ β “ 3´
?
13
4
« ´0.1514.
On the other hand
m` σ?
3
« 0.7287 ą γ3 “ 0.
Therefore, we have
γ1 ă m´ σ?
3
ă γ2 ă γ3 ă m` σ?
3
ă γ4.
This implies:
Lemma 3.2. The operator qpDxq given through (1.17a) is coercive with respect to p¨, ¨qα if
α P
ˆ
1
2
´ β, 0
˙
“
ˆ
´
?
13´ 3
4
, 0
˙
Ą
ˆ
´ 1
10
, 0
˙
. (3.5)
Observe that in view of (1.24), the boundary value v0 of the solution v to (1.16) is in general non-vanishing,
which makes the condition α ă 0 in (3.5) intuitive.
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3.2. Heuristic treatment of the linear equation. In this part, we derive estimates for the linear equation
that are sufficient in order to treat the nonlinear problem (1.16). The following arguments are based on the
assumption that sufficiently regular solutions already exist on a time interval I “ r0, T q Ď r0,8q, where
T P p0,8s. A rigorous justification is based on treating the resolvent problem associated to (1.16) in
conjunction with a time-discretization argument. We postpone these arguments to §3.4.
3.2.1. A basic weak estimate. We assume that ´δ belongs to the range (3.5) and test (1.23a) with v in
the inner product p¨, ¨q´δ
pxBtv, vq´δ ` pqpDxqv, vq´δ ´ η2
`
x2rpDxqv, v
˘
´δ ` η4px4v, vq´δ “ pf, vq´δ . (3.6)
We treat each term in (3.6) separately: For the first term we obtain
pxBtv, vq´δ “ 1
2
d
dt
|v|2´δ´ 1
2
. (3.7)
For the second term in (3.6) we use the coercivity of qpDxq (cf. (3.1)) in the quantitative version (3.3) of
Lemma 3.1 under the assumptions (3.5) of Lemma 3.2 as
pqpDxqv, vq´δ “
∣
∣pDx ` δq2v
∣
∣
2
´δ ` ωp´δq|pDx ` δqv|
2
´δ ` qp´δq|v|2´δ, (3.8)
where ωp´δq is defined in (3.3b) and the polynomial qp´δq was introduced in (1.17a). For the term in (3.6)
proportional to η2, we have
´η2 `x2rpDxqv, v˘´δ (1.17b)“ ´2η2 `pDx ` 1q `Dx ` 12˘ v, x2`2δv˘0
“ 2η2 ``Dx ` 12˘ v, pDx ´ 1qx2`2δv˘0
“ 2η2 `pDx ` 12 qv, pDx ` 1` 2δqv˘´δ´1
“ η2
´
2|pDx ` 1` δqv|2´δ´1 ´ δp2δ ` 1q|v|2´δ´1
¯
, (3.9)
where we have used the skew-symmetry of Dx with respect to p¨, ¨q0 and pv,Dxvq´δ´1 “ ´pδ ` 1q|v|2´δ´1
(which both immediately follow through integration by parts). Finally, for the term in η4 we have
η4px4v, vq´δ “ η4|v|2´δ´2. (3.10)
For the right-hand side of (3.6), we use Young’s inequality and obtain
pf, vq´δ ď 1
2ε
|f |2´δ `
ε
2
|v|2´δ for any ε ą 0. (3.11)
The contribution from the last term in (3.9) will be absorbed by the last terms of (3.8) and (3.10) as follows:
η2δp2δ ` 1q|v|2´δ´1 ď 2
`
η2|v|´δ´2
˘ `
δpδ ` 1
2
q|v|´δ
˘
ď Kpδq
´
qp´δq|v|2´δ ` η4|v|2´δ´2
¯
for δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, (3.12)
where Kpδq ă 1. Estimate (3.12) follows by Young’s inequality, that is,
2
`
η2|v|´δ´2
˘ `
δpδ ` 1
2
q|v|´δ
˘ ď Cδ2pδ ` 1
2
q2|v|2´δ ` C´1η4|v|2´δ´2 with C ą 1.
Then we have
qp´δq ´ Cδ2 `δ ` 1
2
˘2 (1.17a)“ δ `p1´ Cqδ3 ` p1 ´ Cqδ2 ´ `C
4
` 1˘ δ ` 1
8
˘
and in the limit C Œ 1 the expression is positive for δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, which is more restrictive than (3.5).
We combine (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), (3.12), and then absorb the second sum in (3.11) with ε small enough
depending on δ. This gives
d
dt
|v|2´δ´ 1
2
`
2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ|v|2ℓ,´δ´ℓ Àδ |f |2´δ for δ P
`
0, 1
10
˘
. (3.13)
This is a weak estimate, as the regularity gain in space is only 2 (i.e., up to two derivatives D
(1.14)“ pDx, Dyq
more compared to those acting on the right-hand side f), while equation (1.23a) is of order 4. Upgrading it
to a strong estimate will be addressed in what follows.
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3.2.2. A basic strong estimate. For upgrading (3.13) to a strong estimate, we test (1.23a) against
η2ℓ
`¨, p´Dx ´ 1´ 2ℓ´ 2δqk´ℓDk´ℓx v˘´δ´ℓ “: p¨, Sq´δ´ℓ , (3.14)
where k ě 2 and 0 ď ℓ ď k. We obtain the following terms:
pxBtv, Sq´δ´ℓ “ 1
2
η2ℓ
d
dt
∣
∣Dk´ℓx v
∣
∣
2
´δ´ℓ´ 1
2
, (3.15a)
pqpDxqv, Sq´δ´ℓ “ η2ℓ
`
qpDxqpDx ´ 1qk´ℓ´2v, pDx ` 1` 2ℓ` 2δq2Dk´ℓx v
˘
´δ´ℓ
(1.17a)
ě η2ℓ
ˆ
1
2
|v|2k´ℓ`2,´δ´ℓ ´ C|v|2´δ´ℓ
˙
, (3.15b)
´η2 `x2rpDxqv, S˘´δ´ℓ (1.17b)ě η2pℓ`1q
´
|v|2k`1´ℓ,´δ´ℓ´1 ´ C|v|2´δ´ℓ´1
¯
, (3.15c)
η4px4v, Sq´δ´ℓ “ η2pℓ`2q
`pDx ` 3qk´ℓv,Dk´ℓx v˘2´δ´ℓ´2
ě η2pℓ`2q
ˆ
1
2
|v|2k´ℓ,´δ´ℓ´2 ´ C|v|2´δ´ℓ´2
˙
, (3.15d)
where C "k,δ 1 comes from interpolation estimates for intermediate terms. We do not have the coefficient
1
2
in (3.15c) because rpζq has leading coefficient 2 (cf. (1.17b)). For the right-hand side we obtain through
integration by parts and Young’s inequality
η2ℓpf, Sq´δ Àk,δ
$’’&
’’%
ε´1|f |2k´2,´δ ` ε|v|2k`2,´δ for ℓ “ 0,
ε´1|f |2k´2,´δ ` ε η4|v|2k,´δ´2 for ℓ “ 1,
ε´1η2pℓ´2q|f |2k´ℓ,´δ`2´ℓ ` ε η2pℓ`2q|v|2k´ℓ,´δ´ℓ´2 for 2 ď ℓ ď k,
(3.16)
where ε ą 0 is arbitrary. By absorbing the v-terms of (3.16) on the left-hand side, we obtain
η2ℓ
d
dt
∣
∣Dk´ℓx v
∣
∣
2
´δ´ℓ´ 1
2
`
2ÿ
ℓ1“0
η2pℓ`ℓ
1q
´
|v|2k`2´ℓ´ℓ1,´δ´ℓ´ℓ1 ´ C|v|2´δ´ℓ´ℓ1
¯
Àδ
#
|f |2k´2,´δ for ℓ P t0, 1u,
η2pℓ´2q|f |2k´ℓ,´δ`2´ℓ for 2 ď ℓ ď k,
where C "k,δ 1 and k ě 2. An induction argument, starting with the base (3.13), leads to
d
dt
˜
kÿ
ℓ“0
Cℓ η
2ℓ
∣
∣Dk´ℓx v
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
´ℓ ` |v|
2
´δ´ 1
2
¸
`
k`2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ|v|2k`2´ℓ,´δ´ℓ
Àk,δ
k´2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ|f |2k´2´ℓ,´δ´ℓ, with constants Cℓ ą 0 and δ P
`
0, 1
10
˘
.
(3.17)
Next we return to physical space-time pt, x, yq and use the norms ‖¨‖k,α, defined through
‖v‖2k,α
(2.2)“
ÿ
0ďj`j1ďk
ż 8
´8
η2j
∣
∣
∣D
j1
x v
∣
∣
∣
2
α` 1
2
´j
dη “
ÿ
0ďj`j1ďk
ż 8
´8
∣
∣
∣D
j
yD
j1
x v
∣
∣
∣
2
α` 1
2
dy
“
ÿ
0ďj`j1ďk
ż 8
´8
ż 8
0
x´2α
´
DjyD
j1
x v
¯2
x´2 dxdy “
ÿ
0ď|ℓ|ďk
ż
p0,8qxˆRy
x´2α
`
Dℓv
˘2
x´2 dxdy,
(3.18)
where ℓ “ pℓx, ℓyq P N20 with |ℓ| :“ ℓx ` ℓy and Dℓ :“ Dℓyy Dℓxx (cf. (1.14)). Again, we use the short-hand
notation ‖v‖α :“ ‖v‖0,α. Integration in time of (3.17) multiplied with η2j , where j P N0 is arbitrary, Fourier
back transform, and a standard interpolation estimate for the norm (3.18) give
sup
tPI
∥
∥Djyv
∥
∥
2
k,´δ´1`j `
ż
I
∥
∥Djyv
∥
∥
2
k`2,´δ´ 1
2
`jdt Àk,δ
∥
∥Djyv|t“0
∥
∥
2
k,´δ´1`j `
ż
I
∥
∥Djyf
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`jdt.
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With help of the linear equation (1.21a), we can also obtain control on the time derivative Btv according toż
I
∥
∥BtDjyv
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 3
2
`jdt Àk
ż
I
´∥
∥Djyf
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`j `
∥
∥q pDx ´ jqDjyv
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`j
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´∥
∥D2yrpDx ´ jqDjyv
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`j `
∥
∥D4yD
j
yv
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`j
¯
dt
Àj,k
ż
I
´∥
∥Djyv
∥
∥
2
k`2,´δ´ 1
2
`j `
∥
∥Djyf
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`j
¯
dt
and thus, with the notation
|||w|||2κ,α,I :“ sup
tPI
‖w‖2κ,α `
ż
I
´
‖Btw‖2κ´2,α´ 1
2
` ‖w‖2κ`2,α` 1
2
¯
dt, (3.19)
we obtain
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Djyv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k,´δ´1`j,I Àj,k,δ
∥
∥Djyv|t“0
∥
∥
2
k,´δ´1`j `
ż
I
∥
∥Djyf
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`jdt for δ P
`
0, 1
10
˘
, (3.20)
where j P N0. While estimate (3.20) is maximal in the sense that one time derivative or four spatial derivatives
more are controlled for the solution v than for the right-hand side f (the maximal gain in regularity possible
in view of equation (1.21a)), the estimate is still too weak in order to treat the nonlinearity N pvq (cf. (1.19)).
The reason for this is a loss of regularity of the employed norms on approaching the boundary tx “ 0u.
Increasing the number k of derivatives in the norms does not improve the control on regularity because of
Dx
(1.13)“ xBx andDy (1.13)“ xBy, while increasing j only improves the scaling in the tangential direction, and no
matter how large we take k, the norms suptPI
∥
∥Djyv
∥
∥
k,´δ´1`j cannot bound the norm |||∇v|||BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
because ´δ ´ 1 ă 1. On the other hand, control of the norm |||∇v|||BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq appears to be necessary
in order to estimate the nonlinearity, because from (1.19) we recognize that factors F
(1.12), (1.15)“ p1` vxq´1
need to be controlled. This problem can be overcome by combining parabolic estimates of the form (3.20)
with elliptic regularity estimates, which will be dealt with in §3.2.3, §3.2.4, and §3.2.5.
3.2.3. Higher regularity I. In view of expansion (1.24) we can only hope for estimates with negative
weights for v, since v0 “ v|x“0 can be nonzero (it is zero only if the free boundary is a straight line) and
norms |v|α can be infinite if this happens. Applying Dx ´ 1 to (1.21), we get an equation in terms of Dxv
and v, which reads Fourier-transformed in the y-variable
pxBt ` q˜pDxqqDxv ´ η2x2r˜pDxqv ` η4x4pDx ` 3qv “ pDx ´ 1qf, (3.21)
where q˜pζq and r˜pζq are monic polynomials of degrees 4 and 3, respectively:
q˜pζq :“ `ζ ` 1
2
˘ `
ζ ` β ´ 1
2
˘ pζ ´ 1q pζ ´ β ´ 1q , (3.22a)
r˜pζq :“ 2 pζ ` 1q2 `ζ ` 1
2
˘
. (3.22b)
Now we have Dxv
(1.24)“ Opxq as xŒ 0 and thus we expect to obtain maximal-regularity estimates with new
increased weight exponents. The subsequent reasoning is similar to the one leading from (1.23a) to (3.13),
only that this time we test against Dxv instead of v in the inner product p¨, ¨qα˜:
pxBtDxv,Dxvqα˜ ` pq˜pDxqDxv,Dxvqα˜ ´ η2
`
x2r˜pDxqv,Dxv
˘
α˜
` η4 `x4pDx ` 3qv,Dxv˘α˜
“ ppDx ´ 1qf,Dxvqα˜ .
(3.23)
This gives
pxBtDxv,Dxvqα˜ “
1
2
d
dt
|Dxv|
2
α˜´ 1
2
(3.24)
as in (3.7) for the first term of (3.23). The new mean m˜ and variance σ˜ of the zeros of q˜pζq, characterizing
the coercivity range of q˜pζq as in Lemma 3.1, are given by
m˜ “ 1
2
and σ˜2
(1.17a), (1.18)“ 1
2
ˆ
β2 ` 1
2
β ` 3
4
˙
“ 3
4
,
so that with criterion (3.4) we infer that q˜pζq is coercive with respect to α˜ if
α˜ P
ˆ
1
2
´ β, 1
˙
X
„
m˜´ σ˜?
3
, m˜` σ˜?
3

“ r0, 1q. (3.25)
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Then indeed for α˜ meeting (3.25) we have for the second term in (3.23)
pq˜pDxqDxv,Dxvqα˜
(3.1)
Áα˜ |Dxv|22,α˜. (3.26)
For the third term in (3.23) we obtain through integration by parts and interpolation
´ pr˜pDxqv,Dxvqα˜´1
(3.22b)
ě |Dxv|21,α˜´1 ´ C|v|2α˜´1, (3.27)
where C “ Cpα˜q is sufficiently large. By interpolation furthermore`
x4pDx ` 3qv,Dxv
˘
α˜
ě 1
2
|Dxv|
2
α˜´2 ´ C|v|2α˜´2, (3.28)
with C “ Cpα˜q sufficiently large. For the right-hand side of (3.23) we may use the elementary
ppDx ´ 1qf,Dxvqα˜ ď
1
2ε
|pDx ´ 1qf |2α˜ `
ε
2
|Dxv|
2
α˜ (3.29)
for ε ą 0. Now we combine (3.24), (3.26), (3.27), (3.28), and (3.29) in (3.23) and get by absorption of the
terms with prefactor ε in (3.29) and interpolation
d
dt
|Dxv|
2
α˜´ 1
2
` |Dxv|22,α˜ ` η2|Dxv|21,α˜´1 ` η4|Dxv|2α˜´2 Àα˜ |pDx ´ 1qf |2α˜ ` η2|v|2α˜´1 ` η4|v|2α˜´2. (3.30)
We let k˜ ě 2, 0 ď ℓ ď k˜, and test equation (3.21) against
T :“ η2ℓp´Dx ´ 1´ 2ℓ` 2α˜qk˜´ℓDk˜`1´ℓx v
in the p¨, ¨qα˜´ℓ inner product, giving
η2ℓ pBtDxv, T qα˜´ℓ´ 1
2
` η2ℓ pq˜pDxqDxv, T qα˜´ℓ ´ η2pℓ`1q pr˜pDxqv, T qα˜´ℓ´1
` η2pℓ`2q ppDx ` 3qv, T qα˜´ℓ´2 “ η2ℓ ppDx ´ 1qf, T qα˜´ℓ .
(3.31)
Then the terms appearing in (3.31) can be simplified according to
η2ℓ pBtDxv, T qα˜´ℓ´ 1
2
“ 1
2
η2ℓ
d
dt
∣
∣
∣D
k˜`1
x v
∣
∣
∣
2
α˜´ℓ´ 1
2
, (3.32a)
η2ℓ pq˜pDxqDxv, T qα˜´ℓ “ η2ℓ
´
q˜pDxqpDx ´ 1qk˜´2´ℓDxv, pDx ` 1` 2ℓ´ 2α˜q2Dk˜`1´ℓx v
¯
α˜´ℓ
ě η2ℓ
ˆ
1
2
|Dxv|
2
k˜`2´ℓ,α˜´ℓ ´ C˜|Dxv|2α˜´ℓ
˙
, (3.32b)
´η2pℓ`1q pr˜pDxqv, T qα˜´ℓ´1
(3.22b)
ě η2pℓ`1q
´
|Dxv|
2
k˜`1´ℓ,α˜´ℓ´1 ´ C˜|Dxv|2α˜´ℓ´1
¯
, (3.32c)
η2pℓ`2q ppDx ` 3qv, T qα˜´ℓ´2 ě η2pℓ`2q
ˆ
1
2
|Dxv|
2
k˜´ℓ,α˜´ℓ´2 ´ C˜|Dxv|2α˜´ℓ´2
˙
, (3.32d)
where in the last two estimates we used the elliptic regularity result of Lemma 3.7, contained in §3.3.2. Here
the constant C˜ only depends on α˜ and k˜. The right-hand side of (3.31) can be estimated as follows:
η2ℓppDx ´ 1qf, T qα˜´ℓ
Àk˜,α˜
$’&
’%
ε´1|pDx ´ 1qf |2k˜´2,α˜ ` ε|Dxv|2k˜`2,α˜ for ℓ “ 0,
ε´1|pDx ´ 1qf |2k˜´2,α˜ ` ε η4|Dxv|2k˜,α˜´2 for ℓ “ 1,
ε´1η2pℓ´2q|pDx ´ 1qf |2k˜´ℓ,α˜`2´ℓ ` ε η2pℓ`2q|Dxv|2k˜´ℓ,α˜´ℓ´2 for 2 ď ℓ ď k,
(3.33)
for any ε ą 0. Now we insert (3.32) and (3.33), with ε ą 0 sufficiently small, into (3.31) and arrive at
η2ℓ
d
dt
∣
∣
∣Dk˜`1´ℓx v
∣
∣
∣
2
α˜´ℓ´ 1
2
`
2ÿ
ℓ1“0
η2pℓ`ℓ1q
´
|Dxv|
2
k˜`2´ℓ´ℓ1,α˜´ℓ´ℓ1 ´ C˜|Dxv|2α˜´ℓ´ℓ1
¯
Àα
#
|f |2k´2,α for ℓ P t0, 1u.
η2pℓ´2q|f |2k´ℓ,α`2´ℓ for 2 ď ℓ ď k.
(3.34)
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Then we infer inductively from (3.30) and (3.34) that
d
dt
¨
˝ k˜ÿ
ℓ“0
C˜ℓ η
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣D
k˜`1´ℓ
x v
∣
∣
∣
2
α˜´ 1
2
´ℓ
` |Dxv|2α˜´ 1
2
˛
‚` k˜`2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ|Dxv|
2
k˜`2´ℓ,α˜´ℓ
Àk˜,α˜
k˜´2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ|pDx ´ 1qf |2k˜´2´ℓ,α˜´ℓ ` η2|v|2α˜´1 ` η4|v|2α˜´2,
(3.35)
with constants C˜ℓ ą 0 and α˜ P r0, 1q. Passing to physical space-time pt, x, yq by Fourier back transforming
in η, we get with the same steps as those leading from (3.17) to (3.20)
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣D
j˜
yDxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜,α˜´1`j˜,I
Àj˜,k˜,α˜
∥
∥
∥D
j˜
yDxv|t“0
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,α˜´1`j˜
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
j˜
ypDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´2,α˜´ 1
2
`j˜
dt`
2ÿ
ℓ“1
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
j˜`ℓ
y v
∥
∥
∥
2
α˜´ 1
2
`j˜
dt,
(3.36)
where j˜ P N0 is arbitrary. Observe that we can absorb the remnant terms, i.e.,
2ÿ
ℓ“1
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
j˜`ℓ
y v
∥
∥
∥
2
α˜´ 1
2
`j˜
dt (3.37)
in the second line of (3.36), by those appearing on the left-hand side of (3.20) if α˜ “ 1 ´ δ, if ´δ is in the
intersection of
`´ 1
10
, 0
˘
(cf. (3.20)) and the range (3.25) (which simply leads to δ P `0, 1
10
˘
again), and if
j “ j˜ ` 1. Then adding a large multiple of (3.20) to (3.36) to eliminate (3.37) (where for convenience we
make the choice k :“ k˜ ´ 1), we obtain a higher-order maximal-regularity estimate of the form
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Djyv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜´1,´δ´1`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´1y Dxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜,´δ´1`j,I
Àj,k˜,δ
∥
∥Djyv|t“0
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,´δ´1`j `
∥
∥Dj´1y Dxv|t“0
∥
∥
2
k˜,´δ´1`j
`
ż
I
´∥
∥Djyf
∥
∥
2
k˜´3,´δ´ 1
2
`j `
∥
∥Dj´1y pDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
k˜´2,´δ´ 1
2
`j
¯
dt (3.38)
for δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, where k˜ ě 3 and j ě 1. Estimate (3.38) gives stronger control of the solution v in terms of the
initial data v|t“0 and the right-hand side f , as the weight α has increased by`1. Yet, estimate (3.38) is still in-
sufficient to treat the nonlinear problem (1.16). The reason is that the scaling of neither suptPI
∥
∥Djyv
∥
∥
k˜,´δ´1`j
nor suptPI
∥
∥Dj´1y Dxv
∥
∥
k˜,´δ´1`j is sufficient in order to get control of |||∇v|||BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq (for details we
refer to the discussion of such scalings at the end of §2.1). This requires to apply another polynomial in Dx
to (3.21), which will be the subject of §3.2.4.
Estimate (3.38) is δ-sub-critical with respect to the addend v1x in expansion (1.24) for v while estimate (3.20)
is δ-sub-critical with respect to the addend v0 of v in (1.24). For convenience for the subsequent reasoning,
we will also use an estimate which is δ-super-critical with respect to v0. Therefore, we additionally use the
values α˜ “ δ, k˜ “ k, and j˜ “ j´ 1 where j ě 1 in (3.36), so that in view of (3.37) the remnant contributions
are
ş
I
∥
∥Dj`ℓ´1y v
∥
∥
2
δ´ 3
2
`jdt with ℓ “ 1, 2. By the definition of the norm (3.18) we have the interpolation
estimate
∥
∥Dj`ℓ´1y v
∥
∥
δ´ 3
2
`j À
∥
∥Dj`ℓ´1y v
∥
∥
´δ´ 3
2
`j `
∥
∥Dj`ℓ´1y v
∥
∥
´δ´ 1
2
`j .
Then we notice that
ş
I
∥
∥Dj`ℓ´1y v
∥
∥
2
´δ´ 3
2
`jdt can be absorbed by
ş
I
∥
∥Dj´1y v
∥
∥
2
k`2,´δ´ 3
2
`jdt appearing on
the left-hand side of (3.20) with j replaced by j ´ 1 while ş
I
∥
∥Dj`ℓ´1y v
∥
∥
2
´δ´ 1
2
`jdt can be absorbed byş
I
∥
∥Djyv
∥
∥
2
k˜`2,´δ´ 1
2
`jdt, appearing in (3.20) as well where j is the same and k is replaced by k˜ ´ 1. By
combining these estimates, we find an inequality of the same form as (3.38) for the exponent α˜ “ δ:
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´1y v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k,´δ´2`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´1y Dxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k,δ´2`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Djyv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜´1,´δ´1`j,I
Àj,k,k˜,δ
∥
∥Dj´1y v|t“0
∥
∥
2
k,´δ´2`j `
∥
∥Dj´1y Dxv|t“0
∥
∥
2
k,δ´2`j `
∥
∥Djyv|t“0
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,´δ´1`j
`
ż
I
´∥
∥Dj´1y f
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 3
2
`j `
∥
∥Dj´1y pDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
k´2,δ´ 3
2
`j `
∥
∥Djyf
∥
∥
2
k˜´3,´δ´ 1
2
`j
¯
dt, (3.39)
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where δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, k ě 2, k˜ ě 3, and j ě 1.
3.2.4. Higher regularity II. Next, we apply q˜pDx ´ 1q to (3.21) and arrive at
pxBt ` q˜pDx ´ 1qq q˜pDxqDxv ´ η2x2rˇ1pDxqDxv ` η4x4rˇ2pDxqv “ q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf, (3.40)
where in view of (3.22), rˇ1pζq and rˇ2pζq are polynomials of degrees six and five, respectively, defined by
rˇ1pζq :“ ζ´1q˜pζ ` 1qr˜pζq “ 2
`
ζ ` 3
2
˘ pζ ` 1q2 `ζ ` 1
2
˘ `
ζ ` β ` 1
2
˘ pζ ´ βq , (3.41a)
rˇ2pζq :“ q˜pζ ` 3qpζ ` 3q (3.22a)“
`
ζ ` 7
2
˘ `
ζ ` β ` 5
2
˘ pζ ` 3q pζ ` 2q pζ ´ β ` 2q . (3.41b)
The motivation for this step is that in view of expansion (1.24) we expect q˜pDxqDxvpxq “ O
`
x2
˘
as xŒ 0,
as the powers x and x1`β are in the kernel of q˜pDxq (cf. (3.22a)). This enables us to obtain estimates in
norms with larger weight exponents and therefore stronger control at the free boundary tx “ 0u.
We test (3.40) with q˜pDxqDxv in the inner product p¨, ¨qαˇ, where αˇ is in the coercivity range of q˜pDx ´ 1q.
The latter is the coercivity range of q˜pDxq shifted by `1, that is, it suffices to have αˇ P r1, 2q. This gives,
like before in (3.30),
d
dt
|q˜pDxqDxv|2αˇ´ 1
2
` |q˜pDxqDxv|22,αˇ ` η2|Dxv|25,αˇ´1 ` η4|v|25,αˇ´2
Àαˇ |q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf |2αˇ ` η2|Dxv|2αˇ´1 ` η4|v|2αˇ´2.
(3.42)
The only difference in the argumentation leading to (3.42) compared to the reasoning before (3.30) is the
second but last term |Dxv|
2
αˇ´1 in the second line, which can be obtained as in (3.27) noting that q˜pζ ` 1q
has a root in ζ “ 0. With the same reasoning as before, we can upgrade (3.42) to
d
dt
¨
˝ kˇÿ
ℓ“0
Cˇℓ η
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dkˇ´ℓx q˜pDxqDxv
∣
∣
∣
2
αˇ´ 1
2
´ℓ
` |q˜pDxqDxv|2αˇ´ 1
2
˛
‚` kˇ`2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ|q˜pDxqDxv|2kˇ`2´ℓ,αˇ´ℓ
Àkˇ,αˇ
kˇ´2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ|q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf |2kˇ´2´ℓ,αˇ´ℓ ` η2|Dxv|2αˇ´1 ` η4|v|2αˇ´2,
(3.43)
with constants Cˇℓ ą 0 and αˇ P r1, 2q. Then from the above we obtain a strong estimate of the form:
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣D
jˇ
yq˜pDxqDxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ,αˇ´1`jˇ,I
Àjˇ,kˇ,αˇ
∥
∥
∥D
jˇ
yq˜pDxqDxv|t“0
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ,αˇ´1`jˇ
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
jˇ
y q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,αˇ´ 1
2
`jˇ
dt
`
2ÿ
ℓ“1
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
jˇ`ℓ
y Dxv
∥
∥
∥
2
αˇ´ 1
2
`jˇ
dt. (3.44)
The last line in (3.44) contains the remnant terms, which can be absorbed by adding a large multiple of
(3.38), where we choose j “ jˇ ` 2 and k˜ “ kˇ ´ 1 provided αˇ “ ´δ ` 2. Thus, estimate (3.44) upgrades to
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Djyv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ´2,´δ´1`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´1y Dxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ´1,´δ´1`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´2y q˜pDxqDxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ,´δ´1`j,I
Àj,kˇ,δ
∥
∥Djyv|t“0
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,´δ´1`j`
∥
∥Dj´1y Dxv|t“0
∥
∥
2
kˇ´1,´δ´1`j`
∥
∥Dj´2y q˜pDxqDxv|t“0
∥
∥
2
kˇ,´δ´1`j
`
ż
I
´∥
∥Djyf
∥
∥
2
kˇ´4,´δ´ 1
2
`j `
∥
∥Dj´1y pDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
kˇ´3,´δ´ 1
2
`j
¯
dt
`
ż
I
∥
∥Dj´2y q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,´δ´ 1
2
`jdt (3.45)
for δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, where kˇ ě 4 and j ě 2.
Estimate (3.45) is δ-sub-critical with respect to the addend v2x
2 in expansion (1.24). For later purposes we
also choose the weight αˇ “ δ ` 1 in (3.44) being δ-super-critical with respect to the addend v1x in (1.24)
(i.e., respective norms blow up unless this addend is annihilated). Choosing kˇ :“ k˜ and jˇ :“ j ´ 2, where
j ě 2, it then suffices to bound the remnant terms ş
I
∥
∥Dj`ℓ´2y Dxv
∥
∥
2
δ´ 3
2
`jdt, where ℓ “ 1, 2. We now use
that
ş
I
∥
∥Dj`ℓ´2y Dxv
∥
∥
2
δ´ 3
2
`jdt can be absorbed by
ş
I
∥
∥Dj´1y v
∥
∥
2
k˜`1,δ´ 3
2
`jdt appearing on the left-hand side of
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(3.39), where k is replaced by k˜ ´ 1 and k˜ is replaced by kˇ ´ 1. By combining these estimates, we find the
following bounds for the case αˇ “ δ ` 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´1y v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜´1,´δ´2`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´1y Dxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜´1,δ´2`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´2y q˜pDxqDxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜,δ´2`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Djyv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ´2,´δ´1`j,I
Àj,k˜,kˇ,δ
∥
∥Dj´1y v|t“0
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,´δ´2`j`
∥
∥Dj´1y Dxv|t“0
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,δ´2`j`
∥
∥Dj´2y q˜pDxqDxv|t“0
∥
∥
2
k˜,δ´2`j
` ∥∥Djyv|t“0
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,´δ´1`j
`
ż
I
´∥
∥Dj´1y f
∥
∥
2
k˜´3,´δ´ 3
2
`j `
∥
∥Dj´1y pDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
k˜´3,δ´ 3
2
`j
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´∥
∥Dj´2y q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
k˜´2,δ´ 3
2
`j `
∥
∥Djyf
∥
∥
2
kˇ´4,´δ´ 1
2
`j
¯
dt (3.46)
for δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, and j ě 2.
3.2.5. Higher regularity III. In order to additionally control the term v2x
2 in (1.24), we apply pDx ´
4qpDx ´ 3q to equation (3.40) leading to
pxBt ` q˘pDxqq pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv ´ η2x2r˘1pDxqpDx ´ 1qDxv ` η4x4r˘2pDxqDxv
“ pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf,
(3.47)
where in view of (3.22b)
r˘1pζq “ pζ ´ 2qrˇ1pζq (3.41a)“ 2
`
ζ ` 3
2
˘ pζ ` 1q2 `ζ ` 1
2
˘ `
ζ ` β ` 1
2
˘ pζ ´ βq pζ ´ 2q, (3.48a)
r˘2pζq “ pζ ` 1qrˇ2pζq (3.41b)“ pζ ` 1qq˜pζ ` 3qpζ ` 3q
“ `ζ ` 7
2
˘ `
ζ ` β ` 5
2
˘ pζ ` 3q pζ ` 2q pζ ´ β ` 2q pζ ` 1q (3.48b)
are polynomials of order 7 and 6, respectively, and where we have introduced the operator q˘pDxq fulfilling
pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1q “ q˘pDxqpDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2q, i.e., (cf. (3.22a)) q˘pζq is given by
q˘pζq “ `ζ ´ 1
2
˘ `
ζ ` β ´ 3
2
˘ pζ ´ β ´ 2q pζ ´ 4q . (3.48c)
Our motivation for applying the operator pDx´4qpDx´3q is that we want the resulting operator q˘pDxq to be
coercive with respect to a weight which is δ-super-critical with respect to the term v2x
2 from expansion (1.24).
We are led to prefer the weight δ ` 2 since remnant contributions can be easily absorbed using estimates
from the previous steps (see below). Note that applying operators Dx ´ γ, where γ ´ 1 is a root of qˇpζq,
preserves the structure of the η0-terms on the left-hand side of (3.40). Since the root 2 is the third-largest
root of q˜pζ´1q and by criterion (3.4a) of Lemma 3.1 limits the coercivity range, we are lead to apply Dx´3
to (3.40), resulting in the linear operator`
Dx ´ 12
˘ `
Dx ` β ´ 32
˘ pDx ´ β ´ 2q pDx ´ 3q
acting on v in the η0-term. This operator has coercivity range containing a neighborhood around 2. It
also produces a factor Dx ´ 1 acting on Dxv in the η2-term, so that the fist two terms v0 and v1x in
expansion (1.24) are canceled and in a weak estimate with weight δ ` 2, where δ ą 0, the resulting term
remains finite. However, in the resulting equation the η4-term has no Dx acting on v, which because of the
boundary value v0 (cf. (1.24)) would lead to a blow-up in a weak estimate with weight δ`2 where δ ą 0. For
this reason, we need the operator to be applied to (3.40) to have a factor pDx ´ 4q, so that after commuting
with x4, the operator Dx acts on v in the η
4-term.
Further note that the operator pDx´3qpDx´2qq˜pDxqDx acting on v (cf. (3.22a)) does not cancel the addend
O
`
x1`2β
˘
from (1.24), which, as it turns out later, generically appears via the nonlinear equation (cf. §4.1).
However, the weight δ ` 2, which we introduce for δ P `0, 1
10
˘
as before, meets δ ` 2 ă 1 ` 2β in view of
(1.18) and thus also avoids the aforementioned Opx1`2βq-terms.1
It remains to verify coercivity of q˘pDxq employing criterion (3.4) of Lemma 3.1. We find that the mean of
the zeros of q˘pζq is given by m˘ “ 2 and the root of the variance fulfills σ˘ ą 5
4
ą
?
3
10
, so that indeed weights
2` δ with δ P `0, 1
10
˘
are admissible.
1In the framework of the more general thin-film equation (1.2), where β is a function of the mobility exponent n, this restricts
our analysis to those n for which β ą 1
2
.
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Testing (3.47) with pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv in the inner product p¨, ¨qδ`2, we obtain analogously to the
computations in §3.2.1 and §3.2.3
d
dt
|pDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv|21,δ` 3
2
` |pDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv|23,δ`2 ` η2|pDx ´ 1qDxv|26,δ`1 ` η4|Dxv|26,δ
Àδ |pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf |2δ`2 ` η2|pDx ´ 1qDxv|2δ`1 ` η4|Dxv|2δ.
(3.49)
Upgrading the weak estimate (3.49) follows the lines of the respective discussion when passing from the weak
estimates (3.13), (3.30), and (3.42) to the strong estimates (3.17), (3.35), and (3.43), respectively. Therefore,
we skip all details and arrive at
d
dt
¨
˝ kˇÿ
ℓ“0
C˘ℓη
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dkˇ´ℓx pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv
∣
∣
∣
2
δ` 3
2
´ℓ
` |pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv|2δ` 3
2
˛
‚
`
kˇ`2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ|pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv|2kˇ`2´ℓ,δ`2´ℓ (3.50)
Àkˇ,δ
kˇ´2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ|pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf |2kˇ´2´ℓ,δ`2 ` η2|pDx ´ 1qDxv|2δ`1 ` η4|Dxv|2δ,
with constants kˇ ě 2, C˘ℓ ą 0, and δ P
`
0, 1
10
˘
. In integrated form and after employing equation (3.47) to
obtain control on the time derivative Btv, we find
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj˘ypDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ,δ`1`j˘,I
Àj˘,kˇ,δ
∥
∥
∥Dj˘ypDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv|t“0
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ,δ`1`j˘
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
j˘
ypDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
`j˘
dt
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Dj˘`1y pDx ´ 1qDxv
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
`j˘
dt`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Dj˘`2y Dxv
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
`j˘
dt (3.51)
for j˘ ě 0.
In order to absorb the remnant terms
ż
I
ˆ∥
∥
∥D
j˘`1
y pDx ´ 1qDxv
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
`j˘
`
∥
∥
∥D
j˘`2
y Dxv
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
`j˘
˙
dt,
we choose j˘ :“ j ´ 3 and assume j ě 3, so that the remnant terms can be bounded by
ż
I
´∥
∥Dj´1y Dxv
∥
∥
2
kˇ,δ´ 3
2
`j `
∥
∥Dj´2y q˜pDxqDxv
∥
∥
2
kˇ`1,δ´ 3
2
`j
¯
dt,
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appearing on the left-hand side of (3.46) with k˜ replaced by kˇ ´ 1 and kˇ replaced by k˘, where k˘ ě 4. Note
that this requires using Lemma 3.7 of §3.3.2. This results in the estimate
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´1y v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ´2,´δ´2`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´1y Dxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ´2,δ´2`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´2y q˜pDxqDxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ´1,δ´2`j,I
` ∣∣∣∣∣∣Dj´3y pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ,δ´2`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Djyv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˘´2,´δ´1`j,I
À
j,kˇ,k˘,δ
∥
∥Dj´1y v|t“0
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,´δ´2`j`
∥
∥Dj´1y Dxv|t“0
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,δ´2`j`
∥
∥Dj´2y q˜pDxqDxv|t“0
∥
∥
2
kˇ´1,δ´2`j
` ∥∥Dj´3y pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv|t“0
∥
∥
2
kˇ,δ´2`j `
∥
∥Djyv|t“0
∥
∥
2
k˘´2,´δ´1`j
`
ż
I
´∥
∥Dj´1y f
∥
∥
2
kˇ´4,´δ´ 3
2
`j `
∥
∥Dj´1y pDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
kˇ´4,δ´ 3
2
`j
¯
dt
`
ż
I
∥
∥Dj´2y q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
kˇ´3,δ´ 3
2
`jdt
`
ż
I
´∥
∥Dj´3y pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,δ´ 3
2
`j `
∥
∥Djyf
∥
∥
2
k˘´4,´δ´ 1
2
`j
¯
dt
(3.52)
for δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, where kˇ ě 4, k˘ ě 4, and j ě 3.
3.2.6. Maximal regularity for the linear degenerate-parabolic equation. In this section, we combine
‚ estimate (3.20) with j “ 0,
‚ estimate (3.38) with j “ 1,
‚ estimate (3.45) with j “ 2,
‚ estimate (3.45) with j “ 3 and k˜ replaced by k˘,
‚ estimate (3.46) with j “ 2, and
‚ estimate (3.52) with j “ 3
to obtain maximal regularity for the linear degenerate-parabolic problem (1.21) in form of
|||v|||sol Àk,k˜,kˇ,k˘,δ
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
1
init
` |||f |||1rhs, (3.53)
where we have introduced the following norms:
The norm |||¨|||sol for the solution v is defined through
|||v|||2sol :“ |||v|||2k,´δ´1,I ` |||Dyv|||2k˜´1,´δ,I ` |||Dxv|||2k˜,´δ,I ` |||DyDxv|||2k˜´1,δ,I ` |||q˜pDxqDxv|||2k˜,δ,I
` ∣∣∣∣∣∣D2yv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ´2,´δ`1,I ` |||DyDxv|||
2
kˇ´1,´δ`1,I ` |||q˜pDxqDxv|||2kˇ,´δ`1,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣D2yDxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ´2,δ`1,I
` |||Dy q˜pDxqDxv|||2kˇ´1,δ`1,I ` |||pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv|||2kˇ,δ`1,I
` ∣∣∣∣∣∣D3yv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˘´2,´δ`2,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣D2yDxv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˘´1,´δ`2,I ` |||Dy q˜pDxqDxv|||
2
k˘,´δ`2,I . (3.54)
Its equivalence to the norm |||¨|||Sol defined in (2.3) for I “ r0,8q is given through Lemma 3.6 (cf. §3.3.1).
The norm ‖¨‖1init for the initial data vp0q is given throughˆ∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
1
init
˙2
:“
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k,´1´δ
`
∥
∥
∥Dyv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,´δ
`
∥
∥
∥Dxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,´δ
`
∥
∥
∥DyDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,δ
`
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,δ
`
∥
∥
∥D
2
yv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥DyDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´1,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥D
2
yDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥Dy q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´1,δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ,δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥D
3
yv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘´2,´δ`2
`
∥
∥
∥D
2
yDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘´1,´δ`2
`
∥
∥
∥Dyq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘,´δ`2
(3.55)
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The norm |||¨|||1rhs for the right-hand side f is determined by
`
|||f |||1rhs
˘2
:“
ż
I
´
‖f‖2k´2,´δ´ 1
2
` ‖Dyf‖2k˜´3,´δ` 1
2
` ‖pDx ´ 1qf‖2k˜´2,´δ` 1
2
` ‖DypDx ´ 1qf‖2k˜´3,δ` 1
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2k˜´2,δ` 1
2
` ∥∥D2yf
∥
∥
2
kˇ´4,´δ` 3
2
` ‖DypDx ´ 1qf‖2kˇ´3,´δ` 3
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2kˇ´2,´δ` 3
2
` ∥∥D2ypDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
kˇ´4,δ` 3
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖Dy q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2kˇ´3,δ` 3
2
` ‖pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´∥
∥D3yf
∥
∥
2
k˘´4,´δ` 5
2
` ∥∥D2ypDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
k˘´3,´δ` 5
2
` ‖Dy q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2k˘´2,´δ` 5
2
¯
dt.
(3.56)
Here, k ě 2, k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, k˘ ě 4, and δ P `0, 1
10
˘
. Further conditions on the number of derivatives k, k˜,
kˇ, and k˘ will be imposed for the approximation results of §3.3.3 and when treating the nonlinearity N pvq
(cf. (1.19)) in §4.2. A simplification of the norms ‖¨‖init and |||¨|||1rhs is provided in Lemmata 3.4 and 3.5 of
§3.3.2. A rigorous justification of the maximal-regularity estimate (3.53) will be the subject of §3.4.
3.3. Norms and their properties.
3.3.1. Simplifications of our norms. The following weighted trace estimate gives control on the time
trace, which follows directly by using the fundamental theorem of calculus and Young’s inequality (see for
instance [31, Lemma B.2]). The precise version included below is convenient because it can be used to
estimate the supremum terms from the definition (3.54) of |||v|||sol by the integral terms appearing in the
same norm.
Lemma 3.3 (Time trace). Assume that T P p0,8s, I “ r0, T q Ď r0,8q, and let w : I ˆ p0,8q ˆ R Ñ R be
locally integrable. Then we have
sup
tPI
|w|2ℓ,γ Àℓ,γ |w|t“0|2ℓ,γ `
ż
I
|Btw|2ℓ´2,γ´ 1
2
dt`
ż
I
|w|2ℓ`2,γ` 1
2
dt, (3.57)
and for the case I “ r0,8q we have
sup
tPr0,8q
|w|2ℓ,γ Àℓ,γ
ż 8
0
|Btw|2ℓ´2,γ´1
2
dt`
ż 8
0
|w|2ℓ`2,γ` 1
2
dt (3.58)
for γ P R and ℓ ě 2.
Next, we give the following simplification of the norms ‖¨‖1init, |||¨|||1rhs, and |||¨|||sol, whose proofs can be found
in §B.1.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, k ě maxtk˜ ` 4, kˇ ` 6, k˘ ` 5u, k˜ ě 1, kˇ ě 2, k˘ ě 2, and define the norm
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
for a locally integrable function vp0q : p0,8q ˆ RÑ R through (2.1), i.e.,
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
init
“
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k,´δ´1
`
∥
∥
∥Dxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,´δ
`
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,δ
`
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ,δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥Dyq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘,´δ`2
.
Then the norms ‖¨‖1init (cf. (3.55)) and ‖¨‖init are equivalent on the space of all locally integrable vp0q :
p0,8q ˆ RÑ R with ∥∥vp0q∥∥
init
ă 8.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, k ě maxtk˜ ` 4, kˇ ` 6, k˘ ` 5u, k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, k˘ ě 4, and define the norm
|||f |||rhs for a locally integrable function f : I ˆ p0,8q ˆ R Ñ R, where I “ r0, T q Ď r0,8q with T P p0,8s,
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through (2.19), i.e.,
|||f |||2rhs “
ż
I
´
‖f‖2k´2,´δ´ 1
2
` ‖pDx ´ 1qf‖2k˜´2,´δ` 1
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2k˜´2,δ` 1
2
` ‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2kˇ´2,´δ` 3
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
` ‖Dy q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2k˘´2,´δ` 5
2
¯
dt.
Then the norms |||¨|||1rhs (cf. (3.56)) and |||¨|||rhs are equivalent on the space of all locally integrable f : p0,8q2ˆ
RÑ R with |||f |||rhs ă 8.
Thanks to Lemma 3.3 we can also prove the following analogue of Lemmata 3.4 and 3.5.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, k ě maxtk˜ ` 4, kˇ ` 6, k˘ ` 5u, k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, k˘ ě 4, and consider the
norm |||v|||Sol for a locally integrable function v : r0,8q ˆ p0,8q ˆ RÑ R, given by
|||v|||2Sol
(2.3)“
ż 8
0
´
‖Btv‖2k´2,´δ´ 3
2
` ‖BtDxv‖2k˜´2,´δ´ 1
2
¯
dt
`
ż 8
0
´
‖Btq˜pDxqDxv‖2k˜´2,δ´ 1
2
` ‖Btq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ´2,´δ` 1
2
¯
dt
`
ż 8
0
´
‖BtpDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ´2,δ` 1
2
` ‖BtDy q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˘´2,´δ` 3
2
¯
dt
`
ż 8
0
´
‖v‖2k`2,´δ´ 1
2
` ‖Dxv‖2k˜`2,´δ` 1
2
` ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˜`2,δ` 1
2
¯
dt
`
ż 8
0
´
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,´δ` 3
2
` ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
¯
dt
`
ż 8
0
‖Dy q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˘`2,´δ` 5
2
dt.
Then the norms |||¨|||sol for the case I “ r0,8q (cf. (3.54)) and |||¨|||Sol are equivalent on the space of all locally
integrable v : r0,8qˆ p0,8q ˆ RÑ R with |||v|||Sol ă 8.
3.3.2. Elliptic regularity and embeddings. Note that the norms |||¨|||sol, ‖¨‖init, and |||¨|||rhs (cf. (3.54),
(2.1), and (2.19)) contain terms in pDx ´ 3 ´ κqpDx ´ 2 ´ κqq˜pDx ´ κqpDx ´ κqw, q˜pDx ´ κqpDx ´ κqw, or
pDx ´ κqw, where pw, κq P
 pv, 0q, `vp0q, 0˘ , pf, 1q(, that are not explicit enough in terms of w in the sense
that they partially do not change on changing boundary values such as w0, w1, w1`β , or w2. On the other
hand, we are precisely interested in control on these terms, which requires to study the elliptic regularity
of the operators Dx ´ γ with γ P R. Therefore, we consider the following direct consequence of Hardy’s
inequality (cf. [35, Lemma A.1], [31, Lemma 7.4], [39, Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.1]).
Lemma 3.7. Suppose f, f P H1loc pp0,8qq and ρ, γ, γ P R with γ ă ρ ă γ such that
lim
nÑ8x
´γ
n f px1,nq “ lim
nÑ8 x
´γ
n f px2,nq “ 0 for sequences xn Œ 0 and xn Ñ8.
Then
∣
∣f
∣
∣
1,ρ
Àγ,ρ
∣
∣pDx ´ γqf
∣
∣
ρ
and
∣
∣f
∣
∣
1,ρ
Àγ,ρ
∣
∣pDx ´ γqf
∣
∣
ρ
. (3.59)
A proof is contained in §B.2. Note that for each of the inequalities in (3.59), if the left-hand side is finite,
then the asymptotic behavior in the respective case is automatically fulfilled and the respective estimate
holds true.
The following lemma yields BC0-bounds on the solution v to (1.16), and its gradient. Its proof is contained
in §B.2.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that k ě max
!
k˜ ` 4, kˇ ` 6, k˘ ` 5
)
, k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, k˘ ě 4, and δ P `0, 1
10
˘
. Then for
functions vp0q : p0,8q ˆ R Ñ R, v : p0,8q2 ˆ R Ñ R, and f : p0,8q2 ˆ R Ñ R that are locally integrable
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with
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă 8, |||v|||sol ă 8, and |||f |||rhs ă 8, the expansions
Dℓvp0qpx, yq “ Dℓ
´
v
p0q
0 pyq ` vp1q1 pyqx
¯
` o
´
x
3
2
`δ
¯
as xŒ 0 (3.60)
(with ℓ “ pℓx, ℓyq P N20 such that |ℓ| ď kˇ ` 7 and ℓy ď kˇ), (1.24) (with L :“ kˇ ` 5 and Ly :“ kˇ ´ 2), and
(1.27) (with L :“ kˇ` 5 and Ly :“ kˇ´ 2) are valid almost everywhere, where the coefficients vp0qj (j P t0, 1u),
vj (j P t0, 1, 1` β, 2u), and fj (j P t1, 2u) satisfy the following estimates, with constants only depending on
k˜, kˇ, and δ:
∥
∥
∥Dℓvp0qx
∥
∥
∥
BC0pp0,8qˆRq
`
∥
∥
∥Dℓvp0qy
∥
∥
∥
BC0pp0,8qˆRq
`
∣
∣
∣v
p0q
0
∣
∣
∣
BC1pRq
`
∣
∣
∣v
p0q
1
∣
∣
∣
BC0pRq
À
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
init
(3.61a)
and
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dℓvx
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dℓvy
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq ` ‖v0‖BC0pI;BC1pRqq ` ‖v1‖BC0pIˆRq À |||v|||sol (3.61b)
for 0 ď |ℓ| ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
,
‖v1‖L2pI;H1pRqq `
∥
∥
∥pv0qy
∥
∥
∥
L2pI;H1pRqq
` ‖v1‖BC0pI;H1pRqq `
∥
∥
∥pv0qy
∥
∥
∥
BC0pI;H1pRqq
` ‖v1`β‖L2pI;BC0pRqq ` ‖v1`β‖L2pI;H1pRqq ` ‖v2‖L2pIˆRq À |||v|||sol, (3.61c)
and
‖f1‖
2
L2pIˆRq ` ‖f2‖2L2pIˆRq À |||f |||rhs. (3.61d)
3.3.3. Approximation results. Our aim is to approximate the solution v, the initial data vp0q, and the
right-hand side f in the norms |||¨|||sol, |||¨|||init, and |||¨|||rhs, where the approximating sequences have well-
controlled behavior as x Œ 0 and x Ñ 8. The following two definitions specify the necessary asymptotic
behavior precisely:
Definition 3.9. A function f : p0,8q ˆ Rη Ñ C such that fp¨, ηq P C8pp0,8qq for every η P R, sat-
isfies pG0q if for every compact interval J Ť Rzt0u or J “ t0u, there exists ε ą 0 and a function
f¯ “ f¯ px1, x2, ηq : r0, εs ˆ
“
0, εβ
‰ˆ J Ñ C such that
(i) fpx, ηq “ f¯ `x, xβ , η˘ for px, ηq P `0, εβ‰ ˆ J and for each η P J the function f¯p¨, ¨, ηq is analytic with
Bjx2 f¯p0, 0, ηq “ 0 for j ě 1;
(ii) the map J Q η ÞÑ f¯ P Ω, where
Ω :“
$&
%g¯ : |g¯|ω :“
ÿ
pk,ℓqPN2
0
εk`βℓ
k!ℓ!
∣
∣Bkx1Bℓx2 g¯p0, 0q
∣
∣ ă 8
,.
- ,
is well-defined and continuous.
Note that the power β is in line with our expectation stated in (2.8) an also appears in [31] (compare to
§1.8 and in particular the discussion leading to (1.26)). As already outlined in §1.8 (see the discussion after
(1.23)) the terms ´η2x2r pDxq v and η4x4v in (1.21a) are, for fixed η P R, merely higher-order corrections.
We introduce an analogous definition for the asymptotic behavior as xÑ8.
Definition 3.10. A function f : p0,8qˆRÑ C such that fp¨, ηq P C8pp0,8qq for every η P R, meets pG8q
if
(i) for η “ 0, for all j P N0, and all ν P
”
0, 2
3
2
¯
we have
lim sup
xÑ8
ˇˇˇ
eν
4
?
x d
jf
dxj
pxq
ˇˇˇ
ă 8;
(ii) for η ‰ 0, for all ν P r0, |η|q, and all j P N0 we have
lim sup
xÑ8
ˇˇˇ
eνx d
jf
dxj
pxq
ˇˇˇ
ă 8;
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(iii) for all x0 ą 0, k ě 0, and ν P r0, |η|q the mapping pRzt0uq Q η ÞÑ fp¨, ηq P V is well-defined and
continuous, where
V :“
"
g : |g|k,x0,ν :“ maxj“0,...,k supxěx0
eνx
∣
∣
∣
djg
dxj
pxq
∣
∣
∣
*
.
Note that item (i) coincides with the choice in [31, Definition 6.2, pG8q].
For the proof of the following approximation results, see §B.3.
Lemma 3.11. Suppose that k ě max
!
k˜ ` 4, kˇ ` 6, k˘ ` 5
)
, k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, k˘ ě 4, and δ P `0, 1
10
˘
. Then
for each locally integrable vp0q : p0,8q ˆ Ry Ñ R with
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă 8 there exists a sequence `vp0,nq˘
n
in
C8pp0,8q ˆ Ryq such that
∥
∥vp0,nq ´ vp0q∥∥
init
Ñ 0 as nÑ 8 and
(i) vp0,nq is smooth in p0,8q ˆ Rη and p0,8q ˆ Ry,
(ii) vp0,nqpx, ηq “ vp0,nq0 pηq ` vp0,nq1 pηqx for x !n 1, where vp0,nq0 , vp0,nq1 are smooth, so that in particular
vp0,nq satisfies pG0q from Definition 3.9.
(iii) vp0,nqpx, yq “ 0 for x "n 1 or |y| "n 1, so that in particular vp0,nq satisfies pG8q from Definition 3.10.
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that k ě max
!
k˜ ` 4, kˇ ` 6, k˘ ` 5
)
, k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, k˘ ě 4, δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, T P p0,8s, and
I :“ r0, T q. Then for each locally integrable f : I ˆp0,8qˆRy Ñ R with |||f |||rhs ă 8 there exists a sequence`
f pnq
˘
n
in C8pI ˆ p0,8q ˆ Ryq such that
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣f pnq ´ f ∣∣∣∣∣∣
rhs
Ñ 0 as nÑ8 and
(i) f pnq is smooth in I ˆ p0,8q ˆ Rη and I ˆ p0,8q ˆ Ry,
(ii) for every t P I we have f pnqpt, x, ηq “ f pnq1 pt, ηqx ` f pnq2 pt, ηqx2 for x !n 1, where f pnq1 and f pnq2 are
smooth on I ˆ R, so that in particular f pnqpt, ¨, ¨q satisfies pG0q from Definition 3.9.
(iii) f pnqpt, x, ηq “ 0 for x "n 1 or |y| "n 1, so that in particular f pnqpt, ¨, ¨q satisfies pG8q from Defini-
tion 3.10 for all t P I.
Lemma 3.13. Suppose k ě max
!
k˜ ` 4, kˇ ` 6, k˘ ` 5
)
, k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, k˘ ě 4, δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, T P p0,8s, and
I :“ r0, T q. Then for each locally integrable v : I ˆ p0,8qˆRy Ñ R with |||v|||sol ă 8 there exists a sequence`
vpnq
˘
n
in C8pI ˆ p0,8q ˆ Ryq such that
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣vpnq ´ v∣∣∣∣∣∣
sol
Ñ 0 as nÑ8 and
(i) if I “ p0,8q then vpnqpt, x, ηq “ 0 whenever t ą 2n,
(ii) vpnq is smooth in I ˆ p0,8q ˆ Rη and I ˆ p0,8q ˆ Ry,
(iii) for every t P I we have
vpnqpt, x, ηq “ vpnq0 pt, ηq ` vpnq1 pt, ηqx ` vpnq1`βpt, ηqx1`β ` vpnq2 pt, ηqx2 for x !n 1,
where v
pnq
0 , v
pnq
1 , v
pnq
1`β , v
pnq
2 : I ˆ R Ñ R are smooth, so that in particular vpnqpt, ¨, ¨q satisfies pG0q from
Definition 3.9 for all t P I,
(iv) vpnqpt, x, ηq “ 0 for x "n 1 or |y| "n 1, so that in particular vpnqpt, ¨, ¨q satisfies pG8q from Defini-
tion 3.10 for all t P I.
We obtain the following corollary of Lemma 3.13:
Corollary 3.14. Suppose that k ě max
!
k˜ ` 4, kˇ ` 6, k˘ ` 5
)
, k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, k˘ ě 4, δ P `0, 1
10
˘
, T P p0,8s,
and I :“ r0, T q. Then for each locally integrable v : I ˆ p0,8qˆRÑ R with |||v|||sol ă 8, using the notation
of Lemma 3.13, the following hold:
(i) If I “ p0,8q then limtÑ8pv0qypt, yq “ 0 for all y P R as well as limtÑ8‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init “ 0.
(ii) The function pv0qypt, yq “ limxŒ0 vypt, x, yq is continuous and bounded.
(iii) For τ P p0, 1q we denote by |||¨|||sol,τ the norm |||v|||sol as defined in (3.54) with the choice I :“ r0, τq.
Then the functions p0,8q Q τ ÞÑ |||v|||sol,τ and p0,8q Q t ÞÑ ‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init are continuous and bounded
and |||v|||sol,τ Ñ
∥
∥v|t“0
∥
∥
init
as τ Œ 0.
3.4. Rigorous treatment of the linear equation. The construction of solutions to the linear problem
(1.21) with appropriate estimates is based on a time-discretization argument (cf. §3.4.2) which in turn is
based on a solid understanding of the corresponding resolvent equation (cf. §3.4.1). Note that the reasoning
of §3.4.2 partially follows [31, §7] while the treatment of the resolvent problem has similarities with [31, §6].
We will thus emphasize differences and introduce some simplifications to the approach in [31, §6–7].
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3.4.1. The resolvent equation. Suppose we are given vptq “ vptqpxq for a given time t ą 0. Then an
approximate solution of (1.23a) at time t` δt, where δt ą 0 is small, can be found by solving
x
vpt`δtq ´ vptq
δt
` q pDxq vpt`δtq ´ η2x2r pDxq vpt`δtq ` η4x4vpt`δtq “ 1
δt
ż t`δt
t
f
`
t1
˘
dt1 (3.62)
for x ą 0. Replacing 1
δt
xvptq` 1
δt
şt`δt
t
f pt1qdt1 by f “ fpxq, setting λ :“ 1
δt
, and writing v instead of vpt`δtq,
we end up with the resolvent equation
λxv ` qpDxqv ´ η2x2r pDxq v ` η4x4v “ f for x ą 0.
By scaling x and y, we can assume without loss of generality λ “ 1, so that the resolvent equation simplifies
to
xv ` qpDxqv ´ η2x2r pDxq v ` η4x4v “ f for x ą 0. (3.63)
Equation (3.63) is for every fixed η P R an ODE in x, i.e., we consider η merely as a parameter in the
problem. In what follows by a slight abuse of notation, we will be indicating vp¨q “ vp¨, ηq, etc., whenever
the fixed value of η is clear from the context. Furthermore, since η is merely a parameter, we will write
total derivatives d
dx
instead of partial ones. The notation with partial derivatives is used when it comes to
controlling the singular expansion at x “ 0.
Finding well-controlled solutions. It is obvious that standard ODE theory yields a four-parameter family
of global solutions to (3.63) given sufficient regularity of f . However, our aim is not to construct just some
solution to (3.63) but solutions that are well-controlled as xŒ 0 and xÑ 8. This is detailed in conditions
pG0q and pG8q of Definitions 3.9 and 3.10.
The main result of §3.4.1 reads as follows.
Proposition 3.15. Suppose that f : p0,8qˆRη Ñ C such that fp¨, ηq P C8pp0,8qq for every η P R, satisfies
pG0q with pf¯ , Bx1Bx2 f¯qp0, 0, ηq “ p0, 0q, pG8q, and is such that all derivatives d
jf
dxj
for j ě 0 are continuous
in tpx, ηq : x ą 0, η ‰ 0u. Then for every η P R there exists exactly one solution v : p0,8q ˆ Rη Ñ C to the
resolvent equation (3.63) such that vp¨, ηq P C8pp0,8qq for η P R and for k “ 0, 1, 2 we have |v|k,´δ´k ă 8
for some δ P `0, 1
10
˘
. Moreover, v satisfies conditions pG0q and pG8q, and djvdxj for j ě 0 are continuous intpx, ηq : x ą 0, η ‰ 0u.
Note that for later purpose the continuous dependence on η will not be necessary but the weaker measurability
is sufficient.
The strategy for constructing a solution to (3.63) proceeds in three steps:
(i) We construct a 2-dimensional manifold of solutions to (3.63) for x ! 1 meeting pG0q (cf. Definition 3.9).
(ii) We construct a 2-dimensional manifold of solutions to (3.63) for x " 1 fulfilling pG8q (cf. Defini-
tion 3.10).
(iii) We find exactly one solution to (3.63) satisfying contemporarily the above two conditions, by intersect-
ing the above two 2-dimensional solution manifolds in 4-dimensional phase space spanned by coordinates´
v, dv
dx
, d
2v
dx2
, d
3v
dx3
¯
.
The above last step is done as in [31, Proposition 6.3] using the coercivity of qpDxq, though we additionally
prove continuity in η (see also Angenent [1] for a similar argument). This is based on the analogue of the
uniqueness result [31, Proposition 5.5], which now can be formulated as follows:
Lemma 3.16. Suppose that η P R and δ P `0, 1
10
˘
are fixed. If v P C8pp0,8qq solves (3.63) with f “ 0 in
p0,8q and for k “ 0, 1, 2 we have |v|k,´δ´k ă 8, then v “ 0 in p0,8q.
For the convenience of the reader, we will give a proof of Proposition 3.15 and Lemma 3.16 at the end of
§3.4.1. In order to complete the presentation of the above sketch of proof, we first construct solutions to
(3.63) as described above, separately near x “ 0 and near x “ 8.
Construction of solutions for x ! 1. The treatment for x ! 0 is analogous to the reasoning in [31,
§6.2] since – as mentioned twice before – the extra terms coming from the additional dimension are of order
O
`
x2
˘
and O
`
x4
˘
, respectively, i.e., they are perturbative terms in the fixed-point problem for x ! 1. We
first concentrate on constructing solutions to (3.63) for x ! 1 and η P R fixed, so that we initially suppress
the dependence on η in the notation. The continuous dependence on η will be discussed at the end of the
paragraph.
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Here the leading-order operator in (3.63) is qpDxq and the corresponding homogeneous equation has two
linearly independent bounded solutions x0, x1`β corresponding to the positive roots 0, 1`β of the polynomial
qpζq. As a consequence, we expect that a generic bounded solution of qpDxqv “ f behaves like vpxq “
a1 ` a2x1`β ` o
`
x1`β
˘
as x Œ 0, where a1, a2 P R provided fpxq “ o
`
x1`β
˘
as x Œ 0. Then we unfold
the singular behavior for 0 ď x ! 1 by using two variables x1, x2 rather than the single variable x, i.e., we
employ the following substitutions:
vpxq ÞÑ v¯ px1, x2q , fpxq ÞÑ f¯px1, x2q, D “ x ddx ÞÑ D¯ :“ x1Bx1 ` βx2Bx2 ,
where on the characteristic px1, x2q “
`
x, xβ
˘
we can identify
Djvpxq “ D¯j v¯ `x, xβ˘ and Djfpxq “ D¯j f¯ `x, xβ˘ for j P N0.
For fixed η P Rzt0u, we then consider the unfolded problem
x1v¯ ` q
`
D¯
˘
v¯ ´ η2x21r
`
D¯
˘
v¯ ` η4x41v¯ “ f¯ in Q :“ r0, εs ˆ r0, Ls, (3.64a)
subject to
pv¯, Bx1Bx2 v¯q p0, 0q “ pa1, a2q, (3.64b)
where a1, a2 P R are parameters and by compatibility necessarily
`
f¯ , Bx2 f¯
˘ p0, 0q “ p0, 0q holds true. Prob-
lem (3.64) can be solved with a fixed-point argument, for which we define the norms (compare to item (ii)
in Definition 3.9)
∣
∣f¯
∣
∣
ω
:“
ÿ
pk,ℓqPN2
0
εkLℓ
k!ℓ!
∣
∣Bkx1Bℓx2 f¯p0, 0q
∣
∣ and |v¯|4,ω :“
4ÿ
m“0
∣
∣D¯mv¯
∣
∣
ω
, (3.65)
with parameters ε, L ą 0. Note that finiteness of ∣∣f¯ ∣∣
ω
is equivalent to the property that the seriesř
pk,ℓqPN2
0
Bkx1B
ℓ
x2
f¯p0,0q
k!ℓ!
xk1x
ℓ
2 converges absolutely in Q. We obtain the following result being the analogue
of [31, Lemma 6.5], though the norms (3.65) are chosen slightly differently and are more in line with the
reasoning in [3, §4.4]:
Lemma 3.17. For all compact intervals J Ť Rzt0u, there exists ε ą 0 such that for all η P J , any L ą 0,
and any a1, a2 P R, for any f¯ “ f¯px1, x2q analytic in Q “ r0, εs ˆ r0, Ls with
`
f¯ , Bx1Bx2 f¯
˘ p0, 0q “ p0, 0q and
∣
∣f¯
∣
∣
ω
ă 8, problem (3.64) has an analytic solution v¯, which additionally satisfies
|v¯|4,ω Àε,J |a1|` |a2|`
∣
∣f¯
∣
∣
ω
. (3.66)
Now define vpjqpxq :“ v¯px, xβq solving (3.63) for x ď ε with
(0) pa1, a2q “ p0, 0q and given f “ f¯
`
x, xβ
˘
for j “ 0,
(1) pa1, a2q “ p1, 0q and f “ 0 in p0,8q for j “ 1,
(2) pa1, a2q “ p0, 1q and f “ 0 in p0,8q for j “ 2.
Then
vp0qpxq “ ´8
9
df
dx
p0qx`O `x2˘ as xŒ 0, (3.67a)
vp1qpxq “ 1`O `x2˘ as xŒ 0, (3.67b)
vp2qpxq “ x1`β `O `x2˘ as xŒ 0, (3.67c)
and v :“ vp0q` a1vp1q ` a2vp2q is a solution to (3.63) on the interval p0, εs that can be extended to a solution
for all x ą 0. Furthermore, if J Q η ÞÑ f¯p¨, ¨, ηq is continuous with values in tf¯ : ∣∣f¯ ∣∣
ω
ă 8u, then the
solution map J Q η ÞÑ v¯ is continuous with values in tw¯ : |w¯|4,ω ă 8u.
Proof of Lemma 3.17. Step 1: Linear solution operator. We first observe that for f¯ analytic on Q satisfying
pf¯ , Bx1Bx2 f¯qp0, 0q “ p0, 0q and
∣
∣f¯
∣
∣
ω
ă 8,
there exists an analytic solution T f¯ with
ř4
m“0
∣
∣D¯mT f¯
∣
∣
ω
ă 8 of
qpD¯qT f¯ “ f¯ in Q, with `T f¯, Bx1Bx2T f¯˘ p0, 0q “ p0, 0q, (3.68)
where
T “ T´ 1
2
T´β` 1
2
T0T1`β (3.69)
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and Tγ is determined through
pD¯ ´ γqTγ g¯ “ g¯ in Q, subject to pTγ g¯, Bx1Bx2Tγ g¯q p0, 0q “ p0, 0q, (3.70)
and where by compatibility we need to assume pg¯, Bx1Bx2 g¯qp0, 0q “ p0, 0q. Further assuming that g¯ is analytic
with |g¯|ω ă 8, we may define Tγ g¯ through
Bkx1Bℓx2Tγ g¯p0, 0q :“
Bkx1Bℓx2 g¯p0, 0q
k ` βℓ´ γ , where pk, ℓq P N
2
0ztp0, 0q, p1, 1qu,
and
pT g¯, Bx1Bx2T g¯q p0, 0q :“ p0, 0q,
so that Tγ g¯px1, x2q :“
ř
pk,ℓqPN2
0
1
k!ℓ!
Bkx1Bℓx2Tγ g¯p0, 0qxk1xℓ2 is indeed an analytic solution to (3.70). We find
moreover that
1ÿ
m“0
∣
∣D¯mTγ g¯
∣
∣
ω
À |g¯|ω,
which, by the product decomposition (3.69) and due to the commutation relation D¯Tγ “ TγD¯, immediately
upgrades to the maximal-regularity estimate
∣
∣T f¯
∣
∣
4,ω
À ∣∣f¯ ∣∣
ω
. (3.71)
Step 2: Fixed-point argument. We may reformulate problem (3.64) in terms of the fixed-point problem
v¯ “ T rv¯s for T rv¯s :“ a1 ` a2x2 ` T rf¯s ` T
“´x1v¯ ` η2x21rpD¯qv¯ ´ η4x41v¯‰ , (3.72)
where the operator T acts on the space of analytic functions v¯ with |v¯|4,ω ă 8. Now notice that with help
of (3.65) and (3.71), by the sub-multiplicativity of |¨|ω (cf. [32, Lemma 3(b)] for an analogous case) we have
|T rv¯s|4,ω ď C1
`
|a1|` |a2|L`
∣
∣f¯
∣
∣
ω
˘` C2 `ε` η2ε2 ` η4ε4˘ |v¯|4,ω, (3.73)
with constants C1, C2, and for v¯ and w¯ such that |v¯|4,ω ă 8 and |w¯|4,ω ă 8 we have
|T rv¯s ´ T rw¯s|4,ω ď C2
`
ε` η2ε2 ` η4ε4˘ |v¯ ´ w¯|4,ω. (3.74)
Estimates (3.73) and (3.74) imply that T is a contraction, provided
C2
`
ε` η2ε2 ` η4ε4˘ ă 1 for η P J , (3.75)
which can be uniformly if 0 ă ε ! 1. The contraction-mapping theorem yields existence of a unique
solution to (3.72) and therefore also to (3.64). The bound (3.66) follows immediately from (3.73) for
0 ă ε ! min
!
1, |η|´1
)
. Inserting the power series v¯px1, x2q “
ř
pk,ℓqPN2
0
Bkx1B
ℓ
x2
v¯p0,0q
k!ℓ!
xk1x
ℓ
2 and f¯px1, x2q “ř
pk,ℓqPN2
0
Bkx1B
ℓ
x2
f¯p0,0q
k!ℓ!
xk1x
ℓ
2 in (3.64a), we find
Bx1 v¯p0, 0q “
Bx1 f¯p0, 0q ´ a1
qp1q
(1.17a)“ 8
9
`
a1 ´ Bx1 f¯p0, 0q
˘
,
from which we conclude that (3.67) holds true. The extension of v to p0,8q follows by standard theory.
Step 3: Continuous dependence on η. From the fixed-point equation (3.72) it follows that for a given fixed
point v¯ for given right-hand side f¯ with
∣
∣f¯
∣
∣
ω
ă 8, we have
|v¯p¨, η1q ´ v¯p¨, η2q|4,ω À C1
∣
∣f¯p¨, η1q ´ g¯p¨, η2q
∣
∣
ω
`C2
`
ε` η21ε2 ` η41 ` ε4
˘
|v¯p¨, η1q ´ v¯p¨, η2q|4,ω
`C2
`∣
∣η21 ´ η22
∣
∣ε2 ` ∣∣η41 ´ η42
∣
∣
˘
|v¯p¨, η2q|4,ω, (3.76)
where C1 and C2 are as in (3.73) and (3.74). Under the same smallness assumption (3.75) on ε, we get from
(3.73) that |v¯p¨, η2q|4,ω is uniformly bounded, and further using (3.76), we find that
|v¯p¨, η1q ´ v¯p¨, η2q|4,ω Ñ 0 as η2 Ñ η1 in J .

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Construction of solutions for x " 1. Our aim is to prove the following result which is a generalization of
[31, Lemma 6.6]:
Lemma 3.18 (Resolvent equation for x " 1). Assume that f P C pp0,8q ˆ pRηzt0uqq, with fp¨, ηq P
C8 pp0,8qq for every η P Rzt0u, satisfies pG8q. Then there exists a two-parameter family of smooth solutions
of (3.63) of the form
vpxq “ vp8qpxq ` a3vp3qpxq ` a4vp4qpxq for x ą 0, where a1, a2 P R,
vp8q “ vp8qpxq is a smooth solution to (3.63), and vp3q “ vp3qpxq, vp4q “ vp4qpxq are two linearly independent
solutions to (3.63) with homogenous right-hand side, such that vp8q, vp3q, and vp4q satisfy pG8q.
Proof of Lemma 3.18. We first study the homogeneous version of the resolvent equation, i.e., equation (3.63)
with f “ 0 in p0,8q. Notice that in the case η “ 0, equation (3.63) takes the form
xv ` qpDxqv “ f for x ą 0,
which is the same form as [31, Equation (6.1)] except for the fact that qpζq is a different fourth-order
polynomial. However, the leading coefficient of qpζq here is the same as that of the polynomial ppζq in [31,
Equation (6.1)], which allows to apply the same strategy as in the proof of [31, Lemma 6.6], leading to the
statement of Lemma 3.18 for η “ 0. Hence, in what follows we concentrate on the case η ‰ 0.
Step 1: Finding two linearly independent solutions to the homogeneous resolvent equation.
Collecting only the leading-order terms in the homogeneous version of the resolvent equation (3.63), we find
that the principal part in d
dx
and η is given by
x4
´
d4
dx4
´ 2η2 d2
dx2
` η4
¯
“ x4
´
d2
dx2
´ η2
¯2
“ x4 ` d
dx
´ |η|˘2 ` d
dx
` |η|˘2 .
The kernel of this operator is spanned by
 
e˘|η|x, xe˘|η|x
(
. In what follows, we will construct two linearly
independent solutions that are stable as x Ñ 8, so that – neglecting algebraic factors for the time being –
we are lead to factor out e´|η|x from v, i.e., we define
v “: e´|η|xφ (3.77)
and hence the homogeneous version of the resolvent equation (3.63) turns into
xφ ` q pDxqφ` |η|x
`´4D3x ´ 3D2x `Dx ` 98˘φ` η2x2 `4D2x ` 6Dx ` 2˘φ “ 0 in p0,8q.
Next, it turns out to be convenient to apply the scaling |η|x ÞÑ x, leading to the simplification
|η|´1xφ ` q pDxqφ` x
`´4D3x ´ 3D2x `Dx ` 98˘φ` x2 `4D2x ` 6Dx ` 2˘φ “ 0 in p0,8q. (3.78)
We will now consider the leading-order operator x2A, where
A :“
´
d2
dx2
´ 4 d
dx
` 4
¯ `
D2x ` 32Dx ` 12
˘ “ ` d
dx
´ 2˘2 pDx ` 1q `Dx ` 12˘ . (3.79a)
The criteria for selecting A as above are that x2A contains all terms from (3.78) having the maximal number
of 4 derivatives while at the same time collecting the terms x2
`
4D2x ` 6Dx ` 2
˘
with the largest pre-factor
x2 (which scaling-wise give the leading order in x for (3.78) as xÑ8). Furthermore, it has the useful
factorization (3.79a), which makes it easier to find an inverse with appropriate estimates. Utilizing (3.79a)
in (3.78), we infer that (3.78) can be reformulated as
Aφ “ ´|η|´1x´1φ` 3
2
x´1 d
dx
`
D2x ´ 14
˘
φ´ 3x´1 `D2x `Dx ` 38˘φ in p0,8q. (3.79b)
Now we notice that the powers x´
1
2 and x´1 are in the kernel of the operator A, so that we may set
φ “: xαp1` ψq, where α P  ´ 1
2
,´1( . (3.80)
Our goal is to construct solutions ψ with ψ Ñ 0 as xÑ8. Indeed, undoing the transformations (3.77), (3.80),
and the scaling of x, this will result in two linearly independent solutions vp1q and vp2q to the homogeneous
version of the resolvent equation (3.63) with the asymptotic behavior
vpjq “ xαj e´|η|xp1` op1qq as xÑ 8, where α1 :“ ´1
2
, α2 :“ ´1. (3.81)
The decay as given in Definition 3.10(ii) will also immediately follow from the fixed-point argument.
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In the two situations formulated in (3.80) we consider
A´ 1
2
:“ ` d
dx
´ 2˘2 `Dx ` 12˘Dx and A´1 :“ ` ddx ´ 2˘2 `Dx ´ 12˘Dx, (3.82a)
and with this notation (3.79b) becomes
Aαψ “ ´|η|´1x´1 ` x´1Pαp0q ` x´2Rαp0q
´|η|´1x´1ψ ` x´1 d
dx
QαpDxqψ ` x´1PαpDxqψ ` x´2RαpDxqψ in p0,8q, (3.82b)
where Qαpζq, Pαpζq, and Rαpζq are real-valued polynomials of degree less or equal to 2.
Next we invert the operator Aα and prove estimates in suitable norms. We first note that the product
structure of Aα induces a product structure of the solution operator T “ T 2´2S˘ 1
2
S0, where T´2̺ is a
solution of
`
d
dx
´ 2˘T´2̺ “ ̺ and Sµ̺ solves pDx ´ µqSµ̺ “ ̺. We use the explicit definitions (which have
the role of fixing the behavior of T´2̺ and Sµ̺ as xÑ8)
T´2̺pxq :“ ´
ż 8
x
e2px´x1q̺ `x1˘ dx1 “ ´ ż 8
0
e´2x
1
̺
`
x` x1˘ dx1 (3.83)
and
Sµ̺pxq :“ ´xµ
ż 8
x
`
x1
˘´µ
̺
`
x1
˘ dx1
x1
“ ´
ż 8
1
r´µ̺pxrqdr
r
. (3.84)
For proving estimates for T´2, observe that for x ě x0 ą 0 we have
x|T´2̺pxq|
(3.83)
ď x
ˆż 8
0
e´2x
1 `
x` x1˘´1 dx1˙ sup
xěx0
x|̺pxq| ď 1
2
sup
xěx0
x|̺pxq|,
that is,
sup
xěx0
x|T´2̺pxq| ď 1
2
sup
xěx0
x|̺pxq|,
and because of d
dx
T´2̺ “ 2T´2̺` ̺ and therefore also dj`1dxj`1T´2̺ “ 2 d
j
dxj
T´2̺` djdxj ̺, we have
max
j“0,...,J`1
sup
xěx0
x
∣
∣
∣
∣
dj
dxj
T´2̺pxq
∣
∣
∣
∣
ÀJ max
j“0,...,J
sup
xěx0
x
∣
∣
∣
∣
dj̺
dxj
pxq
∣
∣
∣
∣
for every J P N0. (3.85)
Considering Sµ, where µ P
 ´ 1
2
, 0, 1
2
(
, we estimate
x|Sµ̺pxq| ď x
ˆż 8
1
r´µx´1r´1
dr
r
˙
sup
xěx0
x|̺pxq| “ 1
1` µ supxěx0
x|̺pxq|,
that is,
sup
xěx0
x|Sµ̺pxq| ď 1
1` µ supxěx0
x|̺pxq|.
The relation Dk`1x Sµ̺ “ µDkxSµ̺`Dkx̺ leads to the upgraded version
max
0ďkďK`1
sup
xěx0
x
∣
∣DkxSµ̺pxq
∣
∣ ÀK max
0ďkďK
sup
xěx0
x
∣
∣Dkx̺pxq
∣
∣ for every K P N0. (3.86)
Now we use the factorization T “ T 2´2S˘ 1
2
S0 together with the commutation relation
d
dx
Dx “ pDx ` 1q ddx ,
so that (3.85) and (3.86) result in the maximal-regularity estimate
|T̺|J`2,K`2,x0 ÀJ,K |̺|J,K,x0 for all J,K P N0, (3.87a)
where
|̺|J,K,x0 :“ max0ďjďJ
0ďkďK
sup
xěx0
x
∣
∣
∣
dj
dxj
Dkx̺pxq
∣
∣
∣. (3.87b)
Notice that estimate (3.87a) reflects a regularity gain of two d
dx
-derivatives and two Dx-derivatives, which
is the maximal gain in regularity to be expected from (3.82a).
Next, we discuss the fixed-point argument for the full equation (3.82b) on the space
ΨJ,K,x0 :“
!
ψ : |ψ|J`2,K`2,x0 ă 8
)
.
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First apply the solution operator T to both sides of (3.82b) and obtain ψ “ T rψs for
T rψs :“ T
”
´|η|´1x´1 ` x´1Pαp0q ` x´2Rαp0q
ı
`T
”
´|η|´1x´1ψ ` x´1 d
dx
QαpDxqψ ` x´1PαpDxqψ ` x´2RαpDxqψ
ı
. (3.88)
For establishing the self-map and contraction property of T in ΨJ,K,x0 , observe that
∣
∣
∣T
”
´|η|´1x´1 ` x´1Pαp0q ` x´2Rαp0q
ı∣
∣
∣
J`2,K`2,x0
(3.87)
ď C1
´
|η|´1 ` |Pαp0q|` |Rαp0q|x´10
¯
(3.89a)
for C1 “ C1pJ,Kq and secondly
∣
∣
∣T
”
´|η|´1x´1ψ ` x´1 d
dx
QαpDxqψ ` x´1PαpDxqψ ` x´2RαpDxqψ
ı∣
∣
∣
J`2,K`2,x0
(3.87)
ď C2
´
|η|´1x´10 ` x´10 ` x´20
¯
|ψ|J`2,K`2,x0
(3.89b)
for C2 “ C2pJ,Kq. From (3.89) it is immediate that T is a self-map in ΨJ,K,x0 and estimate (3.89b) also
yields the contraction property of T provided
C2
´
|η|´1x´10 ` x´10 ` x´20
¯
ă 1, (3.90)
which is true for x0 "J,K,|η| 1 uniformly in η P J Ť Rzt0u. Hence, for all J,K P N0 there exists an
x0 “ x0pJ,Kq ą 0 such that (3.89) and therefore also (3.82b) has a solution ψ “ ψJ,K with finite norm
|ψ|J`2,K`2,x0 . Next, we verify the continuity in η.
For a fixed point ψ to (3.88) we have with the same constants C1 and C2 as in (3.89)
|ψp¨, η1q ´ ψp¨, η2q|J`2,K`2,x0 ď C1
|η1 ´ η2|
|η1||η2|
` C2
´
|η1|
´1
x´10 ` x´10 ` x´20
¯
|ψp¨, η1q ´ ψp¨, η2q|J`2,K`2,x0
`C2 |η1 ´ η2|
x0|η1||η2|
|ψp¨, η2q|J`2,K`2,x0 . (3.91)
Under the same smallness assumption (3.90) as for the contraction property, we obtain from (3.88) and
(3.89) uniform boundedness of |ψp¨, η2q|J`2,K`2,x0 for η2 P J Ť Rzt0u and from (3.91) also
|ψp¨, η1q ´ ψp¨, η2q|J`2,K`2,x0 Ñ 0 as η2 Ñ η1 in J .
By standard theory, the solution ψ “ ψJ,K can be uniquely extended to a solution of (3.82b) for all x ą 0
which is also continuous for η P J Ť Rzt0u. Now for pairs of indices pJ,Kq, pJ 1,K 1q P N20 such that
J ď J 1 and K ď K 1 we may choose x0 ą 0 large enough such that the fixed points ψJ,K and ψJ 1,K1 exist.
Because ΨJ 1,K1,x0 Ď ΨJ,K,x0 , the uniqueness part of the contraction-mapping theorem gives ψJ,K “ ψJ 1,K1
on rx0,8q and the unique extension property yields the same identity on the whole interval p0,8q. Undoing
the transformations (3.77), (3.80), and the scaling of x, the two values α “ ´ 1
2
and α “ ´1 yield two
solutions vp3q and vp4q with asymptotics as in (3.81) that are therefore linearly independent. Note that
vp3q and vp4q also meet the decay and continuity properties of condition pG8q of Definition 3.10, because
|ψ|J`2,K`2,x0 ă 8, where J P N0 (or K P N0) can be chosen arbitrarily large if x0 ą 0 is sufficiently large.
Step 2: Finding a particular solution for the full equation. Although the reasoning below for η ‰ 0 is similar
to the construction of a particular solution in [31, Lemma 6.6(a)], we nevertheless provide all details in the
situation at hand for the sake of clarity. We apply again the scaling x|η| ÞÑ x to equation (3.63) and obtain
|η|´1xv ` qpDxqv ´ x2rpDxqv ` x4v “ f for x ą 0. (3.92)
By expressing equation (3.92) in terms of d
dx
-derivatives rather than Dx-derivatives, after which we divide
by x4, we can rewrite it in the following form´
d2
dx2
´ 1
¯2
v “ x´4f ´ x´1P `x´1, d
dx
, η
˘
v, (3.93)
where P pa, ξ, ηq is a third-order polynomial in pa, ξq given by
P pa, ξ, ηq “ 5ξ3 ` 3aξ2 ´ 9
8
a2ξ ´ 5ξ ` |η|´1a2 ´ a. (3.94)
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We now use the truncation function χnpxq “ χ1
`
x
n
˘
, where χ1 is a smooth positive function χ1 “ 1 on r2,8q
and χ1 “ 0 on p´8, 1s. Then we consider the equation´
d2
dx2
´ 1
¯2
v “ χn
`
x´4f ´ x´1P `x´1, d
dx
, η
˘
v
˘
. (3.95)
We will find a solution for truncated data with n " 1 by a contraction principle, and then we use unique
continuation to extend it to a solution of (3.63) on the whole interval p0,8q. Note that the operator on
the right-hand side of (3.95) is translation-invariant in x, and thus in order to find a particular solution to
(3.95), we will apply a fixed-point argument, where we invert the operator
´
d2
dx2
´ 1
¯2
by convolving with
the associated fundamental solution g, defined as the unique solution to the equation´
d2
dx2
´ 1
¯2
g “ δ0 subject to lim
xÑ˘8
gpxq “ 0.
By classical ODE methods, (e.g. by Fourier transforming the above equation) we find
gpxq “
#
1
4
e´x ` 1
4
xe´x for x ą 0.
1
4
ex ´ 1
4
xex for x ă 0.
Using the convolution with g, we desire to solve the fixed-point equation
Tnrvs “ v with Tnrvs :“ g ˚
`
χnx
´4f
˘´ g ˚ `χnx´1P `x´1, ddx , η˘ v˘ , (3.96)
which is equivalent to (3.95). In order to obtain a contraction, note that for ν P p0, 1q and for j “ 1, . . . , 4,
eν|x| d
j
dxj
gpxq is exponentially decaying as x Ñ ˘8 and absolutely integrable. Based on this, for ν P p0, 1q
and for N P N we define the norms |¨|N,ν,8 and the space Xν as follows:
|v|N,ν,8 :“ sup
xPR
max
0ďjďN
∣
∣
∣e
νx djv
dxj
pxq
∣
∣
∣ and Xν :“
!
v P C4pRq : |v|4,ν,8 ă 8
)
.
Then using the decay of eν|x|Bjxgpxq and the property that eν¨pf ˚ gq “ peν¨fq ˚ peν¨gq, we find
sup
xPR
∣
∣
∣eνx d
j
dxj
`
g ˚ `χnx´1P `x´1, ddx , η˘ v˘˘∣∣∣
“ sup
xPR
∣
∣
∣
´
eνx
`
d
dx
˘mint4,ju
g
¯
˚
´
eνx
`
d
dx
˘maxt0,j´4u `
χnx
´1P
`
x´1, d
dx
, η
˘
v
˘¯∣∣
∣
À sup
xPR
∣
∣
∣eνx
`
d
dx
˘maxt0,j´4u `
χnx
´1P
`
x´1, d
dx
, η
˘
v
˘∣∣
∣ ,
which with help of (3.94) gives the first bound
sup
xPR
∣
∣
∣eνx d
j
dxj
`
g ˚ `χnx´1P `x´1, ddx , η˘ v˘˘∣∣∣ ď C2 1` |η|
´1
n
sup
xěn
max
1ďkďmaxtj´1,3u
∣
∣
∣eνx d
kv
dxk
∣
∣
∣ (3.97)
for a constant C2 “ C2pjq. Along the same lines, we also get the following estimate for the first term in
(3.95):
sup
xPR
∣
∣
∣eνx d
j
dxj
`
g ˚ `χnx´4f˘˘∣∣∣ ď C1 sup
xPR
∣
∣
∣eνx
`
d
dx
˘maxt0,j´4u pχnfq∣∣∣ (3.98)
for a constant C1 “ C1pjq. The above inequalities (3.97) and (3.98) imply
|Tnrvs|j,ν,8 ď C1|χnf |j´4,ν,8 ` C2
1` |η|´1
n
|v|j,ν,8 for j ě 4 (3.99a)
and
|Tnrvs ´ Tnrws|4,ν,8 ď C2
1` |η|´1
n
|v ´ w|4,ν,8. (3.99b)
The bounds (3.99) imply that for C2
1`|η|´1
n
ă 1, the mapping Tn is a contraction on the space Xν . The
condition C2
1`|η|´1
n
ă 1 holds for large enough n provided η P J Ť Rzt0u, and in this case we have existence
of a unique fixed point to (3.95) for any ν P p0, 1q. By undoing the scaling x ÞÑ |η|x in particular we find the
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decay bounds in (ii) of Definition 3.10 for up to four derivatives. In order to obtain bounds on more than
four derivatives, we note that
|v|N,ν,8 ď |g ˚ pχnfq|N,ν,8 `
∣
∣g ˚ `χnx´1Pη `x´1, ddx˘ v˘∣∣N,ν,8
ÀN |χnf |N´4,ν,8 `
1
n
|v|N´1,ν,8,
which can be iterated and yields estimates for any order of derivatives. As the above fixed-point argument
also yields uniqueness of solutions, we find that our so-described solution to (3.95) is the same for all n, can
be proved to exist provided that f satisfies pG8q, can be extended to all x ą 0, and satisfies property (ii) of
Definition 3.10. Hence, it remains to prove continuity in η.
For the fixed point v we have from (3.96)
|Tnrvp¨, η1qs ´ Tnrvp¨, η2qs|j,ν ď C1|fp¨, η1q ´ fp¨, η2q|j´4,ν
`C2 1` |η1|
´1
n
|vp¨, η1q ´ vp¨, η2q|j,ν
`C2 |η1 ´ η2|
n|η1||η2|
|vp¨, η2q|j,ν , (3.100)
where j ě 4. Therefore, under the assumption C2 1`|η|
´1
n
ă 1 for η P J Ť Rzt0u, we have uniform bound-
edness of |vp¨, η2q|4,ν from (3.99a) and thus continuity in J because of (3.100). The continuity statement
of Definition 3.10(iii) follows by standard ODE theory, since the obtained continuity in η propagates from
x ě 2n to all x ą 0. 
Proof of existence and uniqueness of solutions to the resolvent equation. As already noted, the
uniqueness result (Lemma 3.16) is not difficult to obtain, so we only sketch the arguments.
Proof sketch of Lemma 3.16 (uniqueness). It suffices to test the homogeneous version of the resolvent equa-
tion (3.63) with a cut-off χ2nv in the inner product p¨, ¨q´δ, where χnpxq :“ χ
´
log x
n
¯
with χ P C8pp´8,8qq,
χpsq “ 1 for s P p´1, 1q, and χpsq “ 0 for s P p´8,´2q Y p2,8q. This is analogous to the treatment of
the time evolution equation (3.6) in §3.2.1 except for the fact that now the cut-off χn has to be commuted
with the differential operators qpDxq and rpDxq. Note that the commutators rqpDxq, χns and rrpDxq, χns
exclusively consist of addends in which at least one Dx “ Bs (where s :“ log x) acts on χn, giving a pre-factor
of order O
`
1
n
˘
. Otherwise following the computations leading from (3.6) to (3.13), we obtain
|χnv|
2
´δ´ 1
2
`
2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ|χnv|
2
ℓ,´δ´ℓ ď O
`
1
n
˘
.
Now taking nÑ8, we conclude that v “ 0 in p0,8q as desired. 
The technical Lemmata 3.17 and 3.18 provide all ingredients for proving existence to the resolvent equa-
tion (3.63) as stated in Proposition 3.15. This is essentially the same as the arguments leading to [31,
Proposition 6.3], except for the proof of continuity in η.
Proof of Proposition 3.15. We use the notation of Lemmata 3.17 and 3.18, i.e., vp0q ` a1vp1q ` a2vp2q with
a1, a2 P R and vp8q ` a3vp3q ` a4vp4q with a3, a4 P R define two-parameter solution families to (3.63)
satisfying the decay conditions pG0q (cf. Definition 3.9) and pG8q (cf. Definition 3.10), respectively. We first
show that the family
`
vp1q, vp2q, vp3q, vp4q
˘
is linearly independent. Afterwards we show that we can construct
a v P C8 pp0,8qq solving the resolvent equation (3.63) and meeting pG0q and pG8q. Note that v is unique,
since uniqueness already holds for a larger class of functions (cf. Lemma 3.16). Continuity in η will be proved
at the end.
Step 1: linear independence. Suppose that we have pa1, a2, a3, a4q P R4 with
a1v
p1q ` a2vp2q ´ a3vp3q ´ a4vp4q “ 0 in p0,8q.
Then we recognize that v :“ a1vp1q ` a2vp2q “ a3vp3q ` a4vp4q satisfies pG0q and pG8q and is a solution
to the resolvent equation (3.63) with f “ 0 in p0,8q. Lemma 3.16 gives v “ 0, i.e., a1vp1q ` a2vp2q “ 0
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and a3v
p3q ` a4vp4q “ 0 in p0,8q and linear independence of the tuples
`
vp1q, vp2q
˘
and
`
vp3q, vp4q
˘
implies
a1 “ a2 “ a3 “ a4 “ 0.
Step 2: existence. For given right-hand side f P C8pp0,8qq satisfying pG0q with
`
f¯ , Bx2 f¯
˘ p0, 0q “ p0, 0q
and pG8q, the function vp8q ´ vp0q defines a smooth solution to the homogeneous version of the resolvent
equation (3.63). Since
`
vp1q, vp2q, vp3q, vp4q
˘
is a fundamental system to the left-hand side of (3.63), there
exist pa1, a2, a3, a4q P R4 such that
vp8q ´ vp0q “ a1vp1q ` a2vp2q ´ a3vp3q ´ a4vp4q in p0,8q. (3.101)
Now define v :“ vp0q ` a1vp1q ` a2vp2q “ vp8q ` a3vp3q ` a4vp4q. Then by construction v satisfies pG0q and
pG8q, and is a solution to the inhomogeneous resolvent equation (3.63).
Step 3: Continuity in η. We know from Lemma 3.17 that the analytic extensions of vp0q, vp1q, and vp2q depend
continuously on η P J Ť Rzt0u in a small J -dependent neighborhood of the origin. In particular dkvpjq
dxk
for
j “ 0, 1, 2 and k ě 0 depend continuously on η at a given sufficiently small x ą 0. By standard ODE theory
this implies that the extensions of d
kvpjq
dxk
for j “ 0, 1, 2 and k ě 0 to all x ą 0 depend continuously on η.
Lemma 3.18 further yields that d
kvp8q
dxk
, d
kvp3q
dxk
, and d
kvp4q
dxk
for k ě 0 depend continuously on η P Rzt0u. Hence,
it suffices to show that the coefficients a1, a2, a3, and a4 of (3.101) are continuous functions of η P Rzt0u.
Note that differentiation of (3.101) yields
dkvp8q
dxk
´ dkvp0q
dxk
“ a1 dkvp1qdxk ` a2 d
kvp2q
dxk
´ a3 dkvp3qdxk ´ a4 d
kvp4q
dxk
for k “ 0, 1, 2, 3.
Then linear independence of
`
vp1q, vp2q, vp3q, vp4q
˘
implies by Liouville’s formula that the Wronskian
det
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
vp1q vp2q vp3q vp4q
dvp1q
dx
dvp2q
dx
dvp3q
dx
dvp4q
dx
d2vp1q
dx2
d2vp2q
dx2
d2vp3q
dx2
d2vp4q
dx2
d3vp1q
dx3
d3vp2q
dx3
d3vp3q
dx3
d3vp4q
dx3
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
is non-vanishing for all x ą 0, so that the continuous dependence of a1, a2, a3, and a4 on η P Rzt0u follows
by Cramer’s rule. 
3.4.2. Time discretization for the linear equation. In this section, we prove existence, uniqueness, and
maximal regularity for the linear equation (1.21) (cf. [31, Proposition 7.6] for the equivalent result for the
1` 1-dimensional counterpart of the free boundary problem (1.1)):
Proposition 3.19. Suppose T P p0,8s, I :“ r0, T q Ď r0,8q, k, k˜, kˇ, k˘ P N with k ě max
!
k˜ ` 4, kˇ ` 6, k˘ ` 5
)
,
k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, k˘ ě 4, and δ P `0, 1
10
˘
. Then for every locally integrable f : I ˆ p0,8q ˆ R Ñ R such that
|||f |||rhs ă 8 and for every locally integrable vp0q : p0,8q ˆ R Ñ R such that
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă 8, there exists
exactly one solution v : I ˆ p0,8q ˆ RÑ R of the linear degenerate-parabolic problem (1.21a) that is locally
integrable with |||v|||sol ă 8 and v|t“0 “ vp0q. This solution obeys the maximal-regularity estimate
|||v|||sol Àk,k˜,kˇ,k˘,δ
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
init
` |||f |||rhs. (3.102)
Moreover, v is continuous, the function qpDxqv`D2yrpDxqv`D4yv is continuous and defined classically, and
the initial condition v|t“0 “ vp0q holds in the classical sense.
The last statement of the proposition follows from |||v|||sol ă 8 via Lemmata 3.3 and 3.8, and the approxi-
mation results from Corollary 3.14, and is independent from the rest of the proof.
The proof of the main statement of Proposition 3.19 will proceed as follows:
(i) On each discretization interval rpm ´ 1qδt,mδtq, where δt :“ T
M
with M P N and m “ 1, . . . ,M , we
solve the resolvent problem (3.63) via Proposition 3.15.
(ii) We derive estimates dealing with one discrete time step t ÞÑ t ` δt for δt “ T
M
, where M P N is
arbitrary, which are discretized versions of the estimates that have been heuristically derived in §3.2
(assuming that sufficiently regular solutions to (1.21) exist, see Lemma 3.20). We also use the simple
trace estimate (3.58) of Lemma 3.3 to show that the operation of fixing v at t “ 0 is robust with respect
to our approximation.
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(iii) We perform a piecewise constant in time approximation of the data f pmδtq and a piecewise affine in
time interpolation of the solutions vpmδtq in order to have objects defined in continuous time, while
retaining the estimates (ii).
(iv) We treat the discretized problem on a non-vanishing interval I “ r0, T q by summing the estimates
obtained in (iii).
(v) The solution in the continuum is obtained from (iv) in the limit δt Ñ 0, using (ii) coupled with
a compactness argument. By (i) and (ii) this limit also fulfills the linear equation (1.21a) and it
recovers the desired initial condition v|t“0. Via (ii) and (iii) we finally obtain the bounds stated in
Proposition 3.19.
Consider the discretization (3.62) of the linear equation (1.21a) for a time step 0 ÞÑ δt from §3.4.1, i.e.,
x
vpδtq ´ vp0q
δt
` qpDxqvpδtq ´ |η|2x2rpDxqvpδtq ` |η|4x4vpδtq “ f pδtq, (3.103)
where f pδtq :“ 1
δt
şδt
0
f pt1qdt1. Up to approximating vp0q and f pδtq as in Lemmata 3.11 and 3.12, respectively,
we can assume that vp0q and f pδtq satisfy the following assumptions:
pD1q For all η P Rzt0u we have vp0qp¨, ηq P C8pp0,8qq such that for all j ě 0 the function Bjxvp0q is continuous
in tpx, ηq : x ą 0, η ‰ 0u, and vp0q satisfies pG0q and pG8q (see Lemma 3.11).
pD2q For all η P Rzt0u we have f pδtqp¨, ηq P C8pp0,8qq such that for all j ě 0 the function Bjxf pδtq is
continuous in tpx, ηq : x ą 0, η ‰ 0u, and f pδtq satisfies pG0q with
`
f¯ pδtq, Bx2 f¯ pδtq
˘ p0, 0q “ p0, 0q and
pG8q (see Lemma 3.12).
The following estimates are the discrete analogues of estimates (3.17), (3.35), (3.43), and (3.50):
Lemma 3.20. Suppose we are given vp0q and f pδtq satisfying pD1q and pD2q, respectively. Then there exists
a solution vpδtq to (3.103) satisfying pG0q and pG8q, and for k ě 2, k˜ ě 2, kˇ ě 2, and δ P
`
0, 1
10
˘
fulfilling
the estimates
1
δt
˜
kÿ
ℓ“0
Cℓ η
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dk´ℓx v
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
´ℓ
`
∣
∣
∣vpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
´
kÿ
ℓ“0
Cℓ η
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dk´ℓx v
p0q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
´ℓ
´
∣
∣
∣vp0q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
¸
`
k`2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣v
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
k`2´ℓ,´δ´ℓ
Àk,δ
k´2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣f
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
k´2´ℓ,´δ´ℓ
,
(3.104a)
with constants Cℓ ą 0 and δ P
`
0, 1
10
˘
;
1
δt
¨
˝ k˜ÿ
ℓ“0
C˜ℓ η
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣D
k˜`1´ℓ
x v
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
α˜´ 1
2
´ℓ
`
∣
∣
∣Dxv
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
α˜´ 1
2
´
k˜ÿ
ℓ“0
C˜ℓ η
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣D
k˜`1´ℓ
x v
p0q
∣
∣
∣
2
α˜´ 1
2
´ℓ
´
∣
∣
∣Dxv
p0q
∣
∣
∣
2
α˜´ 1
2
˛
‚
`
k˜`2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dxv
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜`2´ℓ,α˜´ℓ
Àk˜,α˜
k˜´2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣pDx ´ 1qf pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜´2´ℓ,α˜´ℓ
` η2
∣
∣
∣vpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
α˜´1
` η4
∣
∣
∣vpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
α˜´2
(3.104b)
with constants C˜ℓ ą 0 and α˜ P r0, 1q;
1
δt
¨
˝ kˇÿ
ℓ“0
Cˇℓ η
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dkˇ´ℓx q˜pDxqDxvpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
αˇ´ 1
2
´ℓ
`
∣
∣
∣q˜pDxqDxvpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
αˇ´ 1
2
´
kˇÿ
ℓ“0
Cˇℓ η
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dkˇ´ℓx q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∣
∣
∣
2
αˇ´ 1
2
´ℓ
´
∣
∣
∣q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∣
∣
∣
2
αˇ´ 1
2
˛
‚
`
kˇ`2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣q˜pDxqDxvpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ`2´ℓ,αˇ´ℓ
Àkˇ,αˇ
kˇ´2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ´2´ℓ,αˇ´ℓ
` η2
∣
∣
∣Dxv
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
αˇ´1
` η4
∣
∣
∣vpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
αˇ´2
(3.104c)
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with constants Cˇℓ ą 0 and αˇ P p1, 2q;
1
δt
¨
˝ kˇÿ
ℓ“0
C˘ℓη
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dkˇ´ℓx pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
δ` 3
2
´ℓ
`
∣
∣
∣pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
δ` 3
2
´
kˇÿ
ℓ“0
C˘ℓη
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dkˇ´ℓx pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∣
∣
∣
2
δ` 3
2
´ℓ
´
∣
∣
∣pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∣
∣
∣
2
δ` 3
2
˛
‚
`
kˇ`2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ`2´ℓ,δ`2´ℓ
Àkˇ,δ
kˇ´2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
kˇ´2´ℓ,δ`2
` η2
∣
∣
∣q˜pDxqDxvpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
` η4
∣
∣
∣Dxv
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
δ
(3.104d)
with constants C˘ℓ ą 0 and δ P
`
0, 1
10
˘
.
Proof of Lemma 3.20. By scaling according to x ÞÑ x
δt
and η ÞÑ δt η, we need to solve the resolvent equation
(cf. (3.63))
xvpδtq ` qpDxqvpδtq ´ η2x2rpDxqvpδtq ` η4x4vpδtq “ g, where g :“ f pδtq ` xvp0q. (3.105)
Then g also satisfies pG0q with pg¯, Bx2 g¯q p0, 0q “ p0, 0q and pG8q. Therefore, we are in the setting of
Proposition 3.15, i.e., there exists a solution vpδtq P C8pp0,8qq to (3.105) satisfying pG0q and pG8q such
that all derivatives Bjxvpδtq for j ě 0 are continuous in tpx, ηq : x ą 0, η ‰ 0u.
The reasonings for the four cases in (3.104) are alike and follow the derivations of (3.17), (3.35), (3.43),
and (3.50), respectively. Therefore, we describe the procedure only for the first case (3.104a) and leave the
details in the other cases (3.104b), (3.104c), and (3.104d) to the reader.
Consider the un-rescaled equation (3.103) and test it with vpδtq with respect to the inner product p¨, ¨q´δ for
δ P `0, 1
10
˘
:
1
δt
´
x
´
vpδtq ´ vp0q
¯
, vpδtq
¯
´δ
`
´
qpDxqvpδtq, vpδtq
¯
´δ
´ η2
´
x2rpDxqvpδtq, vpδtq
¯
´δ
` η4
´
x4vpδtq, vpδtq
¯
´δ
“
´
f pδtq, vpδtq
¯
´δ
.
(3.106)
This equation is the discrete version of (3.6), and is treated in the same way, except for the first term, for
which rather than (3.7) we obtain´
x
´
vpδtq ´ vp0q
¯
, vpδtq
¯
´δ
“
∣
∣
∣vpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
´
´
vp0q, vpδtq
¯
´δ´ 1
2
ě 1
2
∣
∣
∣vpδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
´ 1
2
∣
∣
∣vp0q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
. (3.107)
The bound (3.107), together with estimates (3.8)–(3.12), allows to obtain the following analogue of (3.13):
1
δt
ˆ∣
∣
∣v
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
´
∣
∣
∣v
p0q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
˙
`
2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣v
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
ℓ,´δ´ℓ
Àδ
∣
∣
∣f
pδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ
for δ P `0, 1
10
˘
. (3.108)
This can be upgraded to a strong estimate like in §3.2.2, by testing (3.103) against (3.14), i.e., against
η2ℓ
`¨, p´Dx ´ 1´ 2ℓ` 2´ δqk´ℓDk´ℓx vpδtq˘´δ´ℓ “: p¨, Sq´δ´ℓ. We proceed as for (3.15) and (3.16), with the
only difference appearing for the treatment of the time derivative term (3.15a), which is discretized here.
Similar to the discussion leading to (3.107), we find the time-discrete analogue of (3.15a):
1
δt
´
x
´
v ´ vp0q
¯
, S
¯
´δ´ℓ
“ 1
δt
ˆ
pxv, Sq´δ´ℓ ´
´
xvp0q, S
¯
´δ´ℓ
˙
“ 1
δt
ˆ
η2ℓ
∣
∣Dk´ℓx v
∣
∣
´δ´ℓ´ 1
2
´ η2ℓ
´
Dk´ℓx v,D
k´ℓ
x v
p0q
¯
´δ´ℓ´ 1
2
˙
ě 1
2
1
δt
ˆ
η2ℓ
∣
∣Dk´ℓx v
∣
∣
2
´δ´ℓ´ 1
2
´ η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dk´ℓx v
p0q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ℓ´ 1
2
˙
.
(3.109)
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Adding the bound (3.109) to the bounds (3.15b)–(3.16), afterwards summing over ℓ and reabsorbing by
using (3.108) (precisely as in the steps in §3.2.2 leading up to (3.17)), we obtain the time-discrete estimate
(3.104a). 
We are now ready to prove our main result for the linear equation:
Proof of Proposition 3.19. Throughout the proof, estimates may depend on k, k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ. By writing
r0,8q “ ŤTPNr0, T q and using the uniqueness part of Proposition 3.19 for T ă 8, we may without loss
of generality assume that T is finite. As already mentioned in the discussion preceding the proof, up to
approximating as in Lemmata 3.11 and 3.12, we may assume that pD1q and pD2q hold for vp0q and f pδtq,
respectively. We subdivide the proof into several parts.
Step 1: Bounds for a single time interval. We first deduce the integral version of (3.104a) which is the discrete
analogue of estimate (3.20). To this aim, for equal time steps δt we iteratively solve form “ 1, 2, . . . ,M :“ T
δt
x
vpmδtq ´ vppm´1qδtq
δt
` qpDxqvpmδtq ´ η2x2rpDxqvpmδtq ` η4x4vpmδtq “ f pmδtq (3.110a)
on the time interval rpm´ 1qδt,mδtq, where
f pmδtq :“ 1
δt
ż mδt
pm´1qδt
f
`
t1
˘
dt1. (3.110b)
We then apply estimate (3.104a) with the substitutions
vpδtq ÞÑ vpmδtq, vp0q ÞÑ vppm´1qδtq, f p0q ÞÑ f pmδtq, (3.111)
and we sum the resulting estimates over m “ 1, . . . ,M . The sum of the discretized time derivatives, coming
from the first term in (3.104a), form a telescoping sum, so that after multiplying by δt we find
kÿ
ℓ“0
Cℓη
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣D
k´ℓ
x v
pT q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
´ℓ
`
∣
∣
∣v
pT q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
` δt
Mÿ
m“1
k`2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣v
pmδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
k`2´ℓ,´δ´ℓ
À
kÿ
ℓ“0
Cℓη
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣Dk´ℓx v
p0q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
´ℓ
`
∣
∣
∣vp0q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
` δt
Mÿ
m“1
k´2ÿ
ℓ“0
η2ℓ
∣
∣
∣f pmδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
k´2´ℓ,´δ´ℓ
.
(3.112)
The constant in estimate (3.112) does not depend on δt andM , and upon increasing its value, we can replace
the first two terms in (3.112) by
max
0ďmďM
˜
kÿ
ℓ“0
Cℓη
2ℓ
∣
∣
∣D
k´ℓ
x v
pmδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
´ℓ
`
∣
∣
∣v
pmδtq
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ´ 1
2
¸
.
Multiplying with η2j and applying the inverse Fourier transform in η, we obtain from (3.112)
max
0ďmďM
∥
∥
∥Djyv
pmδtq
∥
∥
∥
2
k,´δ´1`j
` δt
Mÿ
m“1
∥
∥
∥Djyv
pmδtq
∥
∥
∥
2
k`2,´δ´ 1
2
`j
À
∥
∥
∥Djyv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k,´δ´1`j
` δt
Mÿ
m“1
∥
∥
∥Djyf
pmδtq
∥
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`j
.
(3.113)
In order to justify convergence of the integrals underlying inverse Fourier transform, we note that we are
working under the hypothesis that the terms on the right-hand side of (3.113) are bounded. Due to the local
continuity in η (cf. Proposition 3.15), which implies (global) measurability in η, we find due to (3.112) also
the integrals required for defining the left-hand side of (3.113) to converge.
Step 2: Interpolation in time. We define the continuum version of the left-hand side f by a piecewise constant
extension
ΦM pt, xq :“
Mÿ
m“1
f pmδtqpxq1rpm´1qδt,mδtqptq, (3.114)
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and for approximating the solution v itself for time steps T “ 0, δt, . . . ,Mδt, define the piecewise affine
interpolant
ΨM pt, xq :“
Mÿ
m“1
ˆ
t´ pm´ 1qδt
δt
vpmδtqpxq ` mδt´ t
δt
vppm´1qδtqpxq
˙
1rpm´1qδt,mδtqptq. (3.115)
We note that for 1 ď m ďM and for t P ppm´ 1qδt,mδtq, based on (3.110a), (3.114), and (3.115), we have
xBtΨM ` qpDxqvpmδtq `D2yrpDxqvpmδtq `D4yvpmδtq “ ΦM . (3.116)
Then we use the same reasoning as the one preceding (3.20) in order to bound BtDjyΨM via equation (3.116).
On the time interval rpm´ 1qδt,mδtq, we have:
∥
∥BtDjyΨM
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 3
2
`j À
∥
∥
∥D
j
yv
pmδtq
∥
∥
∥
2
k`2,´δ´ 1
2
`j
` ∥∥DjyΦM
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`j . (3.117)
On each time interval rpm ´ 1qδt,mδtq we may use the triangle inequality for (3.115) in order to bound
the norm of DjyΨM by the sum of the norms of D
j
yv
ppm´1qδtq and Djyv
pmδtq and finally integrate (3.117) on
t P rpm ´ 1qδt,mδtq. Summing these estimates over m allows to pass from (3.113) to the following bound
for ΨM :
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣DjyΨM
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k,´δ´1`j,I À
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
k,´δ´1`j
`
ż
I
∥
∥DjyΦM
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`jdt. (3.118)
By the same reasoning applied to (3.104b), (3.104c), and (3.104d), we obtain discrete integral analogues
thereof, which are also discrete versions of (3.38), (3.45), (3.46), and (3.52), respectively. These are again
obtained directly from (3.38), (3.45), (3.46), and (3.52) by replacing
`
v, v|t“0, f
˘
by
`
ΨM , v
p0q,ΦM
˘
. For
example the bound corresponding to (3.38) reads
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣DjyΨM
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜´1,´δ´1`j,I `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dj´1y DxΨM
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
k˜,´δ´1`j,I
À
∥
∥
∥Djyv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,´δ´1`j
`
∥
∥
∥Dj´1y Dxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,´δ´1`j
`
ż
I
´∥
∥DjyΦM
∥
∥
2
k˜´3,´δ´ 1
2
`j `
∥
∥Dj´1y pDx ´ 1qΦM
∥
∥
2
k˜´2,´δ´ 1
2
`j
¯
dt (3.119)
and in the same way we can derive the analogues to (3.45), (3.46) and (3.52), which we omit for the sake of
keeping the presentation concise.
Step 3: Passage to the continuum limit and existence of a solution. Let T be fixed and consider the limit
M Ñ 8 with δt “ T
M
. In order to obtain that the right-hand sides in (3.119) and of the higher-order
discretized versions of estimates (3.45), (3.46), and (3.52) are bounded, we will use the bounds on vp0q
which follow from the assumption
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă 8, and for the remaining terms we use bounds following from
|||f |||rhs ă 8 and the fact that for any polynomial operator of the form QpDyqP pDxq and any choice of the
‖¨‖k,ρ-norm as occurring in the definition of |||f |||rhs, we haveż
I
‖QpDyqP pDxqΦM‖2k,ρdt ď
ż
I
‖QpDyqP pDxqf‖2k,ρdt. (3.120)
In order to verify (3.120), we may recall the definition (3.114) of ΦM and the definition (3.110b) of f
pmδtq.
Indeed, using Jensen’s inequality for interchanging the δt-interval average in (3.110b) with the norm squared,
we findż
I
‖QpDyqP pDxqf‖2k,ρdt
“
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
QpDyqP pDxq
˜
Mÿ
m“1
1rpm´1qδt,mδtqfpt, ¨, ¨q
¸∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
k,ρ
dt “
Mÿ
m“1
ż mδt
pm´1qδt
‖QpDyqP pDxqfpt, ¨, ¨q‖2k,ρdt
ě
Mÿ
m“1
ż mδt
pm´1qδt
∥
∥
∥QpDyqP pDxqf pmδtq
∥
∥
∥
2
k,ρ
dt “
ż
I
‖QpDyqP pDxqΦM‖2k,ρdt.
As a consequence of (3.120), we have
|||ΦM |||rhs ď |||f |||rhs (3.121)
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and thus the inequalities (3.119), and similarly the discretized analogues of (3.45), (3.46) and (3.52) continue
to hold if we use f rather than ΦM on the right-hand side.
As a result, by the same mechanism that led from (3.38), (3.45), (3.46), and (3.52) to the definition of the
norms |||¨|||sol, ‖¨‖1init, and |||¨|||1rhs, we can prove for I “ r0, T q
|||ΨM |||sol À
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
1
init
` |||f |||1rhs,
where the constant is independent of M . By using Lemmata 3.4 and 3.5, the norms ‖¨‖1init and |||¨|||1rhs can
be replaced by the simpler ‖¨‖init and |||¨|||rhs (cf. (2.1)&(2.19)), respectively, so that we end up with
|||ΨM |||sol À
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
init
` |||f |||rhs. (3.122)
Due to the definition (3.116) and to the bounds (3.121) and (3.122) we find that a subsequence of pΦM ,ΨM qM
(which we denote by pΦM ,ΨM q again) weak-˚-converges to pf, vq. By weak lower-semicontinuity of the norms,
we find that the maximal-regularity estimate (3.102) holds in the limit as well.
In order to ensure the validity of the boundary condition v|t“0 “ vp0q in the limit, we note that the function
vp0q is the initial value for every ΨM regardless of the choice ofM . Then we use the time-trace bounds (3.58)
of Lemma 3.3 for the norms ‖¨‖ℓ,ρ with indices as appearing in the definition (3.54) of |||¨|||sol in order to be
able to define the evaluation at a specific time t in the limit.
In order to pass to the limit M Ñ 8 in equation (3.116), we first rewrite it in terms of ΨM only:
xBtΨM ` qpDxqΨM `D2yrpDxqΨM `D4yΨM “ ΦM `RM , (3.123a)
with
RM :“ qpDxqR˜M `D2yrpDxqR˜M `D4yR˜M , (3.123b)
R˜M :“ ΨM ´
Mÿ
m“1
vpmδtq1rpm´1qδt,mδtq
(3.115)“
Mÿ
m“1
mδt´ t
δt
´
vppm´1qδtq ´ vpmδtq
¯
1rpm´1qδt,mδtq. (3.123c)
In order to prove distributional convergence to zero of the remainder RM , it suffices to prove distributional
convergence to zero of R˜M . For this we first use (3.110a) leading to
vppm´1qδtq ´ vpmδtq “ δt
x
´
´ΦM ` qpDxqvpmδtq `D2yrpDxqvpmδtq `D4yvpmδtq
¯
. (3.124)
Note that on one side, the ΦM -terms in (3.124) already weak-*-converge to f , so that when multiplied by
δt “ T
M
it converges to zero. For the remaining terms, we note that the linear operator qpDxq`D2yrpDxq`D4y
acting on vpmδtq is independent of t and contains no t-derivatives. Therefore, we may consider directly the
distributional convergence of the term
δt
x
Mÿ
m“1
´
qpDxqvpmδtq `D2yrpDxqvpmδtq `D4yvpmδtq
¯
1rpm´1qδt,mδtq
“ δt
x
`
qpDxq `D2yrpDxq `D4y
˘˜ Mÿ
m“1
vpmδtq1rpm´1qδt,mδtq
¸
, (3.125)
and so we consider the function
Mÿ
m“1
vpmδtq1rpm´1qδt,mδtq. (3.126)
In view of (3.115) and by using (3.122) together with (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8, we find the bound
max
1ďmďM
ˆ∥
∥
∥v
pmδtq
x
∥
∥
∥
BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq
`
∥
∥
∥v
pmδtq
y
∥
∥
∥
BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq
˙
À sup
tPI
´
‖BxΨM pt, ¨, ¨q‖BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq ` ‖ByΨM pt, ¨, ¨q‖BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq
¯
À |||ΨM |||sol, (3.127)
which shows that the gradient of (3.126) is bounded in the ‖¨‖BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq-norm. Now we note that the
operator that in (3.125) is applied to (3.126) is in divergence form and tends to zero distributionally as
M Ñ 8, due to the factor δt. Therefore, the boundedness of (3.127) implies that distributionally in the
limit M Ñ 8 the term (3.125) tends to zero, and therefore equation (1.21a) is satisfied. Furthermore, as
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noted before, v fulfills the initial condition v|t“0 “ vp0q. This completes the proof of existence of a solution
v meeting (3.102).
Step 4: Uniqueness of solutions. For proving uniqueness of the solution v, we use the following elementary
arguments, which follow the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.16 on uniqueness of solutions to the resolvent
equation: Without loss of generality, we may assume f “ 0 and vp0q “ 0 by linearity. Since |||v|||sol ă 8, we
have in particular
sup
tPI
‖v‖2k˜,´δ´1 `
ż
I
‖v‖2k˜`2,´δ´ 1
2
dt ă 8. (3.128)
Testing (1.21a) with χ2nv where χn is a cut-off χnpxq “ χ˜
´
log x
n
¯
such that χ˜ is a smooth non-negative
function χ˜psq “ 1 for s P r´1, 1s and χ˜psq “ 0 for s P Rzr´2, 2s, we can proceed along the steps leading
from (3.6) to (3.13) and integrate in t P I. Note, however, that remnant terms appear when commuting
the multiplication by χn with the operators qpDxq and rpDxq. Due to the scaling of χn in n, we find that
Rn “ O
`
1
n
˘
as nÑ8. This leads to the bound
sup
tPI
1
2
‖χnvptq‖2´δ´1 `
ż
I
‖χnv‖
2
2,´δ´ 1
2
dt ď 1
2
∥
∥χnv|t“0
∥
∥
2
´δ´1 `
ż
I
Rn dt. (3.129)
Since v|t“0 “ vp0q “ 0, the first term on the right-hand side of (3.129) vanishes, and as n Ñ 8 so does the
second term. By dominated convergence we conclude v “ 0. 
4. Nonlinear theory
4.1. The structure of the nonlinearity. We begin by making some observations on the structure of the
nonlinearity N pvq given through (1.19), i.e.,
N pvq :“ ´ xF´1
´
D2y ´DyG
`
Dx ´ 12
˘´GDy `Dx ` 32˘`G `Dx ` 32˘G `Dx ´ 12˘
` F `Dx ` 32˘F `Dx ´ 12˘ ¯´DyG´G `Dx ` 12˘G´ F `Dx ` 12˘F¯
` 3
8
x` qpDxqv `D2yrpDxqv `D4yv.
Recall that due to (1.12) and (1.15) we have
F´1 “ Zx “ vx ` 1 and G “ Z´1x Zy “
vy
vx ` 1 . (4.1)
Our main objective is to re-write N pvq in a form that reflects expansion (1.27), i.e., almost everywhere
DℓN pvq “ Dℓ `pN pvqq1 pt, yqx` pN pvqq2 pt, yqx2˘` o `x2`δ˘ as xŒ 0,
where ℓ P N20 with |ℓ| ď kˇ ` 5 and ℓy ď kˇ ´ 2, given that v meets expansion (2.6), i.e., almost everywhere
Dℓvpt, x, yq “ Dℓ `v0pt, yq ` v1pt, yqx` v1`βpt, yqx1`β ` v2pt, yqx2˘` o `x2`δ˘ (4.2)
as x Œ 0, where ℓ P N20 with |ℓ| ď kˇ ` 9 and ℓy ď kˇ ` 2. Because of qp0q
(1.17a)“ 0, we have almost
everywhere DℓqpDxqv “ Opxq as x Œ 0, where |ℓ| ď kˇ ` 5, and the asymptotics DℓD2yrpDxqv “ Opx2q
and DℓD4yv “ Opx4q as x Œ 0 for |ℓ| ď kˇ ` 5 are valid almost everywhere, so that indeed DℓN pvq “ Opxq
as x Œ 0 for |ℓ| ď kˇ ` 5 holds true almost everywhere. In order to see that the contribution O `x1`β˘ is
canceled due to the structure of the nonlinearity N pvq, we separate the terms appearing in (1.19) by defining
the operators
A1 :“ D2y ´DyG
`
Dx ´ 12
˘´GDy `Dx ` 32˘ , (4.3a)
A2 :“ G
`
Dx ` 32
˘
G
`
Dx ´ 12
˘` F `Dx ` 32˘F `Dx ´ 12˘ , (4.3b)
and expressions
B1 :“ DyG, B2 :“ G
`
Dy ` 12
˘
G` F `Dx ` 12˘F. (4.3c)
Then we write
N pvq “ N p1qpvq `N p2qpvq, (4.4a)
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where
N p1qpvq :“ ´xF´1pA1B1 `A2B1 ´A1B2q `D2yrpDxqv `D4yv, (4.4b)
N p2qpvq :“ xF´1A2B2 ` 3
8
x` qpDxqv. (4.4c)
Thus N p1qpvq is the combination of terms from (1.19) which contain factors of the form D2y, DyG or GDy,
and N p2qpvq contains only products of x, Dx, F , and G.
4.1.1. The structure of N p1qpvq. By series expansion of the factors F “ p1 ` vxq´1 for |vx| ă 1, we can
write N p1qpvq as a convergent series of terms of the form
T
´
ap1q, . . . , apmq, v
¯
:“ c
´
ap1q, . . . , apmq
¯
x1´m
mą
j“1
Da
pjq
v, (4.5a)
where coefficients cpap1q, . . . , apmqq and multi-indices apjq “
´
a
pjq
x , a
pjq
y
¯
satisfy (with notations and conven-
tions like in (1.14))
m ě 2, ap1q, . . . , apmq P N20ztp0, 0qu,
∣
∣
∣a
p1q
∣
∣
∣ ě 2, ap1qy ě 1,
m ď
mÿ
j“1
∣
∣
∣a
pjq
∣
∣
∣ ď m` 3, c
´
ap1q, . . . , apmq
¯
P R.
(4.5b)
Since almost everywhere DℓDa
pjq
v “ Opxq for j P t2, . . . ,mu and DℓDap1qv “ O `x2˘ as x Œ 0, each term
in (4.5a) behaves almost everywhere as DℓT
`
ap1q, . . . , apmq, v
˘ “ O `x2˘ as x Œ 0. As a result, we have
N p1qpvq “ O `x2˘ as well.
4.1.2. The structure of N p2qpvq. Introducing the 4-linear form
M
´
Hp1q, Hp2q, Hp3q, Hp4q
¯
:“ xHp1q `Dx ` 32˘Hp2q `Dx ´ 12˘Hp3q `Dx ` 12˘Hp4q, (4.6)
we may decompose the term N p2qpvq from (4.4a) as follows:
N p2qpvq “ N p2,1qpvq `N p2,2qpvq `N p2,3qpvq `N p2,4qpvq (4.7a)
with
N p2,1qpvq :“ Mp1, F, F, F q ` qpDxqv ` 3
8
x, (4.7b)
N p2,2qpvq :“ M `F´1G,G,G,G˘ , (4.7c)
N p2,3qpvq :“ M p1, F,G,Gq , (4.7d)
N p2,4qpvq :“ M `F´1G,G, F, F ˘ . (4.7e)
For treating the terms appearing in (4.7), we keep expansion (4.2) in mind in order to keep track of the
x-power series contributions appearing in this regime. We introduce the notation
φ :“ p1` v1q´1 pv ´ v0 ´ v1xq and ψ :“ v ´ v0 (4.8)
leading to
F
(1.12)“ p1` v1q´1 p1` φxq´1 , (4.9a)
F´1G
(1.12)“ pv0qy ` ψy, (4.9b)
G
(1.12)“ p1` v1q´1 p1` φxq´1 ppv0qy ` ψyq . (4.9c)
Employing (4.8) and (4.9) for (4.7b) gives through power series expansion in φx (using qp0q (1.17a)“ 0)
N p2,1qpvq “ `´ 3
8
p1` v1q´3 ` qp1qv1 ` 38
˘
x
´p1` v1q´3x
`
Dx ` 32
˘ `´ 1
4
φx ` 12
`
Dx ´ 12
˘
φx `
`
Dx ´ 12
˘ `
Dx ` 12
˘
φx
˘
`p1` v1qqpDxqφ
`p1` v1q´3
ÿ
τ2`τ3`τ4ě2
p´1q|τ |M p1, φτ2x , φτ3x , φτ4x q .
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Hence, with help of (1.17a)
N p2,1qpvq “ ´3
8
p1` v1q´3
`
6v21 ` 8v31 ` 3v41
˘
x
`p1` v1q´3
`
4v1 ` 6v21 ` 4v31 ` v41
˘
qpDxqφ
`p1` v1q´3
ÿ
τ2`τ3`τ4ě2
p´1q|τ |M p1, φτ2x , φτ3x , φτ4x q . (4.10)
With an analogous reasoning, using (1.17a), (1.18), and (4.9) in (4.7c), we also obtain
N p2,2qpvq “ ´3
8
p1` v1q´3pv0q4yx
´p1` v1q´3pv0q4yqpDxqφ
`p1` v1q´3pv0q3y
`
Dx ` 12
˘ `
D2x ´ 32Dx ´ 58
˘
Dyψ
`p1` v1q´3
ÿ
|µ|`|τ |ě2
µj`νj“1
τ1“0
p´1q|τ |M
´`
ψµjy pv0qνjy
˘4
j“1
¯
. (4.11)
For dealing with N p2,3qpvq (cf. (4.7d)), we may use (1.17a) and (4.9) once more and arrive at
N p2,3qpvq “ ´3
8
p1` v1q´2pv0q2yx
´p1` v1q´3pv0q2yq pDxqφ
`p1` v1q´3pv0qy
`
Dx ` 12
˘ `
Dx ´ 32
˘
DxDyψ
`p1` v1q´3
ÿ
|µ|`|τ |ě2
τ1“0
µj“νj“0 for jPt1,2u
µj`νj“1 for jPt3,4u
p´1q|τ |M
´`
ψµjy pv0qνjy φτjx
˘4
j“1
¯
. (4.12)
For N p2,4qpvq (cf. (4.7e)), employing (1.17a) and (4.9) gives
N p2,4qpvq “ ´3
8
p1` v1q´3pv0q2yx
´p1` v1q´3pv0q2yqpDxqφ
´3
8
p1` v1q´3pv0qy
`
2
3
Dx ` 43
˘
Dyψ
`p1` v1q´3
ÿ
|µ|`|τ |ě2
τ1“0
µj`νj“1 for jPt1,2u
µj“νj“0 for jPt3,4u
p´1q|τ |M
´`
ψµjy pv0qνjy φτjx
˘4
j“1
¯
. (4.13)
By combining (4.7a), (4.10), (4.11), (4.12), and (4.13), we find
N p2qpvq “ ´3
8
p1 ` v1q´3
`
6v21 ` 8v31 ` 3v41 ` 2pv0q2y ` pv0q4y
˘
x
`p1` v1q´3
`
4v1 ` 6v21 ` 4v31 ` v41 ´ 2pv0q2y ´ pv0q4y
˘
qpDxqφ
`p1` v1q´3
`pv0q3y `Dx ` 12˘ `D2x ´ 32Dx ´ 58˘` pv0qy `D2x ´ 54Dx ´ 54˘˘Dyψ
`p1` v1q´3
ÿ
pµ,ν,τqPI
M
´`
ψµjy pv0qνjy φτjx
˘4
j“1
¯
, (4.14a)
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where pµ, ν, τq P `N40˘3 and
I :“ t|µ|` |τ | ě 2, τ1 “ 0, µ “ ν “ 0, u
Y t|µ|` |τ | ě 2, τ1 “ 0, µj ` νj “ 1 for j P t1, 2, 3, 4uu
Y t|µ|` |τ | ě 2, τ1 “ 0, µj “ νj “ 0 for j P t1, 2u, µj ` νj “ 1 for j P t3, 4uu
Y t|µ|` |τ | ě 2, τ1 “ 0, µj ` νj “ 1 for j P t1, 2u, µj “ νj “ 0 for j P t3, 4uu
(4.14b)
Note that the precise definition (4.14b) of I is not essential for the subsequent arguments and that we will
simply use I Ď t|µ|` |τ | ě 2, |µ|` |ν| ď 4u. Regarding expression (4.14a), we remark that due to (4.2) and
(4.8) we have almost everywhere
Dℓφpt, x, yq “ Dℓ
´
p1` v1pt, yqq´1
`
v1`βpt, yqx1`β ` v2pt, yqx2
˘¯` o `x2`δ˘ as xŒ 0, (4.15)
where ℓ P N20 with |ℓ| ď kˇ ` 9 and ℓy ď kˇ ` 2.
The main considerations to be kept in mind concerning (4.14) are:
(i) The second line of (4.14a) is pφ, ψq-independent but super-linear in v and forms the Opxq-contribution
of N p2qpvq.
(ii) As a consequence of the fact that qp1`βq (1.17a)“ 0 and using (4.15), the third line of (4.14a) is of order
O
`
x2
˘
as xŒ 0 and is again super-linear in v (but linear in φ).
(iii) Line four of (4.14a) contains one Dy-derivative acting on ψ, therefore this line is of order O
`
x2
˘
as
xŒ 0 and super-linear in v but linear in ψ.
(iv) Finally, the last line of (4.14a) is the remainder, being super-linear in pφ, ψq (cf. (4.14b) where |µ|`|τ | ě
2), and thus also in v. Concerning the behavior near x “ 0, we have Dℓφx (4.15)“ O
`
xβ
˘
as xŒ 0 (with
β P p1
2
, 1q by (1.18)) and Dℓψy “ Opxq as xŒ 0. Thus, recalling that M also features an extra factor
of x, we find that this term is of order O
`
x1`2β
˘
as xŒ 0.
(v) The above considerations also imply that, using the notation (1.24) and (4.2) for the power series
coefficient expansion near x “ 0, we have almost everywhere
DℓN p2qpvq “ Dℓ
´´
N p2qpvq
¯
1
x`
´
N p2qpvq
¯
2
x2
¯
` o `x2`δ˘ as xŒ 0
for ℓ P N20 with |ℓ| ď kˇ ` 5 and ℓy ď kˇ ´ 2.
4.2. Nonlinear estimates. In this section, we derive our main estimate for the nonlinearityN pvq (cf. (1.19)).
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that T P p0,8s, I :“ r0, T q Ď r0,8q is an interval, δ P `0, 1
2
`
β ´ 1
2
˘‰
, and k, k˜,
kˇ, and k˘ satisfy the bounds (2.4) of Assumptions 2.1. Then
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N
´
vp1q
¯
´N
´
vp2q
¯∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
rhs
À
k,k˜,kˇ,k˘,δ
´∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣vp1q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
`
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣vp2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
¯ ∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣vp1q ´ vp2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
, (4.16)
where
vpjq “ vpjqpt, x, yq : p0,8q2 ˆ RÑ R
are locally integrable with
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣vpjq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
!
k,k˜,kˇ,k˘,δ
1 for j “ 1, 2 (cf. (2.19) and (3.54) for the definition of the
norms |||¨|||rhs and |||¨|||sol).
The detailed proof of Theorem 2.2 employing the maximal-regularity estimate (3.102) of Proposition 3.19
and the nonlinear estimate (4.16) of Proposition 4.1 is the subject of §4.3.
In order to prove Proposition 4.1, we show the following auxiliary interpolation result:
Lemma 4.2. Assume that wpiq P C8pp0,8qx ˆ Ryq X C0c pr0,8qx ˆ Ryq for i “ 1, 2. Then we have the
following bound, in which the implicit constants are independent of δ:
∥
∥
∥Dyw
p1q ˆDywp2q
∥
∥
∥
´δ` 7
2
À
∥
∥
∥D2yw
p1q
∥
∥
∥
1
2
´δ` 5
2
∥
∥
∥x´1wp1q
∥
∥
∥
1
2
BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq
∥
∥
∥D2yw
p2q
∥
∥
∥
1
2
´δ` 5
2
∥
∥
∥x´1wp2q
∥
∥
∥
1
2
BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq
.
(4.17)
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. First suppose that wp1q “ wp2q “: w. Using the definition of the norm and integrating
by parts we can write
‖Dyw ˆDyw‖2´δ` 7
2
“
ż 8
0
ż 8
´8
x2δ´5 pwyq4 dy dx “ ´3
ż 8
0
ż 8
´8
x2δ´5 pwyq2 wyyw dy dx
ď 3∥∥x´1w∥∥
BC0pp0,8qˆRq
ˆż 8
0
ż 8
´8
x2δ´3 pwyyq2 dy dx
˙ 1
2
ˆ
ˆż 8
0
ż 8
´8
x2δ´5 pwyq4 dy dx
˙ 1
2
“ 3∥∥x´1w∥∥
BC0pp0,8qˆRq
∥
∥D2yw
∥
∥
´δ` 5
2
‖Dyw ˆDyw‖´δ` 7
2
. (4.18)
By dividing left- and right-hand sides of the inequality (4.18) by the common factor, we find
‖Dyw ˆDyw‖2´δ` 7
2
ď 3∥∥x´1w∥∥
BC0pp0,8qˆRq
∥
∥D2yw
∥
∥
´δ` 5
2
. (4.19)
Now by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have in the general case that
∥
∥
∥Dyw
p1q ˆDywp2q
∥
∥
∥
´δ` 7
2
ď
∥
∥
∥Dyw
p1q ˆDywp1q
∥
∥
∥
´δ` 7
2
∥
∥
∥Dyw
p2q ˆDywp2q
∥
∥
∥
´δ` 7
2
,
which together with (4.19) directly gives (4.17). 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Throughout the proof, estimates and constants, the latter usually denoted by C,
will depend on k, k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ, and for lightness of notation we will not indicate this dependence explicitly.
We first prove estimate (4.16) for vp1q “ v and vp2q “ 0. The general case will be dealt with at the
end of the proof. We use the decomposition (4.4) and treat the norms
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p1qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
rhs
and
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p2qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
rhs
separately.
Estimate of
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p1qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
rhs
. As we have already noted in (4.5), we can write N p1qpvq as a convergent power
series of terms of the form (4.5a), i.e.,
T
´
ap1q, . . . , apmq, v
¯
:“ c
´
ap1q, . . . , apmq
¯
x1´m
mą
j“1
Da
pjq
v,
where
m ě 2, ap1q, . . . , apmq P N20ztp0, 0qu,
∣
∣
∣ap1q
∣
∣
∣ ě 2, ap1qy ě 1,
m ď
mÿ
j“1
∣
∣
∣apjq
∣
∣
∣ ď m` 3, c
´
ap1q, . . . , apmq
¯
P R.
Our goal is to show
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x1´m
mą
j“1
Da
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
rhs
ď pC|||v|||solqm , (4.20)
where C is independent of m. Adding up all terms of the form (4.20) will produce a sum of terms which can
be bounded by a geometric series for |||v|||sol ď C´1, up to increasing C. A discussion of this estimate, as
well as a bound on the number of terms which we obtain by expansion and during the proof by distributing
derivatives, will be provided in a unified treatment at the end of the proof, contemporarily for
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p1qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
sol
and
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p2qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
sol
. This implies summability of the right-hand side of (4.21) for sufficiently small |||v|||sol
and since m ě 2, the desired
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p1qpvq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
rhs
À |||v|||2sol for |||v|||sol ! 1 (4.21)
is proved.
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We take f :“ x1´mŚmj“1Dapjqv, where m and apjq meet (4.5b), in each of the addends in (2.19), i.e.,
|||f |||2rhs “
ż
I
´
‖f‖2k´2,´δ´ 1
2
` ‖pDx ´ 1qf‖2k˜´2,´δ` 1
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2k˜´2,δ` 1
2
` ‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2kˇ´2,´δ` 3
2
¯
dt
`
ż
I
´
‖pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
` ‖Dy q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖2k˘´2,´δ` 5
2
¯
dt,
individually, where f1 “ 0 since f “ O
`
x2
˘
as x Œ 0 almost everywhere. Distributing κ derivatives D on
the factors Da
pjq
v demonstrates that it suffices to estimate a term of the form
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt. (4.22a)
Here, without loss of generality
∣
∣bp1q
∣
∣ “ maxj
∣
∣bpjq
∣
∣, so that we have
2 ď
∣
∣
∣bp1q
∣
∣
∣ ď κ` 4, 1 ď
∣
∣
∣bpjq
∣
∣
∣ ď
Z
κ` 1
2
^
` 2 for j P t2, . . . ,mu,
m ď
mÿ
j“1
∣
∣
∣bpjq
∣
∣
∣ ď κ`m` 3,
(4.22b)
with pκ, ρq as in the norms (2.19), i.e.,
pκ, ρq P
!`
k ´ 2,´δ ´ 1
2
˘
,
´
k˜ ´ 1,´δ ` 1
2
¯
,
´
k˜ ` 3, δ ` 1
2
¯
,
`
kˇ ` 3,´δ ` 3
2
˘
,`
kˇ ` 5, δ ` 3
2
˘
,
´
k˘ ` 4,´δ ` 5
2
¯)
, (4.22c)
and for j P t1, . . . ,mu we have
bpjqy ď κy, where κy :“
$’’’&
’’’%
k ´ 2 for ρ “ ´δ ´ 1
2
,
k˜ ´ 2 for ρ “ ˘δ ` 1
2
,
kˇ ´ 2 for ρ “ ˘δ ` 3
2
,
k˘ ´ 1 for ρ “ ´δ ` 5
2
.
(4.22d)
Note that for the weight ρ “ ´δ ` 5
2
two Dy-derivatives appear in the respective term of the norm |||¨|||rhs
(cf. (2.19)), so that in that case we have in (4.22) the further restrictions
mÿ
j“1
∣
∣
∣bpjq
∣
∣
∣ ě m` 3 and
mÿ
j“1
bpjqy ě 2. (4.23)
Estimates for the weights ρ P  ´δ ´ 1
2
,˘δ ` 1
2
,´δ ` 3
2
(
. We start by considering terms appearing in the
norm (2.19) that correspond to weights ρ P  ´δ ´ 1
2
,˘δ ` 1
2
,´δ ` 3
2
(
.
In view of (4.5b) we can assume without loss of generality that one of the following two cases applies:
(i) b
p1q
y ě 1 and
∣
∣bp1q
∣
∣ ě 2,
(ii) b
p1q
y “ 0, bp2qy ě 1, and bp1qx “
∣
∣bp1q
∣
∣ ě ∣∣bp2q∣∣ ě 2.
Suppose case (i) is valid. For ρ P  ´δ ´ 1
2
,˘δ ` 1
2
,´δ ` 3
2
(
we can estimate in (4.22) according to
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
ď
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
bp1qv
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dtˆ
mź
j“2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
.
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Due to (4.22b)–(4.22d) and (i) we have almost everywhere Db
p1q
v “ O `x2˘ as x Œ 0 for weights ρ P ´δ ´ 1
2
,˘δ ` 1
2
,´δ ` 3
2
(
, and the elliptic-regularity result of Lemma 3.7 yields
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q
v
∥
∥
∥
ρ
À
$’’’’&
’’’’%
‖v‖k`2,´δ´ 1
2
for ρ “ ´δ ´ 1
2
,
‖Dxv‖k˜`2,´δ` 1
2
for ρ “ ´δ ` 1
2
,
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖k˜`2,δ` 1
2
for ρ “ δ ` 1
2
,
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖kˇ`2,´δ` 3
2
for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
,
so that in view of the definition of the norm |||¨|||sol we haveż
I
∥
∥
∥D
bp1qv
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt ď |||v|||2sol. (4.25)
Furthermore, for j ě 2 we can estimate by Lemma 3.8
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
À max
0ď|ℓ|ďt κ`12 u`2
´∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dℓvx
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq `
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Dℓvy
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
¯
(3.61b)
À |||v|||sol, (4.26)
provided that, with the notation
Z
κ` 1
2
^
` 2 “
$’’’’&
’’’’%
X
k`1
2
\` 1 for ρ “ ´δ ´ 1
2
,Y
k˜
2
]
` 2 for ρ “ ´δ ` 1
2
,Y
k˜
2
]
` 4 for ρ “ δ ` 1
2
,Y
kˇ
2
]
` 4 for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
,
(4.27a)
it holds Z
κ` 1
2
^
` 2 ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
. (4.27b)
The bounds (4.25) and (4.26) give
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
ď pC|||v|||solq2m (4.28)
for a constant C as desired.
Now suppose that we are in case (ii). Consider first the cases ρ “ ´δ ˘ 1
2
. Because b
p1q
x ě 1 we have almost
everywhere Db
p1q
v “ Opxq as xŒ 0. Estimating as in (4.24) and using Lemma 3.7 to absorb terms, we find,
similarly to case (i),
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q
v
∥
∥
∥
ρ
À
#
‖v‖k`2,´δ´ 1
2
for ρ “ ´δ ´ 1
2
,
‖Dxv‖k˜`2,´δ` 1
2
for ρ “ ´δ ` 1
2
,
after which we can argue as in the previous case.
Next, we treat the case (ii) for weights ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,´δ ` 3
2
(
.
In case ρ “ δ ` 1
2
we can write
Db
p1q
v “ Dbp1qxx pv ´ v0q “ Db
p1q
x
x pv ´ v0 ´ v1xqlooooooooooomooooooooooon
“:w
`v1x, (4.29a)
and in case ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
we also sum and subtract terms and write
Db
p1q
v “ Dbp1qxx pv ´ v0q
“ Dbp1qxx
`
v ´ v0 ´ v1x´ v1`βx1`β
˘loooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon
“:w
`v1x` p1` βqbp1qx v1`βx1`β . (4.29b)
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Note that v1x and v1`βx1`β are in the kernel of q˜pDxqDx (cf. the definition (3.54) of the solution norm, in
which this operator appears in the terms with weights ρ as considered here). We can thus apply Lemma 3.7,
and have with the above notations
‖w‖ρ À
#
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖k˜`2,δ` 1
2
for ρ “ δ ` 1
2
,
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖kˇ`2,´δ` 3
2
for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
.
Like in case (i), together with (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8, this implies
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´mw
mź
j“2
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt ď
ż
I
‖w‖2ρdtˆ
mź
j“2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
ď pC|||v|||solq2m
for a constant C. Additionally, we haveż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´mv1x
mź
j“2
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt ď ‖v1‖2BC0pIˆRq ˆ
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p2q
v
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dtˆ
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
ď pC|||v|||solq2m ,
for a sufficiently large constant C, by using estimate (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8 and the fact that almost every-
where Db
p2q
v “ O `x2˘ as x Œ 0, so that this term can be treated as Dbp1qv in case (i). This completes the
treatment of the weight ρ “ δ ` 1
2
.
We next restrict ourselves to the weight ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
for the rest of the proof step and have
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´mv1`βx1`β
mź
j“2
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
dt
ď ‖v1`β‖2L2pI;BC0pRqq ˆ sup
tPI
∥
∥
∥D
bp2qv
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
´β
ˆ
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
ď sup
tPI
∥
∥
∥D
bp2qv
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
´β
ˆ pC|||v|||solq2pm´1q ď pC|||v|||solq2m , (4.30)
where C is sufficiently large and in the last line we have used estimate (3.61c) of Lemma 3.8 and the bound
(B.10) of Lemma B.2.
In order to prove (4.30), note that the elementary estimate
∥
∥
∥Db
p2q
v
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
´β
À
∥
∥
∥Db
p2q
v
∥
∥
∥
2
δ
`
∥
∥
∥Db
p2q
v
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ`1
À ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˜,δ ` ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ,´δ`1
holds true provided Z
kˇ
2
^
` 4 ď min
!
k˜, kˇ
)
, (4.31)
and the right-hand side of the inequality is uniformly bounded in time t by |||v|||2sol. This completes the
treatment of case (ii) for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
.
Estimates for the weight ρ “ δ ` 3
2
. Again, due to (4.5), we can focus on estimating the term
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qx1´m
mą
j“1
Da
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
dt, (4.32)
where the apjq meet conditions (4.5b). In this case, we note that the operator q˜pDx ´ 1q (cf. (3.22a) for the
definition of q˜pζq) figures the factor Dx ´ 2. This operator cancels contributions Opx2q which we could not
exclude by using only the structure (4.5). If we distribute D-derivatives coming from the norm ‖¨‖kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
,
then the operator Dx ´ 2 shifts to Dx ´ 2´ by, where by is the number of Dy-derivatives applied. However,
the presence of an x-factor in the operator Dy “ xBy leads to a term of order O
`
x2`by
˘
and therefore the
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O
`
x2
˘
coefficient vanishes if by ą 0. If instead by “ 0, then we may apply Lemma 3.7, and therefore it
suffices to estimate instead of (4.32) a term of the form
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v ´ x2
˜
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
¸
2
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt, (4.33a)
where the bpjq fulfill the conditions
2 ď
∣
∣
∣bp1q
∣
∣
∣ ď kˇ ` 9, 1 ď
∣
∣
∣bpjq
∣
∣
∣ ď
Z
kˇ
2
^
` 5 for j P t2, . . . ,mu,
m ď
mÿ
j“1
∣
∣
∣bpjq
∣
∣
∣ ď kˇ `m` 8, and bpjqy ď kˇ ´ 2 for j P t1, . . . ,mu.
(4.33b)
Due to conditions (4.5b), we are always in one of the following two cases:
(i) b
p1q
y ě 1 and
∣
∣bp1q
∣
∣ ě 2,
(ii) b
p1q
y “ 0, bp2qy ě 1, and bp1qx “
∣
∣bp1q
∣
∣ ě ∣∣bp2q∣∣ ě 2.
If (i) holds true, then we infer that almost everywhere Db
p1q
v “ O `x2˘ and Dbpjqv “ Opxq as x Œ 0 for
j P t2, . . . ,mu. This implies ˜
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
¸
2
“
´
Db
p1q
v
¯
2
ˆ
mą
j“2
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
,
so that we may estimate the term (4.33a) according to
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v ´ x2
˜
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
¸
2
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
´
Db
p1q
v ´
´
Db
p1q
v
¯
2
x2
¯
ˆ x1´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
´
Db
p1q
v
¯
2
ˆ
˜
x2´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v ´ x
mą
j“2
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
¸∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 1
2
dt. (4.34)
We observe that for the second line of (4.34) we have
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
´
Db
p1q
v ´
´
Db
p1q
v
¯
2
x2
¯
ˆ x1´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q
v ´
´
Db
p1q
v
¯
2
x2
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dtˆ
mź
j“2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
À
ż
I
‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
dtˆ pC|||v|||solq2pm´1q À pC|||v|||solq2m ,
where estimate (4.26) has been used in the second-but-last step with a constant C sufficiently large under
the additional constraint Z
kˇ
2
^
` 5 ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
(4.35)
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(see estimate (3.61a) of Lemma 3.8) and Lemma 3.7 has been used in the second-but-last step as well. The
last line of (4.34) can be estimated according to
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
´
Db
p1q
v
¯
2
ˆ
˜
x2´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v ´ x
mą
j“2
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
¸∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 1
2
dt
À
∥
∥
∥
´
Db
p1q
v
¯
2
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pIˆRq
ˆ sup
tPI,yPR
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x2´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v ´ x
mą
j“2
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
.
For the first factor we get
∥
∥
∥
´
Db
p1q
v
¯
2
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pIˆRq
“
$’’&
’’%
‖Byv1‖2L2pIˆRq if bp1qy “ 1,
∥
∥B2yv0
∥
∥
2
L2pIˆRq if b
p1q
y “ 2 and bp1qx “ 0,
0 else,
so that this term is bounded by |||v|||2sol in view of (3.61c) of Lemma 3.8. For the second factor, by the
triangle inequality we get
sup
tPI,yPR
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x2´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v ´ x
mą
j“2
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
À sup
tPI,yPR
∣
∣
∣D
bp2qv ´
´
Db
p2q
v
¯
1
x
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
ˆ
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
`
∥
∥
∥
´
Db
p2q
v
¯
1
∥
∥
∥
2
BC0pIˆRq
ˆ sup
tPI,yPR
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x3´m
mą
j“3
Db
pjq
v ´ x
mą
j“3
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
.
Then we note that, due to (4.33b), if
Y
kˇ
2
]
` 5 ď kˇ (a condition which is already implied by (4.35)), by using
Lemma 3.7 and (B.10) of Lemma B.2, we find
sup
tPI,yPR
∣
∣
∣D
bp2qv ´
´
Db
p2q
v
¯
1
x
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
À sup
tPI,yPR
∣
∣
∣pDx ´ 1qDb
p2q
v
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
(B.10)
À sup
tPI
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 1qDbp2qv
∥
∥
∥
2
1,δ`1
À sup
tPI
‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ,δ`1
(3.54)
À |||v|||2sol, (4.36)
where Lemma 3.7 has been employed in the forelast estimate, too. By Lemma 3.7 and using (4.26), the
product
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
is bounded by pC|||v|||solqm´2 provided (4.35) holds true, where C is a sufficiently large constant. Next, by
estimate (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8, we find
∥
∥
∥
´
Db
p2q
v
¯
1
∥
∥
∥
BC0pIˆRq
À ‖pv0qy‖BC0pIˆRq ` ‖v1‖BC0pIˆRq À |||v|||sol.
Iterating the argument on the term
sup
tPI,yPR
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x3´m
mą
j“3
Db
pjq
v ´ x
mą
j“3
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
,
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we may upgrade (4.34) (upon enlarging C) to
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v ´
˜
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
¸
2
x2
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt ď pC|||v|||solq2m (4.37)
and this concludes the proof in case (i).
Now suppose that we are in case (ii). Here we have˜
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
¸
2
“ v1 ˆ
´
Db
p2q
v
¯
2
ˆ
mą
j“3
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
,
and we may estimate the term (4.33a) according to
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v ´ x2
˜
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
¸
2
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
D
bp1qx
x pv ´ v0 ´ v1xq ˆ x1´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
v1
˜
x2´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v ´ x2
´
Db
p2q
v
¯
2
ˆ
mą
j“3
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
¸∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt. (4.38)
For the second line in (4.38) we use the decomposition
D
bp1qx
x pv ´ v0 ´ v1xq “ Db
p1q
x
x
`
v ´ v0 ´ v1x´ v1`βx1`β ´ v2x2
˘loooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
“:w
`p1` βqbp1qx v1`βx1`β ` 2bp1qx v2x2,
so that ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
D
bp1qx
x pv ´ v0 ´ v1xq ˆ x1´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
bp1qx
x w
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dtˆ
mź
j“2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥v1`βDb
p2q
v
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
´β
dtˆ
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
` ‖v2‖2L2pIˆRq ˆ sup
tPI,yPR
∣
∣
∣Db
p2q
v
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
ˆ
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
. (4.39)
The products
mź
j“2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
and
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
are bounded by pC|||v|||solqm´1 and pC|||v|||solqm´2 with a sufficiently large constant C, respectively, be-
cause of (4.26) requiring the constraint (4.35). As in the context of (4.30) and (4.31), we may esti-
mate ż
I
∥
∥
∥v1`βDb
p2q
v
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
´β
dt À |||v|||4sol,
under the additional constraints δ P `0, 1
2
`
β ´ 1
2
˘‰
andZ
kˇ
2
^
` 5 ď min
!
k˜, kˇ
)
, (4.40)
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which is more restrictive than (4.31). Finally, we have ‖v2‖
2
L2pIˆRq À |||v|||2sol by estimate (3.61c) of Lemma 3.8
and suptPI,yPR
∣
∣
∣Db
p2q
v
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
can be estimated as in (4.36), so that
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
D
bp1qx
x pv ´ v0 ´ v1xq ˆ x1´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt À |||v|||2sol. (4.41)
The last line in (4.38) can be bounded by
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
v1
˜
x2´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v ´ x2
´
Db
p2q
v
¯
2
ˆ
mą
j“3
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
¸∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt
À ‖v1‖2BC0pIˆRq ˆ
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x2´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v ´ x2
´
Db
p2q
v
¯
2
ˆ
mą
j“3
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt,
where |||v|||sol bounds ‖v1‖BC0pIˆRq by estimate (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8 and the term
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x2´m
mą
j“2
Db
pjq
v ´ x2
´
Db
p2q
v
¯
2
ˆ
mą
j“3
´
Db
pjq
v
¯
1
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt
can be treated as in case (i).
Using these bounds in (4.38) concludes the proof of (4.37) in case (ii).
Estimates for the weight ρ “ ´δ ` 5
2
. In this last case of the proof of (4.21), we start from equation (4.5),
after which we apply the D-operators coming from the term
∥
∥
∥Dyq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qN p1qpvq
∥
∥
∥
k˘´2,´δ` 5
2
which
we need to estimate. After commuting Dx and Dy derivatives with x
´1-factors, we find terms of the form
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v,
which satisfy conditions (4.22b)–(4.22d) and (4.23). Up to reordering terms, we are in one of the following
two cases:
(i) b
p1q
y ě 2 and
∣
∣bp1q
∣
∣ ě 3
(ii) b
p1q
y ě 1,
∣
∣bp1q
∣
∣ ě 2 and bp2qy ě 1,
∣
∣bp2q
∣
∣ ě 2.
In case (i) we can estimate as follows
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt ď
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
bp1qv
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dtˆ
mź
j“2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
(3.61b)
ď
ż
I
‖Dyq˜pDxqDxv‖2k˘`2,´δ` 5
2
dtˆ pC|||v|||solq2pm´1q ď pC|||v|||solq2m ,
where the constant C is taken large enough and in the second estimate we have used Lemma 3.7 and the
fact that, due to conditions (4.22b)–(4.22d), the numbers of derivatives Dx and Dy in b
p1q are dominated by
the ones in p1` bx, 2` byq for some b “ pbx, byq P N20 with |b| ď k˘ ` 1.
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For case (ii) we haveż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt ď
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q
v ˆDbp2qv
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 7
2
dtˆ
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
v
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
ď
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
p1q´p0,1qv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
ˆ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
p2q´p0,1qv
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
ˆ
ż
I
ˆ∥
∥
∥DyD
bp1qv
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
`
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp2qv
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
˙
dtˆ pC |||v|||solq2pm´2q
ď pC |||v|||solq2m ,
where C is a large enough constant and where for the second estimate we have used (4.17) of Lemma 4.2. Here,
we have applied the bounds (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8 for the first line, which applies if
∣
∣bp1q
∣
∣´1 ď mintk˜, kˇu´2,
and for the second line we have used conditions (4.22b)–(4.22d) together with the assumption that
∣
∣bpjq
∣
∣ ě 2
for both j “ 1, 2 and an application of Lemma 3.7, in order to estimate the terms by the contributionş
I
‖Dyq˜pDxqDxv‖2k˘`2,´δ` 5
2
dt from |||v|||2sol.
The conditions on indices under which the above bounds hold are
k˘ ` 6 ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
. (4.42)
Under these conditions we find ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
v
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt ď pC|||v|||solq2m , (4.43)
for a large enough constant C.
Estimate of
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p2qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
rhs
. We now desire to prove the analogue of (4.21) for N p2qpvq, namely that
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p2qpvq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
rhs
À |||v|||2sol for |||v|||sol ! 1. (4.44)
In order to prove the above, for each of the four lines of (4.14a), we obtain terms with the basic structure
(4.5), and we distribute derivatives and weights as in each of the six addends from (2.19).
Estimates for ρ P  ´δ ˘ 1
2
(
. For the first two terms in the sum
∥
∥
∥N p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 1qN p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´2,´δ` 1
2
appearing in (2.19), we may perform the same discussion as the one used in treating the analogous expressions
for N p1qpvq in those two cases. Note that the addends appearing in ∣∣∣∣∣∣N p1qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣2
rhs
with weights ρ “ ´δ ˘ 1
2
have been treated in the same way in both cases (i) and (ii) from that discussion. By splitting as in (4.24),
the estimates thereafter, leading to the bound (4.28), apply and give the desired boundż
I
ˆ∥
∥
∥N p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
k´2,´δ´ 1
2
`
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 1qN p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´2,´δ` 1
2
˙
dt À pC|||v|||solq2m (4.45)
for a constant C.
Estimate of
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p2qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
rhs
for ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
(
. We next bound the parts of the norm with weight
ρ P tδ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
u, namely ż
I
∥
∥
∥q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qN p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´2,δ` 1
2
dt, (4.46a)ż
I
∥
∥
∥q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qN p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,´δ` 3
2
dt, (4.46b)
and ż
I
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qN p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
dt. (4.46c)
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If in distributing derivatives from (4.46) at least one Dy-derivative acts on N p2qpvq, then the resulting expres-
sion decays near x “ 0 at least like Opx2q and we see that the precise expansion as in (4.14a) is immaterial.
In view of definition (4.4c) for N p2qpvq, we recognize that the structure (4.5b) applies in this case. Thus we
may treat the ensuing terms as in the discussion of the analogous ones from N p1qpvq, allowing to bound each
expression by pC |||v|||solq2m, where C is a large enough constant like in (4.28).
We thus only need to discuss the contributions from (4.46) in which onlyDx-derivatives act on the expressions
in the norms. For example, corresponding to (4.46a), we will consider the termsż
I
k˜´2ÿ
j“0
∥
∥
∥Djxq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qN p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 1
2
dt.
The Dx-derivative contributions from (4.46). We now consider separately the contributions coming from the
four lines in (4.14a).
The first line of (4.14a) for ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
(
. In this case we have an expression of the form
´ 3
8
p1 ` v1q´3
`
6v21 ` 8v31 ` 3v41 ` 2pv0q2y ` pv0q4y
˘
x, (4.47)
which is in the kernel of the operators appearing in (4.46), and thus the corresponding contribution disap-
pears.
The second line of (4.14a) for ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
(
. Here, we need to consider (4.46) withN p2qpvq replaced by
f “ p1` v1q´3
`
4v1 ` 6v21 ` 4v31 ` v41 ´ 2pv0q2y ´ pv0q4y
˘
qpDxqφ
(4.8)“ p1` v1q´4
`
4v1 ` 6v21 ` 4v31 ` v41 ´ 2pv0q2y ´ pv0q4y
˘
qpDxqpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq.
Notice that x1`β is in the kernel of qpDxq and that the operator q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1q appearing in the
norms (4.46) figures the factor pDx ´ 2q (cf. (3.22a)) canceling the x2-term of the expansion of v near x “ 0
(cf. (1.24)). Hence, we consider the following expression, in which the singular expansion up to and including
the addend „ x2 vanishes:
f “ p1` v1q´4
`
4v1 ` 6v21 ` 4v31 ` v41 ´ 2pv0q2y ´ pv0q4y
˘
qpDxqpDx ´ 2qpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq. (4.48)
After distributing the remaining Dx-derivatives, so that it suffices to estimateż
I
∥
∥
∥gp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt, (4.49a)
for ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
(
and for
gp2q “ p1` v1q´4 ˆ wm ˆDbxqpDxqpDx ´ 2qpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq, (4.49b)
where w P
!
v1, pv0qy
)
, m P t1, 2, 3, 4u, and b P N0 satisfying the following bounds:
b ď
$’&
’%
k˜ ` 2 for ρ “ δ ` 1
2
,
kˇ ` 2 for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
,
kˇ ` 4 for ρ “ δ ` 3
2
.
(4.49c)
We derive bounds for the individual factors in (4.48) separately.
We first concentrate on estimating the first two factors in (4.49b). Via (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8, in case
|||v|||sol ď C´1 for a constant C ą 0 only determined by the implicit constant in (3.61b), we have
∥
∥p1` v1q´4
∥
∥
BC0pIˆRq ď
`
1´ C
2
|||v|||sol
˘´4 À 1. (4.50)
Next, via (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8 and upon enlarging C, for |||v|||sol ď C´1 we have the bound
‖wm‖2BC0pIˆRq ď ‖w‖2mBC0pIˆRq ď pC|||v|||solq2m ď |||v|||2sol. (4.51)
If |||v|||sol ď C´1 then (4.50) and (4.51) directly lead to
∥
∥p1` v1q´4wm
∥
∥
BC0pIˆRq À |||v|||
2
sol. (4.52)
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For the last factor of (4.49b) we use the fact that 0, 1, 1` β, and 2 are zeros of qpζqpζ ´ 2q (cf. (1.17a)) and
thus qpDxqpDx ´ 2q vanishes on 1, x, x1`β , and x2. This leads to
ż
I
∥
∥DbxqpDxqpDx ´ 2qpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt À
$’&
’%
ş
I
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˜`2,δ` 1
2
dt for ρ “ δ ` 1
2ş
I
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
dt for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2ş
I
‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
dt for ρ “ δ ` 3
2
À |||v|||2sol, (4.53)
which uses the bound on b in (4.49) as well as Lemma 3.7. Estimates (4.52) and (4.53) allow to obtain for
ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
(
, under the condition that |||v|||sol ď C´1,ż
I
∥
∥
∥gp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt À |||v|||4sol (4.54)
for the terms (4.49).
The third line of (4.14a) for ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
(
. We use ψ
(4.8)“ v ´ v0 in the third line of (4.14a) as well
as the commutation relation pDx ´ 2qDy “ DypDx ´ 1q. Arguing analogously to the previous proof step, we
end up considering terms of the form
p1 ` v1q´3
`pv0q3y `Dx ` 12˘ `D2x ´ 32Dx ´ 58˘` pv0qy `D2x ´ 54Dx ´ 54˘˘ DypDx ´ 1qpv ´ v0q. (4.55)
Note that in DypDx ´ 1qpv ´ v0q the contribution v1x in the expansion (1.24) of v near x “ 0 is cancelled
and Dy provides an extra x-factor. The above term essentially requires the same treatment as the one from
the second line of (4.14a), which we have just treated, with the difference that gp3q, which appears in the
analogue of (4.49), has now the form
gp3q “ p1 ` v1q´3 pv0qmy ˆDbxDypDx ´ 1qpv ´ v0q, (4.56a)
with m P t1, 3u and
b ď
$’&
’%
k˜ ` 5 for ρ “ δ ` 1
2
,
kˇ ` 5 for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
,
kˇ ` 7 for ρ “ δ ` 3
2
.
(4.56b)
The only other difference to the study of (4.49) lies in the fact that the last factor containsDypDx´1qpv´v0q.
Therefore, we have to replace the bounds (4.53) by
ż
I
∥
∥DbxDypDx ´ 1qpv ´ v0q
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt À
$’&
’%
ş
I
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˜`2,δ` 1
2
dt for ρ “ δ ` 1
2
,ş
I
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
dt for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
,ş
I
‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
dt for ρ “ δ ` 3
2
À |||v|||2sol, (4.57)
where (4.56b) and Lemma 3.7 have been used. By combining estimate (4.57) with the same bounds as in
(4.52) for the remaining factors from (4.56a), we findż
I
∥
∥
∥g
p3q
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
À |||v|||4sol, (4.58)
valid for ρ P tδ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
u if |||v|||sol ď C´1.
The last line in (4.14a) for ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
(
. Here we have to treat
p1 ` v1q´3
ÿ
pµ,ν,τqPI
M
`pψµjy pv0qνjy φτjx q4j“1˘
with functions ψ and φ defined as in (4.8). Note that pv0qνjy can be factored out, since definition (4.6) of M
includes only derivatives Dx and products commuting with pv0qνjy . Similarly, φ contains an additional factor
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p1` v1q´1, which can be factored out as well. Like in the previous cases, and after introducing m´ 1 factors
x and commuting derivatives, we find that we have to estimate
ş
I
∥
∥gp4q
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt with
gp4q “ p1` v1q´3´|τ | pv0q|ν|y x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
x w
pjq, (4.59a)
where m “ |µ|` |τ | ě 2, |µ|` |ν| ď 4, and we have
wpjq P tDxpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq, Dypv ´ v0qu for 1 ď j ď m. (4.59b)
The indices appearing in (4.59a) are constrained as follows
bp1q ď
$’&
’%
k˜ ` 6 for ρ “ δ ` 1
2
,
kˇ ` 6 for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
,
kˇ ` 8 for ρ “ δ ` 3
2
,
and bpjq ď
$’’’&
’’%
Y
k˜
2
]
` 3 for ρ “ δ ` 1
2
,Y
kˇ
2
]
` 3 for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
,Y
kˇ
2
]
` 4 for ρ “ δ ` 3
2
,
for j ě 2. (4.59c)
We estimate the factors p1 ` v1q´1 and pv0qy from (4.59a) as in (4.50)–(4.52), under the condition that
|||v|||sol ď C´1. For the remaining product term in (4.59a), we first estimate all but the first two terms in
the BC0pI ˆ p0,8q ˆ Rq-norm for ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
(
as follows:
ż
I
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
x1´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
x w
pjq
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥x´1Db
p1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dtˆ
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
x w
pjq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥x´1Db
p1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dtˆ `C
2
|||v|||sol
˘2pm´2q
, (4.60)
where C ą 0 is chosen sufficiently large. In order to justify the above estimate, we observe that ψy “ vy´pv0qy
and pv´v0´v1xqx “ vx´v1, after which we note that the number of Dx-derivatives acting on the wpjq with
j P t3, . . . ,mu is bounded as in (4.59c). Therefore, we may use the bound (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8 provided
max
#[
k˜
2
_
` 4,
Z
kˇ
2
^
` 5
+
ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
,
which is already implied by (4.27) and (4.35).
We next bound for ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
(
as follows:
ż
I
∥
∥
∥x´1Db
p1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt À |||v|||4sol. (4.61)
Once (4.61) is proved, combining it with (4.60) and with the estimates for the factors p1` v1q´1 and pv0qy,
under the condition |||v|||sol ď C´1, we find the boundż
I
∥
∥
∥g
p4q
∥
∥
∥
2
ρ
dt À |||v|||4sol ˆ
`
C
2
|||v|||sol
˘2pm´2q ˆ `1´ C
2
|||v|||sol
˘´2p|τ |`3q À |||v|||4sol pC|||v|||solq2pm´2q (4.62)
for the weights ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
(
, where we have also used that |τ | ď m. In order to prove the bound
(4.61) and to complete the proof of (4.62), we will separately consider the three values of ρ.
The bound (4.61) for ρ “ δ` 1
2
. We study at the same time the two possible values of wp1q given in (4.59b).
Note that the first factor entering the norm in (4.61) fulfills either Db
p1q`1
x pv ´ v0 ´ v1xq “ O
`
x1`β
˘
or
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Db
p1q
x Dypv´v0q “ O
`
x2
˘
as xŒ 0 almost everywhere. Since 2 ą 1`β ą 1`δ we may estimate according toż
I
∥
∥
∥x
´1Db
p1q
x w
p1qˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 1
2
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
bp1q
x w
p1q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 1
2
dtˆ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qxˆRyq
À
$’&
’%
ş
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q`1
x pv ´ v0 ´ v1xq
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 1
2
dtˆ |||v|||2sol for wp1q “ Dxpv ´ v0 ´ v1xqş
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q
x Dypv ´ v0q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 1
2
dtˆ |||v|||2sol for wp1q “ Dypv ´ v0q
À
ż
I
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˜`2,δ` 1
2
dtˆ |||v|||2sol ď |||v|||4sol, (4.63)
where we have used estimate (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8 in the third line and Lemma 3.7 for the final estimate.
This is justified if
Y
k˜
2
]
` 4 ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
, which is already implied by (4.27). This concludes the
bound of the fourth line of (4.14) for ρ “ δ ` 1
2
.
The bound (4.61) for ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
. We first consider the case wp1q “ Dxpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq and write
v ´ v0 ´ v1x “ pv ´ v0 ´ v1x´ v1`βx1`βqloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
“:w
`v1`βx1`β . (4.64)
Using the triangle inequality and bounds similar to the previous proof step, we may estimateż
I
∥
∥
∥x´1Db
p1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
bp1q`1
x w
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
dtˆ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥x
´1Db
p1q
x v1`βx
1`β ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q`1
x w
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
dtˆ |||v|||2sol `
ż
I
∥
∥
∥v1`β ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
´β
dt. (4.65)
The first term above can be estimated by using Lemma 3.7, which applies becausew “ O `x2˘ as xŒ 0 almost
everywhere, leading to a finite |¨|´δ`2-norm in the definition of ‖¨‖´δ` 3
2
. We also note that the polynomial
q˜pζqζ has roots 0, 1, and 1` β (cf. (3.22a)) and thus q˜pDxqDxw “ q˜pDxqDxv. As a result we haveż
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q`1
x w
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
dt À
ż
I
‖q˜pDxqDxw‖2kˇ`2,´δ` 3
2
dt “
ż
I
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,´δ` 3
2
dt ď |||v|||2sol. (4.66)
For the second term in (4.65) we estimate similarly to (4.30) with m “ 2:ż
I
∥
∥
∥v1`βDb
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
´β
dt
À ‖v1`β‖2L2pI;BC0pRqq ˆ sup
tPI
∥
∥
∥D
bp2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
´β
(3.61c)
À |||v|||2sol ˆ
$’&
’%
suptPI
∥
∥
∥Db
p2q`1
x pv ´ v0 ´ v1xq
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
´β
for wp2q “ Dxpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq,
suptPI
∥
∥
∥Db
p2q
x Dypv ´ v0q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
´β
for wp2q “ Dypv ´ v0q.
À |||v|||2sol ˆ
$’&
’%
suptPI
∥
∥
∥Db
p2q
x pDx ´ 1qv
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
´β
for wp2q “ Dxpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq,
suptPI
∥
∥
∥D
pbp2q´1q`
x pDx ´ 1qDyv
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
´β
for wp2q “ Dypv ´ v0q,
(4.67)
where Lemma 3.8 has been employed. In order to estimate the remaining terms in (4.67), we have applied
Lemma 3.7 for γ “ 1 and notice that the operator pDx ´ 1q together with the remaining derivative terms
cancels the contributions v0 and v1x or pv0qyx, respectively. Now, we may follow the argumentation as in
the estimates leading to (4.30). Notice that the conditions on k˜ and kˇ that (4.67) imposes, give, via (4.59c)
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the constraint analogous to (4.31), which again reads
Y
kˇ
2
]
` 4 ď min
!
k˜, kˇ
)
and is less restrictive than (4.35)
imposed before. This concludes our discussion for wp1q “ Dxpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq.
If instead wp1q “ Dypv´v0q, then we proceed like in the case ρ “ δ` 12 , the only difference being the different
contribution to |||v|||sol used in the final estimate. We may estimateż
I
∥
∥
∥x´1Db
p1q
x Dypv ´ v0q ˆDb
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
dt À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q
x Dypv ´ v0q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
dtˆ |||v|||2sol
À
ż
I
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,´δ` 3
2
dtˆ |||v|||2sol
ď |||v|||4sol, (4.68)
where estimate (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8 has been used, noting that the required constraint on indices
Y
kˇ
2
]
`4 ď
mintk˜´2, kˇ´2u is already implied by (4.35) imposed before. This concludes the proof of (4.61) for the case
ρ “ ´δ ` 3
2
.
The bound (4.61) for ρ “ δ ` 3
2
. We first consider the case wp1q “ pv ´ v0 ´ v1xqx and write
v ´ v0 ´ v1x “
`
v ´ v0 ´ v1x´ v1`βx1`β ´ v2x2
˘loooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
“:w
`v1`βx1`β ` v2x2,
leading toż
I
∥
∥
∥x´1Db
p1q`1
x pv ´ v0 ´ v1xq ˆDb
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q`1
x w
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dtˆ
∥
∥
∥x´1Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥x
βv1`βDb
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt
` ‖v2‖2L2pIˆRq ˆ sup
tPI,yPR
∣
∣
∣Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
. (4.69)
We can now apply the same strategy used to pass from (4.39) to (4.41), which concludes the discussion for
the case wp1q “ Dxpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq.
For the case wp1q “ Dypv ´ v0q we write
v ´ v0 “ pv ´ v0 ´ v1xqlooooooomooooooon
“:w
`v1x,
and thus we have to bound the expressionż
I
∥
∥
∥x´1Db
p1q
x Dypv ´ v0q ˆDb
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥x
´1Db
p1q
x w ˆDb
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt` ‖pv1qy‖2BC0pI;L2pRqq ˆ
ż
I
sup
yPR
∣
∣
∣D
bp2q
x w
p2q
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
dt. (4.70)
Now we can estimate the first term in the sum of (4.70) asż
I
∥
∥
∥x´1Db
p1q
x w ˆDb
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt ď
ż
I
∥
∥
∥DypDx ´ 1qb
p1qpv ´ v0q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dtˆ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
À
ż
I
‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
dtˆ |||v|||2sol À |||v|||4sol ,
where Lemma 3.7 and estimate (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8 have been employed and we have used the constraintY
kˇ
2
]
` 5 ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
, which is the same as condition (4.35) imposed before. Furthermore, we have
‖pv1qy‖BC0pI;L2pRqq À |||v|||sol by estimate (3.61c) of Lemma 3.8 and by interpolation we obtain
sup
yPR
∣
∣
∣Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
À
∥
∥
∥Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 1
2
`
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
À ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˜`2,δ` 1
2
` ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
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under the assumption that
Y
kˇ
2
]
` 5 ď k˜` 2 (which is already true under the previous constraints on indices
(4.35)). By integrating in time t over I, we infer that the term
ş
I
supyPR
∣
∣
∣Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∣
∣
∣
2
δ`1
dt can be bounded
by |||v|||2sol as well, and (4.70) upgrades toż
I
∥
∥
∥x´1Db
p1q
x Dypv ´ v0q ˆDb
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ` 3
2
dt À |||v|||4sol .
This concludes the proof of (4.61) for the case ρ “ δ ` 3
2
.
Estimates for N p2qpvq for ρ “ ´δ ` 5
2
. Here the terms to discuss are the contributions coming fromż
I
∥
∥
∥Dyq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qN p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘´2,´δ` 5
2
dt.
Recall that from the definition of the norm in (2.2),
‖f‖2
k˘´2,´δ` 5
2
“
ÿ
0ďj`j1ďk˘´2
∥
∥
∥D
j1
y D
j
xf
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
for a locally integrable f : p0,8qˆRÑ R, and we note that for j1 ě 1 the corresponding terms can be treated
like in the ρ “ ´δ ` 5
2
case of the bound for N p1qpvq. Therefore we may concentrate on the case j1 “ 0, i.e.,
ż
I
k˘´2ÿ
j“0
∥
∥
∥DjxDy q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qN p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt. (4.71)
Once more, we subdivide the discussion of the terms contributing to N p2qpvq according to the subdivision
given by the four lines of (4.14a).
The first line in (4.14a) for ρ “ ´δ ` 5
2
. As before, in this case the operator pDx ´ 1q in (4.71) cancels the
first line of (4.14a).
The second line in (4.14a) for ρ “ ´δ` 5
2
. Here, we observe that the Dx-derivatives appearing in (4.71) com-
mute with the factors v1 and pv0qy, the factor pDx´1q in (4.71) cancels v1x and q˜pDxq contains a Dx-factor,
which vanishes on v0. Thus by distributing the Dy-derivative in (4.71), we have to estimate terms of the formż
I
∥
∥Dyp1` v1q´4wmDbxqpDxqpDx ´ 2qpDx ´ 1qv
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt, (4.72)
where w P tv1, pv0qyu, 1 ď m ď 4, and 0 ď b ď k˘ ` 1. We consider separately the cases in which
(i) the Dy-derivative in (4.72) acts on one of the factors containing v1 and pv0qy,
(ii) the Dy-derivative in (4.72) acts on the factor containing v.
In case (i) we bound the resulting term from (4.72) by
∥
∥By
`p1` v1q´4wm˘∥∥2BC0pI;L2pRqq ˆ
ż
I
sup
yPR
∣
∣DbxqpDxqpDx ´ 2qpDx ´ 1qv
∣
∣
2
´δ`2 dt. (4.73)
We now estimate the second factor in (4.73):ż
I
sup
yPR
∣
∣DbxqpDxqpDx ´ 2qpDx ´ 1qv
∣
∣
2
´δ`2 dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥DbxqpDxqpDx ´ 2qpDx ´ 1qv
∥
∥
2
´δ` 3
2
dt`
ż
I
∥
∥DyD
b
xqpDxqpDx ´ 2qpDx ´ 1qv
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt
. À
ż
I
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,´δ` 3
2
dt`
ż
I
‖Dyq˜pDxqDxv‖2k˘`2,´δ` 5
2
dt
À |||v|||2sol , (4.74)
where we have used that q˜pDxqDx “ qpDxqpDx ´ 1q and in order for (4.74) to hold we require the condition
on indices k˘ ď kˇ, which is, however, a consequence of (4.42), and thus can be omitted.
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The second factor in (4.73) can be estimated according to
∥
∥By
`p1` v1q´4wm˘∥∥BC0pI;L2pRqq À ∥∥p1` v1q´4wm´1∥∥BC0pIˆRq ‖wy‖BC0pI;L2pRqq
` ∥∥p1 ` v1q´5wm
∥
∥
BC0pIˆRq ‖pv1qy‖BC0pI;L2pRqq .
With help of Lemma 3.8, i.e., by applying the bounds (3.61b) to ‖v1‖BC0pIˆRq and ‖pv0qy‖BC0pIˆRq, and the
bounds (3.61c) to ‖pv1qy‖BC0pI;L2pRqq and ‖pv0qyy‖BC0pI;L2pRqq, we arrive at
∥
∥By
`p1 ` v1q´4wm˘∥∥BC0pI;L2pRqq À |||v|||sol , (4.75)
valid under the hypotheses that |||v|||sol ď C´1 with C ą 0 sufficiently large. In this situation, estimates
(4.74) and (4.75) complete the treatment of case (i).
For case (ii), we may estimate the factors p1` v1q´1 and w as above, so thatż
I
∥
∥p1` v1q´4wmDyDbxqpDxqpDx ´ 2qpDx ´ 1qv
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt
À ∥∥p1` v1q´4wm
∥
∥
2
BC0pIˆRq ˆ
ż
I
∥
∥DyD
b
xqpDxqpDx ´ 2qpDx ´ 1qv
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt
À |||v|||2sol ˆ
ż
I
‖Dyq˜pDxqDxv‖2k˘`2,´δ` 5
2
dt À |||v|||4sol , (4.76)
under the condition that |||v|||sol ď C´1 for C ą 0 sufficiently large. Here, we have used Lemma 3.7 in the
forelast line, and we have employed the bound b ď k˘ ` 1. This concludes case (ii) and the discussion of the
second line from (4.14a), so that in summary we end up withż
I
∥
∥Dyp1 ` v1q´4wmDbxqpDxqpDx ´ 2qpDx ´ 1qv
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt À |||v|||4sol . (4.77)
The third line in (4.14a) for ρ “ ´δ ` 5
2
. In this case, by using the structure of this line, it suffices to treat
terms of the form ż
I
∥
∥DjxDyq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1q
`p1` v1q´3pv0qmy Dypv ´ v0q˘∥∥2´δ` 5
2
dt
for j ď k˘ ` 1 and 1 ď m ď 3. After distributing derivatives and noting that q˜pDxq contains a factor Dx,
which vanishes on v0, we reduce to discussing terms of the formż
I
∥
∥Dyp1` v1q´3pv0qmy DbxDyq˜pDxqDxv
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt, (4.78)
where 0 ď b ď k˘ ` 1. Again we consider separately the following cases
(i) the Dy-derivative in (4.78) acts on one of the factors containing v1 and pv0qy,
(ii) the Dy-derivative in (4.78) acts on the factor containing v.
Case (i) is treated as before in (4.73), and the only difference is that the new term corresponding to (4.74) has
now a Dy-factor replacing a pDx´ 2q-factor from (4.74). Case (ii) is treated as in (4.76), thereby concluding
the estimate of the third line of (4.14a), which is bounded by the same quantity as in (4.77).
The fourth line in (4.14a) for ρ “ ´δ ` 5
2
. For f given by the fourth line of (4.14a), we have to estimate
expressions of the form ż
I
∥
∥DjxDy q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt “
ż
I
∥
∥
∥g˜p4q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt (4.79)
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with 0 ď j ď k˘ ´ 2, and where g˜p4q is given by one of the following expressions, depending on the factor on
which the Dy-derivative in (4.79) falls:
g˜p4q “ p3` |τ |qp1 ` v1q´4´|τ |pv0q|ν|y ˆ pv1qy ˆ x2´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
x w
pjq, (4.80a)
g˜p4q “ |ν|p1` v1q´3´|τ |pv0q|ν|´1y ˆ pv0qyy ˆ x2´m
mą
j“1
Db
pjq
x w
pjq, (4.80b)
g˜p4q “ |ν|p1` v1q´3´|τ |pv0q|ν|y ˆDyDb
p1q
x w
p1q ˆ
mą
j“2
x´1Db
pjq
x w
pjq, (4.80c)
g˜p4q “ |ν|p1` v1q´3´|τ |pv0q|ν|y ˆ x´1Db
p1q
x w
p1q ˆDyDbp2qx wp2q ˆ
mą
j“3
x´1Db
pjq
x w
pjq, (4.80d)
where m “ |µ|` |τ |, |µ|` |τ | ď 4, 0 ď |ν| ď 4, and
wpjq P tDxpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq, Dypv ´ v0qu with 0 ď bp1q ď k˘ ` 6 and 0 ď bpjq ď
[
k˘
2
_
` 3 for j ě 2.
(4.80e)
We first consider (4.79) with g˜p4q given by (4.80a), where we useż
I
∥
∥
∥g˜
p4q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt À p3` |τ |q
∥
∥
∥p1` v1q´4´|τ |pv0q|ν|y
∥
∥
∥
2
BC0pIˆRq
ˆ ‖pv1qy‖2BC0pI;L2pRqq
ˆ
ż
I
sup
yPR
∣
∣
∣Db
p1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ`3
dtˆ
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
x w
pjq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
.
(4.81)
Here, we estimate the term
∥
∥
∥p1` v1q´4´|τ |pv0q|ν|y
∥
∥
∥
BC0pIˆRq
according to
∥
∥
∥p1` v1q´4´|τ |pv0q|ν|y
∥
∥
∥
BC0pIˆRq
ď
´
1´ ‖v1‖BC0pIˆRq
¯´4´|τ |
ˆ ‖pv0qy‖|ν|BC0pIˆRq
À `1´ C
2
|||v|||sol
˘´|τ | ˆ pC |||v|||solq|ν| ď `1´ C2 |||v|||sol˘´|τ |
for |||v|||sol ď C´1 with C ą 0 sufficiently large. Furthermore, ‖pv1qy‖BC0pI;L2pRqq ď C |||v|||sol by esti-
mate (3.61c) of Lemma 3.8 and
śm
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
x w
pjq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
ď `C
2
|||v|||sol
˘2pm´2q
for a sufficiently
large C by estimate (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8 under the condition that
Y
k˘
2
]
` 3 ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
, which is
already implied by condition (4.42). For the remaining factor, we estimate according toż
I
sup
yPR
∣
∣
∣D
bp1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∣
∣
∣
2
´δ`3
dt À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
bp1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 7
2
dt
`
ż
I
∥
∥
∥D
bp1q
x w
p1q ˆDyDb
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 7
2
dt
(4.82)
The first summand on the right-hand side of (4.82) can be treated as in (4.65), under the condition that
k˘ ď kˇ, which is already implied by (4.42). For the second summand, we writeż
I
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 7
2
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp1q
x w
p1q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ`2
dtˆ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´ 3
2Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Dyq˜pDxqDpbp1q´5q``1x wp1q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ`2
dtˆ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´ 3
2Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
, (4.83)
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where we have used Lemma 3.7 in the last line. The first factor in (4.83) is controlled by the k˘-contribution
to |||v|||2sol, and the second one is treated by interpolation as follows:
∥
∥
∥x´
3
2Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
À sup
tPI
∥
∥
∥Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
1,δ`1
ˆ sup
tPI
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
1,´δ`2
À sup
tPI
∥
∥
∥Db
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
1,δ`1
` sup
tPI
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
1,´δ`2
À sup
tPI
‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ,δ`1 ` sup
tPI
‖Dy q˜pDxqDxv‖2k˘,´δ`2 ,
(4.84)
where in the last line we have used Lemma 3.7 and that the factor pDx´ 1q, coming from q˜pDxq, annihilates
v1x and pv0qyx. The conditions on indices required for (4.84) to apply, reduce to
Y
k˘
2
]
ď kˇ ` 3, which is
already implied by (4.42). This concludes the bound for the second summand in (4.82).
The third summand in (4.82) can be estimated according toż
I
∥
∥
∥D
bp1q
x w
p1q ˆDyDb
p2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 7
2
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥x´
3
2Db
p1q
x w
p1q
∥
∥
∥
2
BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq
dtˆ sup
tPI
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp2q
x w
p2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ`2
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥x
´ 3
2Db
p1q
x w
p1q
∥
∥
∥
2
BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq
dtˆ sup
tPI
‖Dyq˜pDxqDxv‖2k˘,´δ`2 , (4.85)
where we have used Lemma 3.7 and the fact that v1x and pv0qyx are annihilated by q˜pDxq. The above second
factor directly appears in |||v|||2sol and the first factor is treated as follows:ż
I
∥
∥
∥x´
3
2Db
p1q
x w
p1q
∥
∥
∥
2
BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq
dt
À
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q
x w
p1q
∥
∥
∥
1,´δ` 3
2
ˆ
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp1q
x w
p1q
∥
∥
∥
1,δ` 3
2
dt
À
ż
I
‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,´δ` 3
2
dt`
ż
I
‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
dt, (4.86)
where in the last line we have used Lemma 3.7 and that v1x and pv0qyx are in the kernel of q˜pDxq. Fur-
thermore, we require constraints on indices that reduce to k˘ ` 1 ď kˇ, which, however, is implied by (4.42).
The bound (4.86) completes the treatment of (4.82) and thus of all factors in (4.81). Collecting all estimates
obtained so far, we conclude the treatment of g˜p4q given by (4.80a) and obtainż
I
∥
∥
∥g˜p4q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt À p3` |τ |q `1´ C
2
|||v|||sol
˘´|τ | `C
2
|||v|||sol
˘2m À m pC |||v|||solq2m (4.87)
under the condition that |||v|||sol ď C´1 and using |τ | ď m and |ν| ď 4.
The case where g˜p4q is given by (4.80b) is treated in exactly the same way, but with the role of the factor
pv1qy now taken over by pv0qyy. For g˜p4q given by (4.80c), we estimate according toż
I
∥
∥
∥g˜p4q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt À |ν|
∥
∥
∥p1` v1q´3´|τ |pv0q|ν|y
∥
∥
∥
2
BC0pIˆRq
ˆ
ż
I
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 7
2
dt
ˆ
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
x w
pjq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
,
(4.88)
where |ν|
∥
∥
∥p1` v1q´3´|τ |pv0q|ν|y
∥
∥
∥
2
BC0pIˆRq
and
śm
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x´1Db
pjq
x w
pjq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
can be teated as in the
case in which g˜p4q is given by (4.80a). The remaining factor
ş
I
∥
∥
∥DyD
bp1q
x w
p1q ˆDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 7
2
dt was already
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estimated in (4.83), so that under the condition that |||v|||sol ď C´1 and using the fact that |τ | ď m and
|ν| ď 4, (4.88) upgrades toż
I
∥
∥
∥g˜
p4q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt À `1´ C
2
|||v|||sol
˘´|τ | `C
2
|||v|||sol
˘2m ď pC |||v|||solq2m . (4.89)
For g˜p4q given by (4.80d), we have
ż
I
∥
∥
∥g˜p4q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 5
2
dt À |ν|
∥
∥
∥p1` v1q´3´|τ |pv0q|ν|y
∥
∥
∥
2
BC0pIˆRq
ˆ
ż
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q
x w
p1q ˆDyDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 7
2
dt
ˆ
mź
j“3
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣x
´1Db
pjq
x w
pjq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
BC0pIˆp0,8qˆRq
,
(4.90)
where the only difference compared to (4.88) is the factor
ş
I
∥
∥
∥Db
p1q
x w
p1q ˆDyDbp2qx wp2q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ` 7
2
dt, which is now
estimated as in (4.85) rather than (4.83). As a result, under the condition that |||v|||sol ď C´1 and again
using the fact that |τ | ď m and |ν| ď 4, (4.90) upgrades to the same bound as in (4.89).
This concludes the treatment of (4.80), and of the term N p2qpvq in the case ρ “ ´δ` 5
2
. Under the condition
that |||v|||sol ď C´1, the bounds (4.87) and (4.89) giveż
I
∥
∥
∥Dyq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qN p2qpvq
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘´2,´δ` 5
2
dt À m pC|||v|||solq2m . (4.91)
Conclusion of the estimates for
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p1qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
rhs
and
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p2qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
rhs
. We now sum estimate (4.45), the corre-
sponding estimates of the terms in (4.46), and estimates (4.54), (4.58), (4.62), (4.77) and (4.91) together
with the estimates coming from taking at least one Dy-derivative of N p2qpvq (see (4.46) and the discussion
thereafter) and from the estimation of the bounds (4.20) for the terms (4.5a) from
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p1qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
rhs
. We thus
find, under the condition that |||v|||sol ď C´1 as above,
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p1qpvq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
rhs
`
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p2qpvq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
rhs
À |||v|||4sol
8ÿ
m“2
cpmq pC |||v|||solq2pm´2q À |||v|||4sol. (4.92)
Here the number cpmq is a bound on the number of terms of fixed degree m in v appearing (4.20), and in
the above mentioned other estimates for N p2qpvq.
In order to bound cpmq, we note that due to the form of N p1qpvq and N p2qpvq, we can estimate the number
of terms of the form (4.20) by CmC , and similarly the total number of terms to be discussed for N p2qpvq is
bounded by CmC . As both cases are treated in a similar fashion, we discuss in detail the latter case, which
is more involved. First consider the index set I in (4.14), in which the possibly unbounded indices are τ2, τ3,
and τ4, for which we have the control |τ | ď m. Since the total number of partitions of m into three integers
is 1
2
pm` 1qpm` 2q, the number of terms with a total of m factors is growing like Cm2. The contributions
to N p2qpvq from the remaining parts of (4.14a) give at most C terms.
To each of these terms, we then distribute derivatives coming from the definition of the |||¨|||rhs-norm, i.e., we
apply κ derivatives with κ as in (4.22c). The sum of coefficients of the terms obtained after this operation
is bounded by
cpmq ď m
ˆ
Cm2 ` κ
κ
˙
À mC , (4.93)
where the extra factorm comes from the the bound (4.91), and again C P N only depends on k, k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ.
Due to the bound (4.93) on cpmq, the condition |||v|||sol ď C´1 ensures that the series appearing in (4.92) is
convergent by the root test. This justifies the last inequality in (4.92) and thus we have
|||N pvq|||rhs À |||v|||2sol for |||v|||sol ! 1. (4.94)
Conclusion of the proof. In order to pass from (4.94) to the general bound (4.16), we consider the multilinear
terms into which we have decomposed the nonlinearity in the above arguments. We note that for an m-linear
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form M
`
wp1q, . . . , wpmq
˘
we have the decomposition
M
´
wp1,1q, . . . , wpm,1q
¯
´M
´
wp1,2q, . . . , wpm,2q
¯
“
mÿ
j“1
M
´
wp1,1q, . . . , wpj´1,1q, wpj,1q ´ wpj,2q, wpj`1,2q, . . . , wpm,2q
¯
. (4.95)
This decomposition can be applied for M and m corresponding to
(i) the summands in (4.5a) that contribute to the expression of
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p1qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣2
sol
, the terms of the sum con-
tributing to
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p2qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣
sol
on which at least one Dy-derivative (coming from definition (2.2) of the
norm ‖¨‖κ,ρ) acts, and the summands coming from
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N p2qpvq∣∣∣∣∣∣2
sol
with weights ρ P  ´δ ` 1
2
,´δ ` 5
2
(
,
(ii) the terms (4.49), (4.56a), (4.59), and (4.80), which give the contributions gp2q, gp3q, gp4q, and g˜p4q to
N p2qpvq for the weights ρ P  δ ` 1
2
,˘δ ` 3
2
,´δ ` 5
2
(
. The latter come from those terms in the norms
‖¨‖κ,ρ, in which only Dx-derivatives are distributed.
This increases the final coefficients in our estimates, such as cpmq appearing in (4.92), by a factor of at most
m, which is still controllable with the same strategy explained after (4.92).
As an example of how to use the expression (4.95), we treat terms of the form h :“ p1` v1q´4v1qpDxqpDx´
2qpv ´ v0 ´ v1xq, which is a special case of (4.49), in more detail. The other cases are treated analogously.
If we denote by hpjq the versions of the term h with v “ vpjq for j “ 1, 2, and by h˜pjq the terms coming from
the factor qpDxqpDx ´ 2qpvpjq ´ vpjq0 ´ vpjq1 xq with v “ vpjq for j “ 1, 2, then
hp1q ´ hp2q “
´
1` vp1q1
¯´4 ´
1` vp2q1
¯´4
v
p1q
1 h˜
p1q
ˆ´
1` vp2q1
¯4
´
´
1` vp1q1
¯4˙
`
´
1` vp2q1
¯´4 ´
v
p1q
1 ´ vp2q1
¯
h˜p1q `
´
1` vp2q1
¯´4
v
p2q
1
´
h˜p1q ´ h˜p2q
¯
,
where for the factors
`
1` vpjq˘´4 and vpjq1 with j “ 1, 2 and h˜pjq we may use the same bounds as in (4.50),
(4.51) and (4.53), respectively, while for the differencesˆ´
1` vp2q1
¯4
´
´
1` vp1q1
¯4˙
,
´
v
p1q
1 ´ vp2q1
¯
and
´
wp1q ´ wp2q
¯
we use (4.95) and then employ bounds analogous to those in (4.50), (4.51) and (4.53) again. From the above
we directly deduce a bound of the form (4.16) in this case.
Finally, we recall and simplify the conditions we have required on the indices. We have assumed that (4.27)
holds, then we have imposed conditions (4.35), (4.42), and the conditions k ě max
!
k˜ ` 4, kˇ ` 6, k˘ ` 5
)
,
k˜ ě 3, kˇ ě 4, and k˘ ě 4, which summarize the requirements of Lemmata 3.4, 3.5, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13. The
combination of these constraints gives
max
!
k˜, kˇ ` 2, k˘ ` 1
)
` 4 ď k,
Z
k ` 1
2
^
` 3 ď min
!
k˜, kˇ
)
,
[
k˜
2
_
` 7 ď min
!
k˜, kˇ
)
,
Z
kˇ
2
^
` 7 ď min
!
k˜, kˇ
)
, k˘ ` 8 ď min
!
k˜, kˇ
)
, 4 ď k˘.
These conditions are equivalent to
max
"
13,
Z
k ` 1
2
^
` 3, k˘ ` 8
*
ď min
!
k˜, kˇ
)
, max
!
k˜, kˇ ` 2
)
` 4 ď k, 4 ď k˘,
which are our assumed condition (2.4) of Assumptions 2.1. 
4.3. Well-posedness, a-priori estimates, and stability for the nonlinear equation.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Throughout the proof, all estimates and constants only depend on k, k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ.
We also use the equivalence of |||¨|||Sol and |||¨|||sol on the time interval I “ r0,8q (cf. Lemma 3.6) without
further mention.
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Existence. We fix ε ą 0 to be determined later, and consider a locally integrable vp0q : p0,8q ˆRÑ R with
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ď ε, like in the assumption of the theorem. Then we will work in the spaces
Sε1,vp0q :“
!
v : p0,8q2 ˆ RÑ R locally integrable: |||v|||sol ď ε1, v|t“0 “ vp0q
)
, (4.96a)
Rε1 :“
 
f : p0,8q2 ˆ RÑ R locally integrable: |||f |||rhs ď ε1
(
, (4.96b)
where ε1 ą 0 will be fixed later. In order to show that Sε1,vp0q is nonempty for ε ą 0 small enough, we
first apply Proposition 3.19 with f “ 0 and vp0q as above, and consider the so obtained solution v. Due to
estimate (3.102), we obtain that
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ď ε implies |||v|||sol ď Cε, which for ε ď C´1ε1 implies that such
v belongs to Sε1,vp0q . Below we impose this constraint on ε throughout.
Consider the maps
N : Sε1,vp0q Ñ Rε1 , Tvp0q : Rε1 Ñ Sε1,vp0q ,
where to every v P Sε1,vp0q the nonlinear operator N (explicitly defined in (1.19)) associates the nonlinear
right-hand side of our equation (1.16a), and to f P Rε1 the linear operator Tvp0q associates the solution to
the linearized equation (1.21a), as given by Proposition 3.19.
By Proposition 4.1 for the case vp1q “ v, vp2q “ 0, we find that if ε1 is chosen sufficiently small, we have
|||N pvq|||rhs À |||v|||2sol, (4.97)
which shows that N maps Sε1,vp0q to Rε1 if 0 ă ε1 ! 1. Similarly, by the maximal-regularity estimate (3.102)
from Proposition 3.19, we find that for any locally integrable vp0q : p0,8q ˆRÑ R such that ∥∥vp0q∥∥
init
ă 8
and for any locally integrable f : p0,8q2 ˆ RÑ R with |||f |||rhs ă 8, we have the bound
|||Tvp0qpfq|||sol À
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
init
` |||f |||rhs, (4.98)
and thus Tvp0q also maps Rε1 to Sε1,vp0q if ε
1 ! 1 and if ∥∥vp0q∥∥
init
ď ε ! ε1, which can be ensured up to
diminishing ε1 and ε. Under this last condition, we may define the self-map
Tvp0q :“ Tvp0q ˝N : Sε1,vp0q Ñ Sε1,vp0q , (4.99)
and in order to prove the existence part of our theorem it will suffice to prove that, for ε1, ε ą 0 small enough,
the operator Tvp0q has a fixed point in Sε1,vp0q for each v
p0q such that
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ď ε. To this aim we note that,
again by Propositions 3.19 and (4.16), we may write for any given vp1q, vp2q P Sε1,vp0q ,
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Tvp0q
´
vp1q
¯
´ Tvp0q
´
vp1q
¯∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
(4.98), (4.99)
À
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣N
´
vp1q
¯
´N
´
vp2q
¯∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
rhs
(4.16)
À
´∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p1q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
`
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
¯ ∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p1q ´ vp2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
(4.96a)
ď 2ε1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p1q ´ vp2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
.
Thus for ε1 ą 0 small enough there exists a choice of ε ą 0 such that that Tvp0q is indeed a contraction, and
therefore it allows for a fixed point. The property that
Tvp0qpvq “ v (4.100)
directly establishes the existence part of the theorem, in view of the definition (4.99).
A-priori bounds. We now use the above definitions and estimates to find
|||v|||sol
(4.100)“ |||Tvp0q pvq|||sol
(4.99)“ |||Tvp0q pN pvqq|||sol
(4.98)
ď C1
´∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
init
` |||N pvq|||rhs
¯ (4.97)
ď C2
´∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
init
` |||v|||2sol
¯
,
with constants Cj . Fixing ε
1 ă 1
C2
we can absorb the last term above to the left obtaining
|||v|||sol ď
1
1´ C2ε1
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
init
,
which gives the a-priori bound (2.5).
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Uniqueness. Assume that for a given vp0q as in the statement of the theorem, there exist two different
finite-norm solutions vp1q and vp2q to our equation, where we assume that vp1q is the previously constructed
one meeting the a-priori estimate
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣vp1q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol
À ∥∥vp0q∥∥
init
ď ε. Then due to the continuity in time as
proved in Corollary 3.14 we find that there exists a maximal time t˚ such that vp1qpt, x, yq “ vp2qpt, x, yq on
r0, t˚s ˆ p0,8q ˆ R and vp1qpt˚ ` t, ¨, ¨q ‰ vp2qpt˚ ` t, ¨, ¨q for all t ą 0 small enough. Then using the traces
vp1q|t“t˚ “ vp2q|t“t˚ as initial data for our equation on Iτ :“ rt˚, t˚` τq and using the norms |||¨|||sol,τ defined
like in (3.54), but where the interval in (3.54) is chosen to be I :“ Iτ , we have by (4.1), (4.98), and (4.99)
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p1q ´ vp2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol,τ
“
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣Tvp0q
´
vp1q
¯
´ Tvp0q
´
vp2q
¯∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol,τ
À
ˆ∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p1q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol,τ
`
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol,τ
˙ ∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
p1q ´ vp2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol,τ
. (4.101)
However, due to the last item of Corollary 3.14, we have for j “ 1, 2 that
lim
τŒt˚
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣v
pjq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sol,τ
(2.1),(3.54)“
∥
∥
∥v
pjq|t“t˚
∥
∥
∥
init
(2.5)
À
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
init
ď ε,
which for 0 ă ε ! 1 contradicts (4.101), concluding the proof of uniqueness.
Stability. As a consequence of the bound |||v|||sol ă 8 for the solution, by using the first item of Corollary 3.14,
the stability property limtÑ`8 ‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init “ 0 directly follows. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Appendix A. Coordinate transformations
A.1. Transformation onto a fixed domain. In this appendix, we transform problem (1.1) via the change
of variables (1.9). First note that for a function f “ fpt, y, zq, the gradient of the transformed function
f˜pt, x, yq :“ f pt, y, Zpt, x, yqq is given by:¨
˝ f˜tf˜x
f˜y
˛
‚“
¨
˝ft ` fzZtfzZx
fy ` fzZy
˛
‚“
¨
˝1 0 Zt0 0 Zx
0 1 Zy
˛
‚¨
¨
˝ftfy
fz
˛
‚. (A.1)
By inverting the matrix, we can read off the transformation of derivatives from those of f to those of f˜ as
Bt ÞÑ Bt ´ ZtFBx, where F :“ Z´1x , (A.2a)
By ÞÑ By ´GBx, where G :“ Z´1x Zy, (A.2b)
Bz ÞÑ FBx. (A.2c)
Combining (1.9) and (A.2) we find for (1.1a)
pBt ´ FZtBxqx 32 `
`pBy ´GBxqx3pBy ´GBxq ` FBxx3FBx˘ `pBy ´GBxq2 ` pFBxq2˘x 32 “ 0 (A.3)
for t, x ą 0 and y P R. Now we may use that
`pBy ´GBxq2 ` pFBxq2˘x 32 “ 3
2x
1
2
`´DyG`G `Dx ` 12˘G` F `Dx ` 12˘F ˘ ,
with Dx “ xBx and Dy “ xBy (cf. (1.13)). Next, we observe that`pBy ´GBxqx3pBy ´GBxq ` FBxx3FBx˘x´ 12 “ x 12 `D2y ´DyG `Dx ´ 12˘´GDy `Dx ` 32˘
`G `Dx ` 32˘G `Dx ´ 12˘` F `Dx ` 32˘F `Dx ´ 12˘˘
and as a result equation (A.3) turns into (1.11).
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A.2. Advection velocity and expansions near the contact line. We recall that, with the notations
introduced in (A.2), and given the definition (1.1c) of the velocity V under which the height h
(1.9)“ x 32 of
our fluid is advected via (1.1a), we obtain
V :“ h∇∆h “ h
ˆBy
Bz
˙`B2y ` B2z˘h “ x 32
ˆBy ´GBx
FBx
˙´
pBy ´GBxq2 ` pFBxq2
¯
x
3
2
“ 3
2
x
1
2
ˆ
Dy ´GDx
FDx
˙
x´
1
2
`´DyG`G `Dx ` 12˘G` F `Dx ` 12˘F ˘
“ 3
2
ˆ
Dy ´G
`
Dx ´ 12
˘
F
`
Dx ´ 12
˘ ˙ `´DyG`G `Dx ` 12˘G` F `Dx ` 12˘F ˘looooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“:P
. (A.4)
We note that the traveling-wave profile ZTW “ x´ 38 t meets pZTWqx “ 1 and pZTWqy “ 0. Using the power
series (2.6) valid as xŒ 0, we expand the expression of V as xŒ 0 into powers of x (cf. (2.16)), i.e., almost
everywhere
V pt, y, Zpt, x, yqq “ V0pt, yq ` Vβpt, yqxβ ` V1pt, yqx` o
`
x1`δ
˘
as xŒ 0. (A.5)
Now we separate the terms based on formulas (A.2) and (1.15), i.e., F “ p1` vxq´1 and G “ vyp1` vxq´1.
With the notation as in (1.24) or (2.6), we obtain almost everywhere
DℓF “ Dℓ
ˆ
1
1` v1 ´
p1` βqv1`β
p1` v1q2 x
β ´ 2v2p1` v1q2 x
˙
` opx1`δq, (A.6a)
DℓG “ Dℓ
ˆ pv0qy
1` v1 ´
p1` βqpv0qyv1`β
p1` v1q2 x
β `
ˆ pv1qy
1` v1 ´
2pv0qyv2
p1` v1q2
˙
x
˙
` opx1`δq (A.6b)
as xŒ 0, where we need to allow for |ℓ| ď 2. With P defined as in (A.4) and DℓP “ Dℓ`P0`Pβxβ`P1x˘`
opx1`δq for |ℓ| ď 1, a straight-forward computation gives
P0 “ 1
2
pv0q2y ` 1
p1` v1q2 , (A.7a)
Pβ “ ´
p1` βq2v1`β
`pv0q2y ` 1˘
p1` v1q3 , (A.7b)
P1 “ ´pv0qyy
1` v1 ` 3
pv0qypv1qy
p1` v1q2 ´ 4
`pv0q2y ` 1˘ v2
p1` v1q3 . (A.7c)
We then find by a direct computation that (A.5) holds with Vβ “ 0, thus confirming (2.16). More precisely,
we find the following expressions for V0, Vβ , and V1:
V0 “ 3
8
1` pv0q2y
p1 ` v1q3
ˆpv0qy
´1
˙
, Vβ “
ˆ
0
0
˙
, (A.8a)
V1 “ 3
8
¨
˝6pv0qypv0qyyp1`v1q2 ´ p6`9pv0q2yqpv1qyp1`v1q3 ` 6ppv0q3y`pv0qyqv2p1`v1q4
´ 2pv0qyyp1`v1q2 `
6pv0qypv1qy
p1`v1q3 ´
6ppv0q2y`1qv2
p1`v1q4
˛
‚. (A.8b)
Due to the advection equation (1.1c), if Bth ą 0u is at time t “ 0 the graph
Γ0 :“
!´
y, Z
p0q
0 pyq
¯
: y P R
)
,
then the advected contact line at time t, which we denote Γt :“ Bth ą 0u, can be parameterized by
Γt “ tpY pt, yq, Zpt, yqq : y P Ru, (A.9)
and the above parameterization evolves under the advection equation (2.15).
We claim that we may express Γt as the graph of a regular function, i.e., that there exists a regular function
Z0 : r0,8q ˆ RÑ R which satisfies Z0p0, yq “ Zp0q0 pyq and
Γt “ tpy, Z0pt, yqq : y P Ru for all t ě 0. (A.10)
To obtain (A.10), note that under the condition that
sup
tPI
|pv0qy|BC0pRyq ă 8, (A.11)
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the velocity V0 is never perpendicular to the z-axis during our time-evolution. As a consequence of the
advection equation Bth `∇y,z ¨ phV q “ 0 we also find that V0 remains always orthogonal to Bth ą 0u, and
thus this set remains a graph at all times. As a result of the regularity of V0 we also find that Bth ą 0u remains
regular at all times. We may ensure arbitrarily high regularity depending on the parameters k˜, kˇ, and k˘ in
our norms according to the bounds (2.7), proved in Lemma 3.8, though the question of smoothing of the free
boundary is not investigated here. The above sufficient condition (A.11) is obtained from
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă ε which
we assumed in Theorem 2.2 due to our main estimate (2.5), coupled with the bound (3.61a) of Lemma 3.8.
In order to invert the hodograph transform and to pass from the understanding of the function v to that of
h, we use the formulas
z˜pt, x, yq :“ Zpt, x, yq ´ Z0pt, yq “
ż x
0
Zxpt, x1, yqdx1, Zx “ pZTWqx ` vx “ 1` vx. (A.12)
From the expansion in powers of x in (2.6) we find almost everywhere
z˜ “ p1` v1qx ` v1`βx1`β ` v2x2 ` o
`
x2`δ
˘
as xŒ 0, (A.13)
from which we infer that z˜pt, x, yq is strictly monotone in x as x Œ 0 and satisfies z˜pt, x, yq Ñ 0 as xŒ 0.
Furthermore, we can invert (A.13) for x in a neighborhood of 0 and find almost everywhere
x “ 1
1` v1 z˜ ´
v1`β
p1` v1q2`β z˜
1`β ´ v2p1` v1q3 z˜
2 ` o `z˜2`δ˘ (A.14a)
“ z˜
1` v1
ˆ
1´ v1`βp1` v1q1`β z˜
β ´ v2p1 ` v1q2 z˜ ` o
`
z˜1`δ
˘˙
(A.14b)
as z˜ Œ 0 and using this in the hodograph transform (1.9), we find via the Taylor expansion of x 32 near x “ 1
that almost everywhere
hpt, y, Zpt, x, yqq “ x 32 “ z˜
3
2
p1` v1q 32
ˆ
1´ 3
2
v1`β
p1` v1q1`β z˜
β ´ 3
2
v2
p1 ` v1q2 z˜ ` o
`
z˜1`δ
˘˙
(A.15)
as z˜ Œ 0 holds true. Now (A.10), (A.12), and (A.15) allow to re-write the equations expressing the evolution
of the moving interface Z0pt, yq starting at Zp0q0 pyq in the original coordinates, leading to (2.14). We thus
observe that up to factoring the traveling-wave profile z˜
3
2 the function h has the same form as v itself, and
the supremum norm bounds on v1, v1`β , and v2 give bounds on the coefficients of h as well.
Appendix B. Proofs of auxiliary results
B.1. Proofs of the norm-equivalence lemmata.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Throughout the proof, estimates depend on k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ. Then the condition
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă 8 allows to verify the conditions of Lemma 3.7 and to use estimate (3.59) with ρ “ ´δ´ 1
2
´ ℓy
and γ “ 0 in
∥
∥
∥Dyv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,´δ
„
∥
∥
∥Byvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,´δ´1
“
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˜´1
∥
∥Bℓy`1y Dℓxx v
∥
∥
2
´δ´1´ℓy
(3.59)
À
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˜´1
∥
∥Bℓy`1y Dℓx`1x v
∥
∥
2
´δ´1´ℓy „
∥
∥
∥ByDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,´δ´1
„
∥
∥
∥DyDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,´δ
ď
∥
∥
∥Dxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,´δ
, (B.1)
where we have additionally used the fact that By commutes with Dx. In order to apply Lemma 3.7, we infer
that Bℓy`1y Dℓxx vp0q pxnq Ñ 0 as nÑ8 for all pℓy, ℓyq P N20 with ℓx ` ℓy ď k˜ ´ 1 and a sequence pxnqnPN with
xn Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, because
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y Dℓxx vp0q
∥
∥
∥
´δ´2´ℓy
À ∥∥vp0q∥∥
k,´δ´1 ď
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă 8, where we have used
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k ě k˜. Applying estimate (3.59) of We further obtain
∥
∥
∥DyDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,δ
„
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˜´1
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y Dℓx`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ´1´ℓy
(3.59)
À
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˜´1
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y pDx ´ 1´ βqDmaxtℓx´1,0u`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ´1´ℓy
(3.59)
À
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˜´1
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y pDx ´ 1q pDx ´ 1´ βqDmaxtℓx´2,0u`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ´1´ℓy
(3.59)
À
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˜´1
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y
`
Dx ` β ´ 12
˘ pDx ´ 1q pDx ´ 1´ βqDmaxtℓx´3,0u`1x vp0q∥∥∥2
δ´1´ℓy
(3.59)
À
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˜´1
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y q˜pDxqDmaxtℓx´4,0u`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ´1´ℓy
„
∥
∥
∥Dy q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜´1,δ
ď
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,δ
ď
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
init
, (B.2)
where we have utilized Lemma 3.7 with ρ “ δ ´ 1
2
´ ℓy and the choices γ “ 1` β, 1,´β ` 12 ,´ 12 for ℓy ě 1,
and γ “ 1` β, 1,´β ` 1
2
and γ “ ´ 1
2
for ℓy “ 0. We first verify that, for a sequence pxnqnPN with xn Ñ 8
as nÑ8 there holds, almost everyhwhere in y P R,
x´1´βn Bℓy`1y Dℓx`1x vp0q pxn, yq Ñ 0, x´1n Bℓy`1y pDx ´ 1´ βqDmaxtℓx´1,0u`1x vp0q pxn, yq Ñ 0,
and
x
β´ 1
2
n Bℓy`1y pDx ´ 1q pDx ´ 1´ βqDmaxtℓx´2,0u`1x vp0q pxn, yq Ñ 0 as nÑ8
for all pℓx, ℓyq P N20 with ℓx ` ℓy ď k˜ ´ 1, as well as
x
1
2
nBℓy`1y
`
Dx ` β ´ 12
˘ pDx ´ 1q pDx ´ 1´ βqDmaxtℓx´1,0u`1x vp0q pxn, yq Ñ 0 as nÑ8
if ℓy ě 1. In order to prove these asymptotics, we use the bound
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y Dℓx`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
´δ´2´ℓy
`
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y pDx ´ 1´ βqDmaxtℓx´1,0u`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
´δ´2´ℓy
`
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y pDx ´ 1q pDx ´ 1´ βqDmaxtℓx´2,0u`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
´δ´2´ℓy
À
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
k,´δ´1
ď
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
init
ă 8
and in the last case, for ℓy ě 1,
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y
`
Dx ` β ´ 12
˘ pDx ´ 1q pDx ´ 1´ βqDmaxtℓx´3,0u`1x vp0q∥∥∥´δ´2´ℓy À
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
k,´δ´1
ď
∥
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
∥
init
ă 8,
which requires k ě k˜ ` 4. In order to verify the remaining condition
x
1
2
nw pxn, yq Ñ 0 as nÑ8
for w :“ By
`
Dx ` β ´ 12
˘ pDx ´ 1q pDx ´ 1´ βqDmaxtℓx´3,0u`1x vp0q, for all ℓx P N0 with ℓx ď k˜ ´ 1 and a
sequence pxnqnPN with xn Ñ 0 as nÑ8 almost everyhwere in y P R, we note that
∥
∥
`
Dx ` 12
˘
w
∥
∥
δ´1 ď
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
k˜,δ
ď
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
init
ă 8,
which implies
x
1
2
nw pxn, yq “ w´ 1
2
pyq `
ż xn
0
x
1
2
``
Dx ` 12
˘
w
˘ px, yq dx
x
Ñ w´ 1
2
pyq as nÑ8,
because
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
ż xn
0
x
1
2
``
Dx ` 12
˘
w
˘ px, yq dx
x
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
ď
ˆż xn
0
x4´2δ
dx
x
˙ 1
2 ∣
∣
`
Dx ` 12
˘
vp¨, yq∣∣
δ´1 Ñ 0 as nÑ8
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for a sequence pxnqnPN such that xn Ñ 0 as nÑ8 almost everywhere in y P R. On the other hand,
w´ 1
2
“ pβ ´ 1q `´ 3
2
˘ `´ 3
2
´ β˘ `´ 1
2
˘maxtℓx´3,0u ´
Dxv
p0q
¯
´ 1
2
and
∥
∥Dxv
p0q∥∥
k˜,´δ ď
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă 8, which ensures `Dxvp0q˘´ 1
2
“ 0 almost everywhere, and therefore
x
1
2
nwpxn, yq Ñ 0 as nÑ8 almost everywhere in y P R.
Similarly to (B.2) and (B.1), we obtain the bounds
∥
∥
∥D2yv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ´2,´δ`1
À
∥
∥
∥DyDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ´1,´δ`1
À
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ,´δ`1
, (B.3a)
∥
∥
∥D2yDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ´2,δ`1
À
∥
∥
∥Dy q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ´1,δ`1
À
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ,δ`1
, (B.3b)
∥
∥
∥D3yv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
k˘´2,´δ`2
À
∥
∥
∥D2yDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
k˘´1,´δ`2
À
∥
∥
∥Dyq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
k˘,´δ`2
. (B.3c)
Inequalities (B.3a), (B.3b), (B.3c), together with the definition (3.55) directly allow to conclude. The proofs
are briefly detailed below.
Proof of (B.3a). For the first estimate, we have
∥
∥
∥D
2
yv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,´δ`1
„
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďkˇ´2
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`2y Dℓxx vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ´1´ℓy
(3.59)
À
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďkˇ´2
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`2y Dℓx`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ´1´ℓy
„
∥
∥
∥D2yDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,´δ`1
ď
∥
∥
∥DyDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´1,´δ`1
,
where we used (3.59) from Lemma 3.7, with γ “ 0 and ρ “ ´δ ´ 1
2
´ ℓy for ℓy ě 0. The hypotheses of
the lemma hold due to the bounds
∥
∥B2yvp0q
∥
∥
kˇ´2,´δ`1 À
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
k,´δ´1 ď
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
ă 8, for which we require
k ě kˇ.
For the second estimate in (B.3a), we start by writing
∥
∥
∥DyDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´1,´δ`1
„
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďkˇ´1
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y Dℓx`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ´ℓy
,
from which we proceed like for (B.2), and this time we apply (3.59) with ρ “ ´δ ` 1
2
´ ℓy, and with the
choices γ “ 1`β, 1,´β` 1
2
,´ 1
2
for ℓy ě 1 and γ “ 1`β, 1 and γ “ ´β` 12 ,´ 12 for ℓy “ 0. The justification
of the hypotheses of Lemma 3.7 are then anologous, and lead to the condition k ě kˇ ` 4.
Proof of (B.3b). For the first estimate, we obtain
∥
∥
∥D2yDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,δ`1
„
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďkˇ´2
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`2y Dℓx`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ´1´ℓy
(3.59)
À
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`2y q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ´1´ℓy
„
∥
∥
∥D
2
y q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´2,δ`1
ď
∥
∥
∥Dyq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´1,δ`1
.
Here, we have applied Lemma 3.7 with ρ “ δ ´ 1
2
´ ℓy and with the same subdivision of cases for γ and γ
depending on ℓy as for (B.2). In order to prove the hypotheses of decay at infinity required for Lemma 3.7,
we again use the finiteness of
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
k,´δ´1, to do which we need the condition k ě kˇ ` 4.
For the second estimate in (B.3b), we start from
∥
∥
∥Dyq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
kˇ´1,δ`1
„
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďkˇ´1
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`1y q˜pDxqDℓx`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
δ´ℓy
,
and then we apply again Lemma 3.7, this time with ρ “ δ ` 1
2
´ ℓy and γ “ 2, 3. In order to justify the
application of the lemma, now we need to require k ě kˇ ` 6.
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Proof of (B.3c). For the first estimate we write
∥
∥
∥D
3
yv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘´2,´δ`2
„
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˘´2
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`3y Dℓxx vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ´1´ℓy
(3.59)
À
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˘´2
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`3y Dℓx`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ´1´ℓy
„
∥
∥
∥D2yDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘´1,´δ`2
,
for which, as before, we have applied Lemma 3.7 with γ “ 0 and ρ “ ´δ´ 1
2
´ ℓy, to justify which, as above,
we require k ě k˘ ` 2. For the second estimate in (B.3b) we write, along the same lines as above,
∥
∥
∥D2yDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘´1,´δ`2
„
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˘´1
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`2y Dℓx`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ´ℓy
(3.59)
À
ÿ
0ďℓx`ℓyďk˘´1
∥
∥
∥Bℓy`2y q˜pDxqDℓx`1x vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
´δ´ℓy
„
∥
∥
∥Dy q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˘,´δ`2
,
where we applied Lemma 3.7 with ρ “ ´δ` 1
2
´ℓy and with γ “ 1`β, 1,´β` 12 ,´ 12 if ℓy ě 1 and γ “ 1`β, 1
and γ “ ´β ` 1
2
,´ 1
2
if ℓy “ 0, which in both cases are justified similarly as for (B.2) if k ě k˘ ` 5.

Proof of Lemma 3.5. Throughout the proof, estimates depend on k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ. The proof follows the same
lines as the one of Lemma 3.4. By using the hypothesis |||f |||rhs ă 8, we find that almost everywhere in time
t P I the norms of the form ‖¨‖κ,α appearing in the time intervals defining |||¨|||rhs are all finite. At such fixed
t, we apply again repeatedly Lemma 3.7. In the present case, all roots γ and γ of polynomials in Dx that
appear during the proof are increased by 1, while the weights ρ to be used are increased by 1
2
. Furthermore,
all the indices k, k˜, kˇ, and k˘ are shifted by ´2 compared to that case The subdivision into cases depending
on ℓy presents terms that can be treated by the same strategy as in Lemma 3.4 and the relative bounds
between indices do not change.
‖Dyf‖k˜´3,´δ` 1
2
À ‖pDx ´ 1qf‖k˜´2,´δ` 1
2
, (B.4a)
‖DypDx ´ 1qf‖k˜´3,δ` 1
2
À ‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖k˜´2,δ` 1
2
, (B.4b)
∥
∥D2yf
∥
∥
kˇ´4,´δ` 3
2
À ‖DypDx ´ 1qf‖kˇ´3,´δ` 3
2
À ‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖kˇ´2,´δ` 3
2
, (B.4c)
∥
∥D2ypDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
kˇ´4,δ` 3
2
À ‖Dy q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖kˇ´3,δ` 3
2
(B.4d)
À ‖pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
, (B.4e)
∥
∥D3yf
∥
∥
k˘´4,´δ` 5
2
À ∥∥D2ypDx ´ 1qf
∥
∥
k˘´3,´δ` 5
2
À ‖Dyq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖k˘´2,´δ` 5
2
. (B.4f)
By comparing estimates (B.4) to the definitions (2.19) and (3.56) of the norms |||¨|||rhs and |||¨|||1rhs, the thesis
follows. The justification of (B.4) mainly follows the proof Lemma 3.4. We summarize the case discussions
as follows, where in each case we use the norm ‖f‖k´2,´δ´ 1
2
to justify the application of Lemma 3.7:
‚ For (B.4a) we choose γ “ 1 for all ℓy ě 0, where ρ “ ´δ ´ ℓy, and the hypotheses of Lemma 3.7 are
verified under the constraint on indices k ě k˜.
‚ For (B.4b) we choose γ “ 2` β, 2,´β` 3
2
, 1
2
for all ℓy ě 0, where ρ “ δ´ ℓy, under the requirement
k ě k˜ ` 4.
‚ For (B.4c) we choose for the first estimate γ “ 1 for all ℓy ě 0, where ρ “ ´δ ´ ℓy. For the second
one we choose γ “ 2` β, 2,´β ` 3
2
, 1
2
for all ℓy ě 1, and γ “ 2` β, 2 and γ “ ´β ` 32 , 12 for ℓy “ 0,
where ρ “ ´δ` 1´ ℓy. Here, we require the constraint k ě kˇ ` 4, and in case ℓy “ 0 for the case γ,
we use finiteness of ‖pDx ´ 1qf‖k˜´2,´δ` 1
2
to justify the application of Lemma 3.7.
‚ For (B.4d) we choose γ “ 2 ` β, 2,´β ` 3
2
, 1
2
for all ℓy ě 0, where ρ “ δ ´ ℓy, and we require the
constraint on indices k ě kˇ ` 4.
‚ For (B.4e) we choose γ “ 3, 4 for ρ “ δ ` 1´ ℓy, and we require the constraint k ě kˇ ` 6.
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‚ For (B.4f) we proceed with the same case subdivision and justifications as for (B.4c), with k˘ replacing
kˇ but with the same justification of the cases γ via the term ‖pDx ´ 1qf‖k˜´2,´δ` 1
2
. The requirement
on indices which we need is k ě k˘ ` 5, coming from the discussion of γ.

Proof of Lemma 3.6. Throughout the proof, estimates depend on k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ. First, we recall the definition
(3.19) of the norms used to define the norm |||v|||sol:
|||w|||2ℓ,γ “ sup
tPr0,8q
‖w‖2ℓ,γ `
ż 8
0
‖w‖2ℓ´2,γ´1
2
dt`
ż 8
0
‖w‖2ℓ`2,γ` 1
2
dt.
Thus, by applying (3.58) of Lemma 3.3 we can absorb the supremum terms from the formula (3.54) into the
integral terms. Next, like in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we use Lemma 3.7 for the choices
pw, κ, αq P tpBtv, 0, 0q, pv, 4, 1qu .
In this case, we can prove the following bounds if the norms appearing on the right-hand side are finite:
‖Dyw‖k˜´3`κ,´δ´ 1
2
`α À ‖Dxw‖k˜´2`κ,´δ´ 1
2
`α, (B.5a)
‖DyDxw‖k˜´3`κ,δ´ 1
2
`α À ‖q˜pDxqDxw‖k˜´2`κ,δ´ 1
2
`α, (B.5b)
∥
∥D2yw
∥
∥
kˇ´4`κ,´δ` 1
2
`α À ‖DyDxw‖kˇ´3`κ,´δ` 12`α À ‖q˜pDxqDxw‖kˇ´2`κ,´δ` 12`α, (B.5c)
∥
∥D2yDxw
∥
∥
kˇ´4`κ,δ` 1
2
`α À ‖Dyq˜pDxqDxw‖kˇ´3`κ,δ` 12`α (B.5d)
À ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxw‖kˇ´2`κ,δ` 1
2
`α, (B.5e)
∥
∥D3yw
∥
∥
k˘´4`κ,´δ` 3
2
`α À
∥
∥D2yDxw
∥
∥
k˘´3`κ,´δ` 3
2
`α À ‖Dy q˜pDxqDxw‖k˘´2`κ,´δ` 32`α. (B.5f)
The above bounds can be justified like in Lemma 3.4, with the weights ρ shifted by´ 1
2
`α, whereas the indices
k, k˜, kˇ, and k˘ are all shifted by `κ´ 2. This modifies the partition of the roots of polynomials, underlying
our polynomial operators in Dx, into γ, γ for the application of the Lemma 3.7, but the justifications for the
hypotheses of that lemma are easily adapted:
‚ For (B.5a) we choose γ “ 1, where ρ “ ´δ ´ 1` α´ ℓy and where we require the bound k ě k˜.
‚ For (B.5b) we have ρ “ δ ´ 1` α´ ℓy and we choose γ “ 1` β, 1,´β ` 12 ,´ 12 for α “ 0 and ℓy ě 0
as well as for α “ 1 and ℓy ě 1, while for α “ 1 and ℓy “ 0 we use γ “ 1` β, 1 and γ “ ´β` 12 ,´ 12 .
Here, we require k ě k˜ ` 4 and for the case of γ if α “ 1, we use finiteness of ‖Dxv‖k˜`2,´δ` 1
2
.
‚ For (B.5c) in the first estimate we choose γ “ 0 in all cases since ρ “ ´δ´1`α´ℓy ă γ, whereas for
the second one we have ρ “ ´δ`α´ ℓy and proceed as follows: We choose γ “ 1` β, 1,´β` 12 ,´ 12
for α “ 0 and ℓy ě 1 as well as for α “ 1 and ℓy ě 2. For the remaining cases, we take γ “
1` β, 1, γ “ ´β` 1
2
,´ 1
2
. In order to justify the application of Lemma 3.7 for the cases γ we use the
finiteness of the terms ‖BtDxv‖k˜´2,´δ´ 1
2
for α “ 0 and ‖Dxv‖k˜`2,´δ` 1
2
for α “ 1.
‚ For (B.5d) we have ρ “ δ ´ 1` α ´ ℓy and are led to choose γ “ 1` β, 1,´β ` 12 ,´ 12 if α “ 0 and
ℓy ě 0 or if α “ 1 and ℓy ě 1. If α “ 1 and ℓy “ 0, then we take γ “ 1 ` β, 1 and γ “ ´β ` 12 ,´ 12 .
This requires having k ě kˇ ` 4 and the cases γ are justified precisely like the case α “ 1 and ℓy “ 0
in (B.5c).
‚ For (B.5e) we have ρ “ δ ` α ´ ℓy and can therefore choose γ “ 2, 3 in all cases, which requires
k ě kˇ ` 6.
‚ For both inequalities of (B.5f) we have the same case subdivision and discussion as for (B.5c), with
k˘ replacing kˇ except for the justification of the cases γ, which can be kept the same, and we require
k ě k˘ ` 5.
In particular, due to the finiteness hypothesis |||v|||sol ă 8, all the bounds (B.5) hold almost everywhere in
time t P r0,8q for our choices of pw, κ, αq, where for the case w “ Btv we also use the fact that Bt-derivatives
commute with Dx and Dy operators. By inspecting the norm |||v|||sol (cf. (3.54)), we see that this allows to
absorb all the integral terms into the ones appearing in the norm |||v|||Sol (cf. (2.3)), as desired. 
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B.2. Proof of the embedding lemmata. We first prove an essential elliptic regularity result:
Proof of Lemma 3.7. We have for γ P  γ, γ( and f P  f, f(
|pDx ´ γq f |2ρ “
ż 8
0
x´2ρ`2γ`1
`Bx `x´γf˘˘2 dx Áγ,ρ ż 8
0
x´2ρ`2γ´1
`
x´γf
˘2
dx “ |f |2ρ ,
where Hardy’s inequality (cf. [35, Lemma A.1]) has been employed with
x´γn fpxnq Ñ 0 as nÑ8, (B.6)
where pxnqnPN “ pxnqnPN for γ “ γ and pxnqnPN “ pxnqnPN for γ “ γ. The proof is concluded by noting that
|f |1,ρ À |f |ρ ` |Dxf |ρ ď p1` γq |f |ρ ` |pDx ´ γqf |ρ
(B.6)
Àγ,ρ |pDx ´ γqf |ρ .

We give two auxiliary lemmata.
Lemma B.1. For w P C8 pp0,8qq, w˜ P R, and α1 ă γ ă α2, we have
|w˜| Àα1,α2,γ |w|α1 ` |w ` xγw˜|α2 . (B.7)
Proof. By using the inequality |xγw˜|2 ď 2
´
|w ` xγw˜|2 ` |w|2
¯
, and the fact that any power of x is bounded
by positive constants from below and above for x P r1, 2s, we find
|w˜|2BC0pRyq Àγ
ż 2
1
|xγw˜|2
dx
x
Àα1,α2
ż 2
1
x´2α1 |w|2
dx
x
`
ż 2
1
x´2α2 |w ` xγw˜|2 dx
x
À |w|2α1 ` |w ` xγw˜|
2
α2
.

Lemma B.2. For w P C0c pr0,8qˆ Rq X C8 pp0,8q ˆ Rq and α1 ă 0 ă α2 we have with w0 :“ w|x“0
‖w‖BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq ` ‖w ´ w0‖BC0pp0,8qxˆRyq ` |w0|BC0pRyq Àα1,α2 ‖Dxw‖1,α1 ` ‖Dxw‖1,α2 (B.8)
and ż 8
´8
|w0|
2
dy Àα1,α2 ‖Dxw‖2α1´ 12 ` ‖Dxw‖
2
α2´ 12 . (B.9)
Furthermore, for fixed α P R and w P C8 pp0,8q ˆ Rq we have
sup
yPR
|w|α Àα ‖w‖1,α . (B.10)
Proof. We first prove (B.10). By using standard embeddings, we find
sup
yPR
|w|2α ď
ż 8
0
x´2α sup
yPR
w2
dx
x
À
ż 8
0
ˆ
x´2α´1
ż
R
w2dy
˙ 1
2
ˆ
x´2α´1
ż
R
pDywq2dy
˙ 1
2 dx
x
ď 1
2
ż
R
ż 8
0
x´2α´1w2
dx
x
dy ` 1
2
ż
R
ż 8
0
x´2α´1pDywq2 dx
x
dy
“ 1
2
‖w‖2α `
1
2
‖Dyw‖
2
α
. (B.11)
By definition of the norms ‖¨‖k,α in (2.2) trivially
∥
∥Djyw
∥
∥
α
ď ‖w‖1,α for j P t0, 1u, which concludes the proof
of (B.10).
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Next, reasoning like in [31, Estimate (8.4)], we use the Sobolev embedding in s “ log x and Lemma 3.7 to
reduce to norms with Dxw only. We choose a smooth cut-off function χ such that χpxq “ 1 for x ď 1 and
χpxq “ 0 for x ě 2 and obtain
|w0|
2 ` |w|2BC0pp0,8qxq ` |w ´ w0|
2
BC0pp0,8qxq À |w0|
2 ` |p1´ χqw|2BC0pp0,8qxq ` |χpw ´ w0q|
2
BC0pp0,8qxq
À |w0|2 ` |p1´ χqw|2W 1,2pRsq ` |χpw ´ w0q|
2
W 1,2pRsq
À |w0|2 ` |p1´ χqw|21,α1 ` |χpw ´ w0q|
2
1,α2
À |w|21,α1 ` |w ´ w0|
2
1,α2
(3.59)
À |Dxw|2α1 ` |Dxw|
2
α2
. (B.12)
Here, we have first used the triangle inequality and subsequently the standard Sobolev embedding on the real
line. For the third estimate we have introduced weights which on the support of the functions that appear
in the norms are in both cases bounded from below by a positive constant. The second but last estimate
follows from Lemma B.1. Finally, in the last estimate we have used Lemma 3.7.
By taking the supremum in y P R of (B.12) and summing estimate (B.11) for α “ α1 and α “ α2 and for
Dxw rather than w, we complete the proof of (B.8).
In order to prove (B.9), we integrate (B.12) in y and obtain in particularż 8
´8
|w0|
2
dy À
ż 8
´8
|Dxw|
2
α1
dy `
ż 8
´8
|Dxw|
2
α2
dy “ ‖Dxw‖2α1´ 12 ` ‖Dxw‖
2
α2´ 12 ,
which proves (B.9) and concludes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. Throughout the proof, estimates depend only on the number of derivatives of the
functions that we need to estimate, +with implicit constants which depend only on k˜, kˇ, and δ. By an
approximation argument using Lemma 3.11, Lemma 3.12, and Lemma 3.13, we may assume that all functions
are smooth, compactly supported in x P r0,8q and y P R, and meet expansions (1.24), (1.27), and (3.60)
with smooth coefficients and no remainder.
Proof of estimates (3.61a) and (3.61b). Note that (3.61b) follows from (3.61a) by taking the supremum in
t P I and therefore we only prove the latter.
We write v
p0q
x “ x´1Dxvp0q and use estimate (B.8) of Lemma B.2 for w :“ Dℓvp0qx , giving
∥
∥
∥D
ℓvp0qx
∥
∥
∥
BC0pp0,8qˆRq
À
∥
∥
∥DxD
ℓx´1Dxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,´δ
`
∥
∥
∥DxD
ℓx´1Dxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,δ
À
∥
∥
∥x
´1Dℓyy pDx ` ℓy ´ 1q pDx ´ 1qℓx Dxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,´δ
`
∥
∥
∥x
´1Dℓyy pDx ` ℓy ´ 1q pDx ´ 1qℓx Dxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,δ
À
∥
∥
∥D
ℓy
y pDx ` ℓy ´ 1q pDx ´ 1qℓx Dxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥D
ℓy
y pDx ` ℓy ´ 1q pDx ´ 1qℓx Dxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,δ`1
. (B.13)
Now we consider two cases. In case of ℓx ě 1 or ℓy “ 0, we have a term
pDx ´ 1qDxvp0q “ pDx ´ 1qDx
´
vp0q ´ vp0q0 ´ vp0q1 x
¯
appearing in the last two lines of (B.13). Using the triangle inequality, we may bound these terms byÿ
0ď|ℓ˜|ď|ℓ|
∥
∥
∥D
ℓ˜pDx ´ 1qDx
´
vp0q ´ vp0q0 ´ vp0q1 x
¯∥
∥
∥
1,´δ`1
`
ÿ
0ď|ℓ˜|ď|ℓ|
∥
∥
∥D
ℓ˜pDx ´ 1qDx
´
vp0q ´ vp0q0 ´ vp0q1 x
¯∥
∥
∥
1,δ`1
À
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ,δ`1
, (B.14)
for
∣
∣
∣ℓ˜
∣
∣
∣ ď |ℓ| ď kˇ ´ 2, and where in the last estimate we have applied Lemma 3.7 together with the fact that
q˜pDxq figures the factor Dx´ 1 (cf. (3.22a)). Due to the definition of the initial data norm |||¨|||init (cf. (2.1)),
this allows to bound the first term in (B.13).
If instead ℓy ě 1 and ℓx “ 0, we find in both terms of the last two lines of (B.13) the quantity
Dℓyy pDx ` ℓy ´ 1qDxvp0q “ Dℓyy pDx ` ℓy ´ 1qDx
´
vp0q ´ vp0q0
¯
,
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and we recognize that this quantity is O
`
x2
˘
as x Œ 0, due to one x-factor coming from the Dy-operators
and a second one coming from vp0q ´ vp0q0 . This allows to proceed as above by again applying Lemma 3.7.
Therefore, we find that in either case
∥
∥
∥Dℓvp0qx
∥
∥
∥
BC0pp0,8qˆRq
À
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ,δ`1
. (B.15)
This verifies (3.61a) for the fist term on the left-hand side provided |ℓ| ď kˇ ´ 2. For verifying the estimate
for the third term on the left-hand side of (3.61a), we use Lemma B.2 and write analogously to (B.13)
∥
∥
∥Dℓvp0qy
∥
∥
∥
BC0pp0,8qˆRq
(B.8)
À
∥
∥
∥Dℓy`1y pDx ` ℓyqDℓxx vp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥Dℓy`1y pDx ` ℓyqDℓxx vp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,δ`1
.
Now if ℓx ě 1 or ℓy “ 0, then at least one Dx-derivative acts on vp0q and cancels the contribution vp0q0 . This,
together with the x-factor coming from the Dy-operator leads to the expression O
`
x2
˘
as xŒ 0. If instead
ℓx “ 0 and ℓy ě 1, then we have at least two factors x coming from the Dy-operators, and again the terms
are O
`
x2
˘
as xŒ 0. Therefore, we can proceed as in (B.14) and find the bound (B.15) for this term as well.
For the remaining terms in (3.61a) we proceed by using (B.8) of Lemma B.2 and then Lemma 3.7, to find,
first with w “ vp0q, w0 “ vp0q0 ,
∣
∣
∣v
p0q
0
∣
∣
∣
BC0pRq
À
∥
∥
∥Dxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
1,´δ
`
∥
∥
∥Dxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
1,δ
À
∥
∥
∥Dxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
1,´δ
`
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,δ
next, with w “ `vp0q˘
y
, w0 “
´
v
p0q
0
¯
y
∣
∣
∣
∣
´
v
p0q
0
¯
y
∣
∣
∣
∣
BC0pRq
À ‖Dxw‖1,´δ ` ‖Dxw‖1,δ “
∥
∥
∥DyDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
1,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥DyDxv
p0q
∥
∥
∥
1,δ`1
À
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2,δ`1
and finally, with w “ `vp0q˘
x
, w0 “ vp0q1 , by commuting derivatives
∣
∣
∣v
p0q
1
∣
∣
∣
BC0pRq
À ‖Dxw‖1,´δ ` ‖Dxw‖1,δ “
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 1qDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 1qDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
1,δ`1
À
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2,´δ`1
`
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2,δ`1
.
This completes the proof of (3.61a), by bounding the second and fourth terms on the left-hand side, provided
ℓ1 ď min
!
k˜ ´ 1, kˇ ´ 1
)
and ℓ1 ď min
!
k˜ ´ 2, kˇ ´ 2
)
(cf. (2.1)).
Proof of estimate (3.61c). We now use (B.9) of Lemma B.2, in combination with Lemma 3.7, to obtain the
following bounds, which work similarly as the previous estimate. For the choices w “ v or w “ x´1Dxv or
w “ x´1Dyv, α1 “ ´δ, α2 “ δ, and α2 “ ´δ ` 12 in Lemma B.2, we have, respectively,
|v0|L2pRyq À ‖Dxv‖´δ´ 12 ` ‖Dxv‖´δ` 12 À ‖v‖1,´δ´ 12 ` ‖Dxv‖´δ` 12
|v1|L2pRyq À ‖pDx ´ 1qDxv‖´δ` 12 ` ‖pDx ´ 1qDxv‖δ` 12 À ‖Dxv‖1,´δ` 12 ` ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖1,δ` 12 ,
∣
∣
∣pv0qy
∣
∣
∣
L2pRyq
À ‖DyDxv‖´δ` 1
2
` ‖DyDxv‖δ` 1
2
À ‖Dxv‖1,´δ` 1
2
` ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖1,δ` 1
2
.
Next, with w “ vyy “ x´2D2yv or w “ vxy “ x´2DyDxv and the same α1, α2, we find
|pv0qyy|L2pRyq À
∥
∥D2yDxv
∥
∥
´δ` 3
2
` ∥∥D2yDxv
∥
∥
δ` 3
2
À ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖2,´δ` 3
2
` ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖2,δ` 3
2
,
|pv1qy |L2pRyq À ‖DypDx ´ 1qDxv‖´δ` 32 ` ‖DypDx ´ 1qDxv‖δ` 32
À ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖1,´δ` 3
2
` ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖1,δ` 3
2
.
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For w “ x´1´βpDx ´ 1qDxv and α1 “ δ ´ β, α2 “ ´δ ´ β ` 1, we find
|v1`β |L2pRyq À ‖Dxw‖δ´β´ 12 ` ‖Dxw‖´δ´β` 12
À ‖pDx ´ β ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qDxv‖δ` 1
2
` ‖pDx ´ β ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qDxv‖´δ` 3
2
À ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖δ` 1
2
` ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖´δ` 3
2
,
and in the same way
|pv1`βqy |L2pRyq À ‖q˜pDxqDxvy‖δ` 12 ` ‖q˜pDxqDxvy‖´δ` 32 „ ‖Dyq˜pDxqDxv‖δ` 32 ` ‖Dy q˜pDxqDxv‖´δ` 52 .
If we choose w “ x´2pDx ´ β ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qDxv and α1 “ ´δ, α2 “ δ, we find
|v2|L2pRyq À ‖pDx ´ 2qpDx ´ β ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qDxv‖´δ` 32 ` ‖pDx ´ 2qpDx ´ β ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qDxv‖δ` 32
À ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖´δ` 3
2
` ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖δ` 3
2
.
After taking the integral in t over I of the above bounds, we control |v1`β |BC0pRyq by |v1`β |H1pRyq using the
Sobolev embedding, and we note that the resulting terms are bounded by |||v|||2sol.
Furthermore, by applying Lemma B.2 to w “ x´2DyDxv and α1 “ δ ´ 12 and α2 “ ´δ ` 12 , we find
∣
∣
∣pv1qy
∣
∣
∣
L2pRyq
À ‖DypDx ´ 1qDxv‖δ`1 ` ‖DypDx ´ 1qDxv‖´δ`2
À ‖Dy q˜pDxqDxv‖δ`1 ` ‖Dyq˜pDxqDxv‖´δ`2
ď ‖Dy q˜pDxqDxv‖kˇ´1,δ`1 ` ‖Dy q˜pDxqDxv‖k˘,´δ`2,
and by taking the supremum in t over I we see that the resulting terms are bounded by |||v|||2sol.
Similarly, for pv0qy we take w “ x´2D2yv, α1 “ δ ´ 12 , and α2 “ ´δ ` 12 , so that we find
∣
∣
∣pv0qyy
∣
∣
∣
L2pRyq
À ∥∥Dxx´2D2yv
∥
∥
δ´1 `
∥
∥Dxx
´2D2yv
∥
∥
´δ “
∥
∥D2yDxv
∥
∥
kˇ´2,δ`1 `
∥
∥D2yDxv
∥
∥
k˘´1,´δ`2.
The supremum in t over I of these terms can be controlled as above by |||v|||2sol, which gives the bound for∥
∥
∥pv1qy
∥
∥
∥
BC0pI;L2pRqq
and
∥
∥
∥pv0qyy
∥
∥
∥
BC0pI;L2pRqq
.
In order to prove the bounds for the remaining terms ‖v1‖BC0pI;L2pRqq and
∥
∥
∥pv0qy
∥
∥
∥
BC0pI;L2pRqq
, we now take
w “ x´1Dxv or w “ x´1Dyv, as well as α1 “ δ ´ 12 and α2 “ ´δ ` 12 , respectively, and we find
|v1|L2pRyq À ‖pDx ´ 1qDxv‖δ ` ‖pDx ´ 1qDxv‖´δ`1 À ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖δ ` ‖q˜pDxqDxv‖´δ`1,
∣
∣
∣pv0qy
∣
∣
∣
L2pRyq
À ‖DyDxv‖δ ` ‖DyDxv‖´δ`1,
after which we may take the supremum in t over I and control the ensuing terms by |||v|||sol.
Proof of estimate (3.61d). We apply (B.9) for α1 “ ´δ, α2 “ δ, for the two different choices w “ x´1f and
w “ x´2pDx ´ 1qf , followed by Lemma 3.7, thus obtaining the two following bounds:
|f1|L2pRyq À ‖pDx ´ 1qf‖´δ` 12 ` ‖pDx ´ 1qf‖δ` 12 À ‖pDx ´ 1qf‖´δ` 12 ` ‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖δ` 12 ,
|f2|L2pRyq À ‖pDx ´ 2qpDx ´ 1qf‖´δ` 12 ` ‖pDx ´ 2qpDx ´ 1qf‖δ` 32
À ‖q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖´δ` 3
2
` ‖pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖δ` 3
2
.
We may then integrate the two above bounds in t over I and bound the right-hand sides by |||f |||2rhs under
the conditions 0 ď ℓ ď k˜ ´ 3 and 0 ď ℓ1 ď kˇ ´ 3 (cf. (2.19)). 
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B.3. Proofs of the approximation lemmata.
Proof of Lemma 3.11. Throughout the proof, estimates depend on k, k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ.
Introducing a cut-off in the coordinates s and η. We have to approximate vp0q contemporarily in all the
addends appearing in
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
2
init
(cf. (2.1)). In order to adapt to the standard theory of Sobolev spaces,
we introduce the Fourier coordinate η P R in the y-direction and the variable s “ log x in the x-direction.
Through the use of (3.18), we can rewrite the norms by effectively replacing Dy by e
sη and Dx by Bs. We
write for example
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,δ
“
ÿ
0ďj`j1ďk˜
ż
R
η2j
∣
∣
∣xj´
1
2Dj
1
x q˜pDxqDxvp0q
∣
∣
∣
2
δ
dη
“
ÿ
0ďj`j1ďk˜
∥
∥
∥ηj ep´δ´ 12`jqs q˜pBsqBj1`1s vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pRsˆRηq
, (B.16)
and a similar identity is valid for the other norms contributing to
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
.
We now introduce a cut-off function χn defined as χnps, ηq :“ φ
`
s
n
˘
ψ
`
η
n
˘
, where φ and ψ are smooth and
satisfy
φpsq “ 1 for s P p´8, 1s and φpsq “ 0 for s P r2,8q, (B.17a)
as well as
ψpηq “ 1 for η P r´1, 1s and ψpηq “ 0 for η R r´2, 2s. (B.17b)
Note that in the norms contributing to
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
the difference vp0q ´ χnvp0q produces contributions which
tend to zero as n Ñ 8: For each term in the norm ∥∥vp0q∥∥
init
we may distribute derivatives. If some of the
factors from q˜pBsqBs fall on the cut-off, then we lose the structure q˜pBsqBs. However, the resulting term can
be controlled by using the term
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
k,´δ´1, provided k ě k˜`4. For example for the term (B.16) we obtainÿ
0ďj`j1ďk˜
∥
∥
∥ηjep´δ´ 12`jqs q˜pBsqBj1`1s p1´ χnqvp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pRsˆRηq
À
ÿ
0ďj`j1ďk˜
∥
∥
∥ηjep´δ´ 12`jqs p1´ χnq q˜pBsqBj1`1s vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pRsˆRηq
`
ÿ
0ďjďk˜
0ďj`j1ďk˜`4
∥
∥
∥ηjep´δ` 12`jqsBj1s vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
L2prn,2nsˆRηq
,
where the last two terms converge to zero as nÑ8 by dominated convergence provided k ě k˜`4. A similar
reasoning for the remaining norms contributing to
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
shows that
∥
∥vp0q ´ χnvp0q
∥
∥
init
Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
The approximants χnv
p0q already satisfy the property pG8q and the smoothness in y since smoothness in y
is equivalent to decay in η.
Truncation in y. At this point we truncate our function in y to ensure smoothness in η (decay in η is already
valid due to the previous proof step), and up to passing through a diagonal argument, due to (B.17a), we
may assume that vp0q is already zero for x " 1. We then introduce a cut-off function χ P C8pRq such
that χpyq “ 1 for y P r´1, 1s and χpyq “ 0 for y R r´2, 2s. Then we define χnpyq “ χ
`
y
n
˘
and we claim
that
∥
∥vp0q ´ χnvp0q
∥
∥
init
Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. This can be proved by considering separately the different terms
in the definition of ‖¨‖init and showing that they all vanish as n Ñ 8. We again consider only the term
corresponding to (B.16), all the others being treated by the same reasoning. If Dy-operators appear in our
terms, then they change the weight by a power of x. However, as we have assumed that vp0qpx, yq “ 0 for
x " 1, all x-factors are uniformly bounded. Thus in all cases we can write
∥
∥
∥q˜pDxqDx p1´ χnq vp0q
∥
∥
∥
2
k˜,δ
“
ÿ
0ďj`j1ďk˜
ż 8
0
x´2δ´1`2j
ż 8
´8
´
Bjy q˜pDxqDj
1`1
x p1´ χnpyqq vp0qpx, yq
¯2
dy
dx
x
À
ÿ
0ďj`j1ďk˜
ż 8
0
x´2δ´1`2j
ż
p´8,´nsYrn,8q
´
Bjy q˜pDxqDj
1`1
x v
p0q
¯2
dy
dx
x
,
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and each term in the above sum converges to zero as nÑ8 by dominated convergence.
Mollification in s “ log x. As a consequence of the previous step, we may without loss of generality restrict
ourselves to functions vp0q such that vp0qpx, ηq “ 0 for px, yq with x " 1 or |y| " 1, and which thus are
smooth in η. As a next step, we prove that we can also approximate by functions that are smooth in both
px, ηq. To this aim, we mollify the function vp0q in the variable s “ log x with a mollifier χε, where ε ą 0,
χεpsq “ ε´1χ1
`
s
ε
˘
, and χ1 P C80 pR2q with
ş
χ1psqds “ 1. Then the mollification commutes with derivatives
Bs. Furthermore, we have that
e´ρsχε ˚ vp0qps, ηq “
ż 8
´8
e´ρps´s1qχε
`
s´ s1˘ e´ρs1vp0q `s1, η˘ ds1dr1 “ χ
ε
˚ vp0qps, ηq,
where χ
ε
psq :“ e´ρsχεpsq and vp0qps, ηq :“ e´ρsvp0qps, ηq. Hence, upon multiplying the mollifier with an
appropriate weight, it can be pulled out of all expressions of the form (B.16) for the norms contributing to
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
. Then χ
ε
Ñ δ0 in D1 as εŒ 0 regardless of the value of ρ and ν and the proof step is concluded.
Decay conditions as x Œ 0. By the previous step, we can assume without loss of generality that vp0q P
C8 pp0,8qx ˆ Rηq with vp0qpx, yq “ 0 for px, yq such that x " 1 or |y| " 1. Hence, also vp0q “ vp0qpx, ηq is
smooth. It therefore remains to discuss the asymptotics of vp0q as xŒ 0.
To verify the decay conditions on vp0q, we iteratively apply the following basic reasoning for γ P t0, 1u:
If w1, w2 satisfy pDx ´ γqwp1q “ wp2q and if
∣
∣wp2q
∣
∣
ρ
ă 8 for some ρ P Rztγu then we can write
wp1qpxq “ w˜pxq ` wγxγ , (B.18)
for some wγ P R, where the following explicit formulas for w˜ hold true:
w˜pxq “
#
xγ
şx
0
z˜´γwp2qpz˜qdz˜
z˜
if γ ă ρ,
´xγ ş8
x
z˜´γwp2qpz˜qdz˜
z˜
if γ ą ρ.
(B.19)
Now note that for the part w˜ the asymptotics required for applying Lemma 3.7 follow directly from the
assumption
∣
∣wp2q
∣
∣
1,ρ
ă 8 and from the explicit formulas (B.19).
By iteratively using expressions (B.18) and (B.19), we obtain that the function vp0q has the form
vp0qpx, ηq “ vp0q0 pηq ` vp0q1 pηqx`Rpx, ηq as xŒ 0,
with a remainder term R. More precisely, R can be characterized by noting that by Lemma 3.7 and due to
the fact that the operator q˜pDxqDx cancels the terms vp0q0 and vp0q1 x (cf. (3.22a)), we have
‖R‖k˜,δ`1 À ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxR‖kˇ,δ`1
“
∥
∥
∥pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxvp0q
∥
∥
∥
kˇ,δ`1
ď
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
init
ă 8,
from which it follows that we have Rpx, ηq “ o
´
x
3
2
`δ
¯
as xŒ 0 almost everywhere in η P R. Because of the
representation (B.19), the coefficients
´
v
p0q
0
¯
y
and v
p0q
1 are smooth in η. Now we define
vp0,nq :“ vp0q0 ` vp0q1 x` χnR,
where χnpsq :“ χ1
`
s
n
˘
and χ1 is a smooth cut-off function such that χ1psq “ 1 for s P r´1,8q and
χ1psq “ 0 for s P p´8,´2s. Then like in the first proof-step, vp0,nq “ vp0q for s ě ´n, and by distributing
derivatives, by using Lemma 3.7, and by dominated convergence due to the finiteness of
∥
∥vp0q
∥
∥
init
, we deduce
∥
∥vp0q ´ vp0,nq∥∥
init
Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. On the other hand, for s ď ´2n we have vp0,nq :“ vp0q0 ` vp0q1 x, which
concludes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 3.12. Throughout the proof, estimates depend on k, k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ.
Truncation in s “ log x, η, and t. Almost everywhere in t P I, the norms appearing in the time integrals from
|||f |||2rhs (cf. (2.19)) are finite, and therefore we can proceed along the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.11. We
work in the variables t, s :“ log x, and η, and again introduce a smooth cut-off function χn : Iˆr0,8qˆRÑ R
with values in the interval r0, 1s, where χnpt, s, ηq “ σnptqχ
`
s
n
, η
n
˘
, for all t P I the function χ satisfies
(B.17), and moreover σn P C8c
`
I˚
˘
with σnptq “ 1 for t P In, where In Õ I is a sequence of compact intervals
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exhausting I. By the same reasoning as in the first step of the proof of Lemma 3.11, after integration over
I as well, we find |||f ´ χnf |||rhs Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
Mollification in s “ log x, and t, truncation in y. By the previous step we may assume without loss of
generality that fpt, x, ηq is zero if x " 1 or |η| " 1 or t R I 1 for some compact interval I 1 Ť I. We then
perform a truncation in y and a mollification in the variable s “ log x as in the proof of Lemma 3.11, which
allows to approximate f by functions that are smooth in x and y at fixed t. Then we perform a further
mollification in t and obtain approximants that are smooth in t, x, η, and y.
Decay conditions as xŒ 0. For γ P t1, 2u we apply the reasoning of the corresponding step of Lemma 3.11
to the solution of pDx´γqwp1q “ wp2q via formulas (B.18) and (B.19). This time we find that f has the form
fpt, x, ηq “ f1pt, ηqx ` f2pt, ηqx2 `Rpt, x, ηq as xŒ 0.
Now applying Lemma 3.7 and using the fact that q˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1q cancels the terms f1x and f2x2 above,
we find that at fixed t it holds
‖R‖kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
À ‖pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qR‖kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
“ ‖pDx ´ 4qpDx ´ 3qq˜pDx ´ 1qpDx ´ 1qf‖kˇ´2,δ` 3
2
ă 8.
Therefore, Rpt, x, ηq “ o `x2`δ˘ as x Œ 0. As in the proof of Lemma 3.11, we infer that the coefficients f1
and f2 are smooth in η. Now we define
f pnq :“ f1x` f2x2 ` χnR,
where χnpsq :“ χ1
`
s
n
˘
and χ1 is a smooth cut-off function such that χ1psq “ 1 for s P r´1,8q and χ1psq “ 0
for s P p´8,´2s. Then like in the last step of Lemma 3.11 we may prove that ∣∣∣∣∣∣f ´ f pnq∣∣∣∣∣∣
rhs
Ñ 0 as nÑ8,
and at the same time we have f pnq :“ f1x` f2x2 for x !n 1, which finalizes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 3.13. Throughout the proof, estimates depend on k, k˜, kˇ, k˘, and δ.
By using Lemma 3.6, we may approximate in the norm |||¨|||Sol (cf. (2.3)) which is equivalent to the norm
|||¨|||sol (cf. (3.54)) for the choice of the time interval to be I “ r0,8q. The proof is mainly the same as the
one of Lemma 3.12, with differences appearing only while treating the remainder term R and the cut-off
in time t. In order to control the effect of the terms in the norm |||¨|||Sol involving Btv, we use the cut-off
function χpt, s, ηq “ σ ` t
n
˘
χ
`
s
n
, η
n
˘
, where χ is a smooth function which satisfies (B.17) as in the previous
proof and σ : p0,8q Ñ r0, 1s satisfies
σptq “ 1 for t P p0, 1s, σptq “ 0 for t P r2,8q. (B.20)
A Bt-derivative acting on χn produces an extra factor bounded in the BC0-norm (in fact the bound of the
extra factor also decays like O
`
1
n
˘
, but we do not need to use this) and with support in the interval rn, 2ns,
which allows to control the extra terms as n Ñ 8 by dominated convergence. Concerning the expansion
near x “ 0, in the last step of the proof we find the expression
vpt, x, ηq “ v0pt, ηq ` v1pt, ηqx` v1`βpt, ηqx1`β ` v2pt, ηqx2 `Rpt, x, ηq as xŒ 0.
For estimating R we use Lemma 3.7, and the fact that the operator pDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDx cancels all the terms
different than R on the right. Then we may estimate for t P I as follows
‖R‖kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
À ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxR‖kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
“ ‖pDx ´ 3qpDx ´ 2qq˜pDxqDxv‖kˇ`2,δ` 3
2
ă 8,
which implies that Rpt, x, ηq “ o `x2`δ˘ as x Œ 0. Now we may use the same arguments as in the proof of
Lemma 3.11 in order to obtain smoothness in η of the above coefficients v0, v1, v1`β , and v2. The rest of
the proof, including the construction of vpnq by truncating the remainder R in the t-variable, is like in the
proof of Lemma 3.12. 
Proof of Corollary 3.14. On one hand the approximants constructed in Lemma 3.13 have bounded support in
time, i.e., vnpt, ¨, ¨q “ 0 for t ą 2n, and on the other hand convergence in the |||¨|||sol-norm implies convergence
of pv0qy in the supremum norm due to (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8. Moreover, since ‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init ď |||v|||sol, the
above-mentioned support properties of vn imply ‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init Ñ 0 as t Ñ 8. These considerations allow to
prove the first item of the corollary.
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The second item follows due to the fact that the required property holds for the approximants constructed
in Lemma 3.13, again by using the bound (3.61b) of Lemma 3.8.
Finally, note that the supremum part of the norm (3.54) can be rewritten as suptPI‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init. From the
smoothness properties of the approximants vpnq from Lemma 3.13, we find that t ÞÑ ∥∥vpnqpt, ¨, ¨q∥∥
init
are
continuous, and from the approximation property
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣vpnq ´ v∣∣∣∣∣∣
sol
Ñ 0 we find that these functions are also
uniformly convergent and bounded, so that the function t ÞÑ ‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init is also continuous. Now note that
the integral terms in the definition of |||v|||sol,τ vanish as τ Œ 0 by dominated convergence. Thus
lim
τŒ0
|||v|||sol,τ “ lim
τŒ0
sup
tPIτ
‖vpt, ¨, ¨q‖init “
∥
∥
∥v
p0q
∥
∥
∥
init
,
which concludes the proof of the last item as well as of the corollary. 
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